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12th January*_____Abydos. Coru/ym £.c.„.

Sir,

Confirming my last of the 19th ult.,I have to acknowledge the 

receipt of your despatchesc56/7 on the 29th ult.,58 per Mamari 

brought by the Magdalena on the 4th inst.,and 59 posted in Mon

tevideo to hand yesterday. Your letter of the 3rd ult.and cable
gram "Trullo" have also been delivered.

2. Desp.56 par.2. I have"been unable as yet to do anything 

about the Elliot’s draft,as the owner declines to pay until he 

has referred to the Captain. If,however,there is any traaty with 

the United States under which we can arrest the ship we shall do 

so. You ought,however,to have sent evidence in the form of a 

statutory declaration as to the charges having actually been in
curred and as to the account being a correct one in all res

pects,q,s you will seeby enclosed correspondence that Mr.Bowen

demurs to the amount as being altogether out of proportion to 

the work done . It certainly does seem large,and you must get a 

declaration put into proper form and sent without delay,in order 

that we may be properly armed for a dispute. It would be well 

also to give full details of the Blacksmiths’ and other work. Is 

it possible to stop a ship’s papers at the Shipping Office until 
she has settled her accounts?

3. Par.3. All that I can say now is that wool clipped 

season should not be kept f or Nthe next.
one

4. Par.4. Is it possible that you are. not aware that a copy 

of a jiote of protest is absolutely useless for recovering 

average claim or one for total loss? The copy of the extension 

is what is wanted,i.e. a declaration by the master of the ship 

and others of the circumstances which led to the claim. The note

an

A.E.Baillon,Esq

Manager,
• >

Stanley.
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is referred to in the extension,and a copy is in no case requir

ed; it simply fixes the date on which the Master appeared before 

the Notary* Before we dan put forward the claim on the Hadassah 

skins Nilsson's extension of protest must be sent. If he is in 

a place where there is no Notary he can declare before a Magis

trate. It would be well for you to make yourself acquainted with 

the procedure in case of Insurance claims and other details in 

connexion with your appointment as Lloyd's Agent,a want of know
ledge of which is scarcely creditable.

5. Par.7 and 57-21. It is satisfactory to note that the coals 

ex Ella are all bespoken,but it was not necessary to assume such 

an apologetic attitude on the subject of their age. You should 

tell the Navy people that they are our only customers,that the 

Ella's coal was sent out expressly for them,but that shortly af

ter its arrival we bought a cheap cargo and were able to let

them have a corresponding rdteduction on their coals for some
they have to take the other lot 

this for so long,, they are the

last people who ought to grumble at the age of the coal which

years; when,then,after enjoying

has been set aside specially for their benefit. You might also 

reasonably point out that the coal has been under hatches all

the time,and should not be looked upon as having been exposed 

since its arrival. Then as to bags,you have gone as W£&ng as you 

possibly could,I am sorry to say. During all the days of the 

competition between the Deans and ourselves there was one thing 

upon which we resolutely declined to alter our ways,even to gain 

business,and that was the delivery of coals to men-of-war. The 

terms invariably were that the coals were to be taken by the 

ships themselves,we sending a man to tally. Look up one of the: 

old contracts,and you will see how they were expressed.. When 

once you begin to put labour on coals you do not know where you
are. Bags were never heard of until we bought the Great Britain 

and her coals,and had to bag them for the Kosmos,but that 

different matter. Why do you presume to alter a custom of forty 

years' standing,and introduce a precedent that must be most in

convenient some time or other? You can only remedy this by put
ting your foot down.

was a

6. Par.12. The letter to Lloyd's was a very proper one,and if 

you have had any answer we should like to knwo what they say.
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7. Par.8. You sent the Glengowan's chronometer home,but re
tained the one that was the Captain's private property,which was 

exactly the reverse of what you should have done. If you thought 
we had a claim on the Captain's private effects,why did you part 

with the remainder? The instrument must be sent by the first op
portunity to be given up to Mrs.Doughty.

8. Par.9. The figures given in your no.53-12 would be more 

correctly described as a practically correct version of the in
correct freights charged by you last season.

9. You have omitted to reply to the question asked in 839-8 

about the use of the Store telephone.

10. Par.12. As to Bills of Lading by sailing vessel your

mark about having four sets is not clear. You
re-

have to follow the custom observed during my 20 odd years' 

idence in Stanley,which is,I believe,the custom of the world, 

that is you give the Captain a copy of each for himself,and he 

signs three for you,one of these you send with the ship,another 

follows by the first mail,and'the third you keep in your office.

11. Par.13 and 58-8. Your remarks on the tramway are noted, 
but would have been better timed if sent in explanation 

Indent. With reference to 

1890 having been executed without the 

are in error.

res-

of the
your remark about the order of April

necessary information,you 

If you will refer to my despatch 501-17 of that 

date,you will see that I sent not only an explanation of matters
connected with the jetty in the despatch,but 

the subject,and on turning up the indent we find pinned to it a 

sectional drawing of the bridge rail required with 

weight per yard. Every detail required 

with an unexplained indent for "light tramrails". 

for repairs,naturally they ought to be 

weight as the rest,and therefore 

for. You do not say if the points 

yet,nor whether they are for 

ones. The rails will

a separate memo on

a note of the 

was given,as compared w±- 

If these were 

of the same class and 

further particulars were asked

are to be right or left even 

a new line or to replace worn out 

now be shipped,but the points must wait un
til more details are given; if for the last named 

ally they must be identical with the
purpose natur- 

old ones. I am sure that 

were many more trolleys at Goosewhen I left the Colony there 

Green than there was any use for.



12. 57-18 and 58-11'.’ I am afraid that there is nothing in 

your replies to the Kosmos complaints that will have the effect 

of altering their opinion that the arrangements for the supply 

of wool were not made with the judgment that might have been ex
pected, and it is disappointing to find that you do not allude to 

the suggestion that Mr.Pepper had been incorrectly informed, 

which I made in my letter to him of 28th September in your de

fence. Wishing to prove that you are far-seeing,careful,and 

thodical in your arrangements,the correspondence was sent to you 

for your consideration and report. It is somewhat vexing to find 

that in place of rebutting the complaints made against you,you 

simply reply that you are very tired 5f the subject.
13. 57-21. I should have mentioned in par.5 that no time has 

been lost in looking for a ship for a cargo of coal,and that we 

are on the point of chartering. As small vessels are scarce we 

shall probably have to take one carrying 800 tons,but if the 

ships are coming down as regularly as you say this will not be 

too much.

me-

14. Par.23 and other reports from the Camp. The Board are 

mucn pleased to hear that things are looking so promising for 

this season,and hope that we have really turned the

I wrote Mr.Packe at the time about the delay of 

his woolpress,for which we were in no way responsible

corner.
15. Par.24.

,as every
thing possible was done to hurry it on. I now enclose for his 

information copies of all the correspondence relating 

subject,which let him have without fail; 

dates will show him that there 

office.. It is just the

fact with everything that has to be made 

iron dip ordered by Mr.Bertrand for 

yet by the makers,Williams & Sons,and the

to the
a comparison of the 

no blame attaching to thiswas

same with other machine makers,and in

to order,see,e.g.the
the Thetis and not supplied

boiler for Goose Green
promised for this boat,but not ready. As regards the latter we
can hardly complain,for the order only left the Islands in Sept* 

year. Mr.Nichol ex- 

were to be had ready-

ember,! think,instead of much earlier in the

plained that he thought that such things 

made.

16. 58-6 . I enclose copy of a short letter to the Colonial 
Office,asking leave to state our objections to the proposed jet—
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ty before the scheme is sanctioned,and we shall do all in our
power to defeat this project. The letter to the Secretary of
State enclosed in despatch 59 is excellent.

17. Par.7. The subject of the Wasp was discussed at the last
Board,but no decision was arrived at. We are going to enquire as
to the practicability of getting a hull for the new engines that

than
would be more suitable for the Wasp,or possibly another boat 
like the "Sissie".

18. Par.10. The information about the sheep available from 

other farms is not definite enough. In place of saying that you 

would have no difficulty in getting quite 5000 between five sta

tions named,you should have stated exactly the number promised 

by each. It was in that way that I worked the Selembria,with 

which vessel the Goose Green work went absolutely without a 

hitch. Precision in such matters is all essential. You do not 

mention Cameron and Greenshields as probable shippers,though

they will certainly have soifie to send. Writing at midday today, 
I cannot yet tell you whether there will be 

I expect to see Mr.Cameron
a vessel or not,but 

any moment,and thep. we shall decide
what is to be done. The Board will not kill more than 5000 in 

any case,and with the boiler at Goose Green in need of tender
treatment,and further the absence of 

Camp,it does not seem wise to undertake 

Goose Green than can be helped.

a permanent manager in the 

any more killing at

19. 59-2. As the mail only came in yesterday there has 

no time to look into the accounts of the
been

Mamari's rams,and prob- 

Mr.Mowat arrives. I may 

& Co.have not made it clear why 

of our very distinct order

ably they will be better understood when 

however mention that Messrs.Pyne 

they shipped us 150 rams in the face 

for 100 only,and that 

to the consignment by Dalgety & Co 

yet,reached their London office

are absolutly in the dark with regard 

no information having,as

we

• f

even. You ought to have reported 

to us about these; they are not even mentioned in Pyne & Co’ 
letter to you,a copy of which they sent direct.

s
Their draft

we have accepted it,on the un-

are to sell the extra 50

you have bought by Mr. 
advice,he knew perfectly well that we do not want to be

on
us was totally unauthorized,but

derstanding that if found desirable we

rams on their account. As to the two rams



bothered with little expeiimental odd lots,which would be more 

suitable for a farm the size of Bender's. They give trouble in 

keeping them apart for breeding,and these Leicesters should be 

sold,if you can find a customer for them. It is not likely that 

at any time this breed will be found suitable for the Falklands. 

There should have been a statement of disbursements on account 

of the Mamari,accompanied by Vouchers.

20. Par.3. The Marta and her cargo,being two separate inter
ests, should have been sold in two lots at least.

21. Par.5. The Board having assented to the alterations in 

Marmont Row,you can proceed with them,on the understanding that 

they are contracted for under the original estimate.

22. Par.7. The telephone wire cannot be run through pipes or 

underground unless insulated,which would be expensive probably, 

and need at all events wire to be sent out from here. But as the 

cause of the breakages has been diagnosed,I can suggest 

dy. I have seen in many places,especially near the sea,telegraph 

wires carrying streamers of cotton or bunting at certain inter
vals, doubt less for the purpose of warning the birds that would 

otherwise fly up against them. I may,remark,however,that as far 

as I can see the flight of the birds is confined to those places 

where the sand is loose,which seemsstrange.

If,as you suggest,you have been suffering from 

mental aberration it is a serious matter; but it occurs to me to

a reme-

23. Par.12.

suggest that as you charged the freights correctly while in that 

condition,it would almost appear a pity that the attack was not
more prolonged.

24. Par.15. I have been making some enquiries about a Doctor,
as yet; after the mail has gone I willbut have heard of no one

go into the question.
25. Par.16. I assume that Mr.Mowat will be able to satisfy

Messrs.Lawes that the amounts you have disbursed on their ac-
count are correctly stated; but you should bear in mind that 

when money has to be collected here vouchers or some kind of
proof should be supplied.

26. Mr.J.Dean reports that the Shipping 

Master of the Richard Williams

for working on shore.

Master has made the 

pay his crew 10/.a month extra

Gan it be possible that he has had the



audacity to interfere with freedom of contract as between ship
master and seaman?

27* There were some pheasants sent out by the Ramses,and you 

have according to custom failed to report whether they reached 

Stanley alive or not. These,as well as the fowls sent per Tanis, 

were insured,and if information has not already been forwarded 

it must be attended to without delay,

I have now seen to.Cameron,and it has been arranged that a 

vessel capable of freezing 10,000 carcasses is to go to San Car

los,where she will receive sheep from Messrs.Cameron,GreenshieId$ 

Bonner,Felton,Petaluga,and any who may wish to ship,and that 

agree to send across to San Carlos on our account,not exceeding 

5000 in any case,sufficient to fill up the ship. It is possible, 

and perhaps to be hoped that we may not be called upon for any 

at all. I have yet to arrange a date by which the ship is to be 

ready or the arrangement void,but I have given the outline of 

what has been decided as nearly as I can. In all probability she 

will carry our steam coals to Stanley.

we

29. The mail having arrived so lately,there has been little 

time to examine the enclosures,and no remarks will be sent this 

time in reply. I mus$,however,call your attention to two 

ters;
mat-

some loose sheets have been asked for to complete the 

Journal,and they have been sent,but they are not to be used as
an addition at the end of the book,as it is not considered 

rect that the accounts of any Company should be recorded
cor-**

on
sheets that cannot be properly bound up with the volume, 
would have been better,of course,if there had been 

old Office Journal for the whole

It
room in the

of the December entries,but 

more regular to carry the entries 

spare pages at the end of an

question that it is in-e 

an office book. If 

be asked for without delay, 

neglect to carry out the alteration in 

Bills Receivable
which the excuse given is simply frivolous.

that it will be much 

on either to 

old one.
a new Journal,or to

It is to be understood without
correct to add to or tear out any leaves from 

a new Journal is wanted it should

The other matter is the 

the manner of dealing with the account,for

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

* « • mi—l-------- *Managing Director,
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■INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.V---------

C/P &
'////£ C/l V ■s.

fyr Supplementary mail 
via Lisbon.

N? 844.
7

^Oytrro/Z ■£. C.___ 22nd. January ,

Sir,
and I haveMy last despatch went per Abydos on the 12th inst 

since received Mr.Harding's letter of the 18th ult 

you had left for Darwin on the 15th.
2. I am now able to inform you that the "Opawa"has been char

tered by Spearing & Waldron as a freezer for San Carlos,and that

• 9

stating that• 9

she is to be at Cardiff on 1st prox.to receive 800 tons Steam 

coal for us,and sail as soon as possible,her cancelling date at 

San Carlos being the 20th May. It is possible that we may ship 

the boiler for Goose Green by her,but at present they are asking 

more freight than the Kosmos. The coal is Albion,double screen

ed,at 11/lfd,said to be a high class coal on the Admiralty list, 

better than Powell Dyffryn,and almost equal to Harris's,which 

could not be got for two or three months. Coal is on the rise, 

and since we bought,the same coal has been sold at ll/9d. With 

freight at 21/.it will be laid down more cheaply than has often 

been the case.
5. We have made enquiries about steam launches,and find that 

when the time arrives there will be no difficulty in getting one 

as good as the Sissie for half the money you propose to spend on 

the Wasp; you may therefore consider it tobe finally decided 

that the original arrangement to make a lighter of her is to be 

carried out.
4. I have to recur to the subject of freights on wool,and to 

point out,once more,that 30/..is to be charged on
(a) Wool from our own stations,and from Lively Island, 

Pitzroy,Berkeley Sound and Stanley.
(b) Wool from any part of the Islands brought to Stanley 

by vessels not owned or sailjfed by us.

A.E.BailIon,Esq 
Manager,

• 9

Stanley.
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On the other hand,25/.is to be charged
wool brought from ports not already mentioned,i.e. 

distant ports,when carried in the Company's vessels,»but 
not otherwise. This has been clearly explained so often,that it 

is a matter of wonder that it has to be repeated,but by this 

last steamer there are three lots of wool brought in by the Ri

chard Williams and Chance which have been shipped at 25/. Owing 

to the constant blunders the settlement of freights with the 

Kosmos for last year will be a most difficult matter. It is most 
unpleasant to have to make so many complaints on this subject, 

and it is imperatively necessary that these mistakes should

on

cease.
5. In further reference to the question of bridge rails and 

points,I notice that the gauge of the West Jetty line is 2ft.Sin 

as stated in the invoice of 1890 to which you drew attention,and 

yet the indent for new points gives it as 2ft.2in. It will be 

necessary to clear up this before the points can be shipped^e- 

sides giving the information asked for in my last despatch.

6. You will remember that Mr.Spearman: left the Islands owing 

us an account,and I regret to say that he has not even had the 

courtesy to answer letters that have been sent him asking for a 

settlement. You will now have to put the matter before the 

Judge,who will probably be able to tell you officially what 

steps are necessary to obtain payment of an account here which 

has been contracted in the Colony. I have made some enquiries 

here,but can get no definite information. Any letters 

have acknowledging the debt would be of service.

7. This despatch is sent to try the Naval mail service 

ported by you in a private letter.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

you may

re-

Managing Director.
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Per Supplementary mail 
via Lisbon.
845. 99.9±^,29 th -.January,N?

Sir,

My last despatch was dated the 22nd inst. ,and sent via Lisbon 

Tor the Magdalena. We have since received your cable from Monte
video of the 27th inst."Ammon Stahlstaub”,meaning 1250 bales, 
which is satisfactory.

2. I have written the Admiralty asking whether they would be 

prepared to consider a coal contract,but have only received at 

present the usual formal acknowledgment. If you will refer to my 

despatch home 471-11 of 15th January,1889,you will see the lines 

upon which you would be at liberty to make a contract with the 

Senior Officer,and the next one,472-7,will also afford you use

ful hints. No doubt you can put your hand on all the papers refe 

erred to; they are not in existence here. The history of that 

contract was that owing to an unprecedented and unexpected rise 

in coals or freights,I forget which,it was found that we could 

not carry it out except at a loss,and the Admiralty cancelled 

it,as I believe they had to do with the Plate contracts as well, 

or all the Contractors would have been ruined. Bearing this in 

mind you must stipulate for termination at not more than six 

months’ notice; in other respects the contract was a safe one.

I am reminded by this that there was a contract made at the same 

time for provisions,which as far as I know is still in force. Is

this the case? _.r_ #
3. With regard to the telephone,I enclose copy of a letter 

from Paterson stating the precautions that are taken in the 

Highlands; I have also seen the Indiarubber Company on the sub

ject,but neither they,nor any other electrical people,as far as 

I can learn,make anything specially for scaring birds,though 

they also spoke of bunches of heather.. In Scotland I have seen

A.E.BailIon,Esq ♦ >

Stanley,.
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square discs of tin or zinc,painted white,suspended on the wires 

at short intervals; these you could have prepared in Stanley 

from old linings,and can at least see if they are efficacious or 

not. It is a wonder that some sportsman who has been in Scotland 

has not seen the difficulty,and suggested the remedy.

4. I enclose copy of a letter from the Kosmos Co 

they state that they will withdraw the permission given to their
in which• 9

agent to support the scheme of the new jetty. I have not put it 

before the Board yet,but I may say that I think that they 

reasonable in asking that air possible despatch may be given to 

their outward steamers.

are

I said in reply that as we had lighters 

with an aggregate tonnage of not less than 250 between the three

I could not see any difficulty in discharging with good des

patch, but that I thought that much of the delay was due to th© 

obstruction offered by the Government,and that I understood that

owing to the absurd craze about smuggling discharging after 

working hours was not allowed. As regards the wool,I do not 

sider that you are justified in declining responsibility 

number of bales for which

con-

for the
you engage room,for it is really not 

fair to the Kosmos to send them away with space to be filled in 

Montevideo for which they could have got cargo at good rates in
Valparaiso if it had not been reserved 

own experience,! cannot
for us* Speaking from my

any difficulty in giving positive 

orders for room,more especially as you have three schooners of

see

an aggregate tonnage of 294,while in my time there were only 

two with a tonnage of 152. This is leaving out of the question
the Thetis,303 tons against the Orissa,176. You know where the 

wool is lying pretty approximately,lay 

ly,provide that all the schooners
out your plans according- 

come in with full loads,esti
mate the length of their 

allowances for delays through bad weather
passages as nearly as you can,making

or other causes,and
when you have arrived at the 

tain date,take off
number of bales to expect by 

a fair discount according to the
a cer-

estimated 

to go,and give the result as thedistances the schooners have

number of bales you guarantee, 

you may be bolder than later on,because
In the early part of the season

you have a lot of wool
near at hand • I am not speaking theoretically,but 

tual experience of a good many seasons.
from the ac-
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5. I hope that you have remembered to send by the first mail 

all those accounts upon which we receive payment in England,such 

as Mrs.Bonner’s and others. You have not yet sent the final bal
ance of Mr.Nichol's account,so that we are not in a position to 

send a statement to the Solicitors who have his affairs in hand. 

In doing this,I hope that you will have remembered to keep the 

last three months' salary out of it,as that should be settled 

with the widow personally.

6. I enclose a copy of our Inspecting Engineer's report on 

the new boiler for Goose Green,which is now ready,and will be 

shipped by the Opawa. It was out of the question getting it rea
dy for this season's work,and I have therefore taken advantage 

of a cheaper freight than I could get by steamer,although this 

is far more than it would have cost if sent by Thetis.

7. I am informed that the sheepskins per Maaari are badly 

heated and damaged: I have been hoping to get particulars,but 

must now close without sending them.. I am afraid from what I 

hear that they have again been baled too soon;if so,it is too 

bad of the people responsible for this after the numerous warn
ings that have been given. The reason is,I think,that the Goose 

Green people are glad to get them out of the way,and will not 

understand that they must have the Spring winds through them be

fore they are safe. Another thing I may mention is that,as they 

come by weight,it is by no means so necessary to bale them up afe 

tight as the wool.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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Per Supplementary mail 
v.ia Lisbon.
846.

AoZ/ rZ'^fl __ S8&U5th. -February,N?

Sir,

My last despatch was dated the 29th ult.,and I have now to 

reply to your despatch no.60,receipt of which was briefly ac- 

Know1edged on the 30th ult.
2, Par.2. The Board have’read your account of the state of 

affairs in the Gamp,and are naturally concerned to learn how the 

place has run down since your last visit to Darwin 2\ years ago. 

It is a pity that you allowed so long an interval to elapse be

fore again visiting the Gamp,and it is desired that you will in 

future go there at least once a year. With regard to the matters 

you bring before us,I may tell you that the subject of stone 

buildings has had in the past careful consideration,and the re
sult arrived at years ago was that unless stone is actually on 

the spot and easily quarried,and unless there is a good supply 

close at hand of frsh water sand,and,further,unless the distanceA

from a beach is so great that the transport of wood is difficult 

and expensive,the wooden building is cheaper. If you build a 

stone house on the old plan of laying the stones with mud,and 

pointing with lime inside and out,it is hardly possible to Keep 

it dry,and an application for wooden lining is sure to be made 

before long; if,on the other hand,you build it throughout with 

mortar composed of lime and fresh sand,and with a damp proof 

course of a suitable material,the cost at once becomes prohibit

ive:. The stone building has the further objection of being fixed 

the spot for ever,while a wooden one can be transported,if at 

time it is considered advisable to do so. The Hillside house 

is an example of one at a distance from an anchorage; but had It

on

any

been a wooden one I question whether it might not have been mov—~
freehold. The new house ated Yfhen we took up and fenced our

A.E.BailIon,Esq • 9

Stanley.
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Tranquilidad is now mentioned for “the fir si "time; it must 1)© un
derstood in future that when it is proposed to erect new build

ings leave must first be obtained from London, What is this 

house for,what is to be done with the old one,and where is the 

new one to be placed? As regards the question of private horses, 

it is one that will have to be dealt with by the new Gamp Manag

er. Unless the making of butter is carried to an extent that is 

an abuse,that is to say unless large herds of cows are kept,eat
ing grass that ought to be reserved for sheep,it is a small mat
ter, Probably the women make butter for the single men,and there 

is no reason why they should hot have a little perquisite of the 

kind for their trouble. Further information on this point should 

be obtained. On the subject of killing cattle for hides to be

used for making gear for sale,I think I detect a favourite sub

ject of C.Smith*s,which may be a good deal exaggerated. X made a

rule that no hide should be taken off without his consent,as

Capataz,and threatened to prosecute anyone for stealing who of

fended. If it has been allowed to go on without any report hav
ing been made by Smith,he is to blame: such a practice should
not be countenanced for a moment.

3. Your remark that the water question at North Arm will have
tvu*. .

t • to be gone into again is not understood. Samples sent home wereuLlc
Qc'V •, & Uv-^ubmitted to an analytical chemist,who pronounced them absolute

ly unfit for human consumption; is it possible that after that
• r

v they have been used for drinking? Storage should be made of rain
Iw,-

_ & V *-<
water as in Stanley. If I am not mistaken,the report said that 

that at the settlement might be used for cooking or washing,but 

that the other was too bad for anything. I have not time to look 

it up,but you have the reports.

4. The Board are very glad to hear that Mr.Blake was shortly 

going to Darwin; his services in drafting the breeding stock 

will be invaluable,but as regards reforms generally we shall der

ive advantage not so much from what he will do himself in the 

limited time as from the advice he will be able to give the 

man at once on his airribal. We shall be sorry to hear that you 

have not gone out with Mr.Blake,for with the able assistance 

have in the office,there ought to be no difficulty about it.

W

new

you

5...
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5. There is little excuse for the buildings at Goose Green 

being short of paint,for it is,or used to be difficult to find 

employment for the staff there in the Spring. No doubt Noble un
derstands his work,but he is a wild sort of man who wants con

trolling. It has been hinted to me that he has taken to drink

ing; I hope that there is no foundation for this. A man in 

charge of steam should be beyond suspicion.

6. The case of Christopher Smith appears to be this. He has 

been in our service a long time,and has saved money all the 

time,so that he has been able to start his sons in Patagonia, 
laying out for them as far as we are able to learn over £1000 in 

cash,while according to your report he has £400 yet to pay in 

order to acquire possession of the property,presumably freehold

land a stock. He now finds that when he has paid the purchase

money,he will,owing to his investment not being immediately re

munerative ,be hard up,and being somewhat crippled by rheumatism 

would like to take a pension to which he is entitled,the amount 

which he can claim being £46.10/.per annum. But he does not 
think he can live upon that,and would like more. That,I think,is 

a fair statement of his position,and it becomes a question whe

ther the Company,being after all a commercial undertaking and 

not a charitable institution,would be right in meeting his wish

es,. It occurs to me that the sons,for whom he has laid out the 

savings of his life,are the people who are bound to support him 

in his old age,or at least provide the supplementary support ov
er and above his pension which will allow him and his wife to 

live in comfort. You might find out whether they are in a posi

tion to do this,and if not why? If the speculation is such a 

hopelessly bad one,why does he throw the remaining £400 into it?

7. I have always believed that St.George's stock would turn 

out well,and I am sorry to hear that old crippled mares have 

been selected for him,it is not giving him a fair chance. Is not 
C.Smith responsible for this?

8. Par.3. Unless you tell me where to look for an old saddle 

tree said to have been sent home the year before last I cannot 
help you I am afraid.

9. Par.5. I have already told you that Mr.Cameron has agreed 

to ship his wool by Thetis,and I think that it will be politic



to arrange to get it away before there could be any question of 

the Opawa being able to deliver it as early as the Thetis in 

London,as to which there will be no difficulty,
10, I am in communication with the Admiralty about coals,and

send you copy of the correspondence.

11, Those interested,including yourself on our behalf,will 

have to take steps to obtain an alteration of the scab Ordinance 

or a more liberal interpretation of its provisions. I think that 

you should call the attention of the Governor in the first in
stance, and then of the Colonial Office to the Judge's construc
tion of the word Mliable”. Any one smoking in a railway station 

is,I believe,”liable” to a penalty of forty shillings,but if ev

eryone who offended against that bye-law were fined in the maxi

mum penalty there would be a good deal of money spent on the in
dulgence.

12• Par,8, The seizure of the Martha Gale ought to show the 

C.O. how dangerous it is to dress a man in Hurst's position in a 

little brief authority.

13. Par,9, The progress report is satisfactory; but as your 

last despatch of 9th December stated that Me.Gall reported that 

the wethers were shearing well so far with fleeces both of bet

ter weight and quality,the remark that the sheep were ”still” 

shearing rather light owing to the weather requires some elucid
ation.

14. I have the pleasure to inform you that the information 

given to me about the condition of the skins per Mamari was in

correct and exaggerated; there were some bales damaged,but by 

sea water,not heating.

15.. In my remarks on accounts of 29th ult.I inadvertently 

wrote ninety for thirty with reference to the trumpery little 

bill you got from a missionary,with this alteration the 

still applies.

16. I now enclose a copy of the arrangement about freezing at 

San Carlos,as settled with Spearing & Waldron. You are to under
stand that we are not in love with the business in 

we saw that if we held back the whole thing would have 

abandoned on the East Island as well as on the West,and under
standing that there are some farmers on our Island who wish to

remark

any way; but

to be
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■test the meat market,and endeavour to get some return for the 

outlay on Mr.Mowat's mission,we agreed not to stand in the way/ 

for which we ought to get due credit,though we probably shall 
not. At the best we hope to do something better than boiling 

down. It is arranged to ship the tallow from San Carlos with the 

meat,which is not an infringement of our agreement with the Kos- 

mos,as it must be looked upon as part of the meat,the skins,how
ever, will eventually be shipped by steam. You should arrange for 

the consignment of as much of the meat to us as is possible,if 

not all. I fancy we should be better able to deal with the whole 

cargo than a part,and as 0n6 of our Directors has the consign

ment of a good deal of mutton from New Zealand,the owners may 

rely upon their interests having every attention. As regards the 

killing at San Carlos,it is to be done on the same terms as be

fore,being the Port Horrard terms. Mr.Cameron could not tell me 

exactly what they were,but they are on record. Of course I fore

see the inconvenience of delivering wethers at San Carlos after 

all our sheep ought to be settled for the winter,but our Camp 

people must make the best of a bad job.

IT*. You would save us much trouble if you would explain to 

peoplecoming home the nature of a Bill of Exchange,when you give 

them one for cash. Holders usually keep them for a month,and 

then present them,either asking for all the money down or a lit

tle on account. This was the case today with Bound,and I should 

suggest your giving on another occasion a cheque for sufficient 

to carry on with for a month,and the balance by a bill. Some

times I am told that"Mr.Bai11on said it would be all right". 

expression is a vague one,and I invariably understand the 

ment to be a lie.

The

state-

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
IS. Since writing the foregoing I have seen Dr.C.N.Foley,who 

has engaged to go out by the mail dT 6th April to relieve Dr. 

Eastment.
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CL/ljrJ-alklanii 3shtuft$ (Lmit|uuuj.

0 /, ' y/t /// re ■//// c/ '.y^er/,

INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851. — -

Per Herodot*.
//O-//donCL____23rd February,N? 847*

Sir,

Confirming my Iasi via Montevideo on the 5th inst 

to acknowledge receipt of your despatches 61 on the 8th and 82 

and 63 on the 15th and 22nd respectively.,

2. 61-9. I do not think that with a valuable animal like a 

stallion,which must be intended for breeding purposes,it is ad

visable to run the risk of breaking in for the sake of £2 addit

ional on the price; but you will have understood that we do not 

wish any more to be sold.

3.. Par. 12. The Board do not wish to raise any question about 

the price of the old desk,which Mrs.Nichol is welcome to have if 

she wants it.

I have now• >

4. Par.14. The mystery about the missing cask of tallow seems 

to be cleared up,but it is singular that Captain Pees forgot ab

out it.

5. Par.17. The cost freight and insurance of potatoes works 

out at a little over 6/.per cwt 

are of some use afterwards. However this was only pointed out to 

show that you are paying a very full price for the Keppel ones..

8.. 62-4. We can take no responsibility about the error in the 

matter of Mr.Packe’s pumps; a press complete means one with a 

box,and the manufacturers remarked that the specification was so 

unusually full that if pumps had been wanted also they would •• 
surely have been mentioned. A pair was. ordered within a-few 

hours of receiving your despatch yesterday,and they are promised 

for next mail. This unfortunate affair has caused me to look up 

the question of pumps that have been sent out on several occas

ions, which are now either no longer in use,of not at the places 

they went to originally. There were the pair for the scrap press

but we suppose that the bags• 9

.-r-

/

K

A.E.Baillon,Esq • 9

Manager,
Stanley,
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at, Goose Green,long since^disused; have these been used for one
of our wool presses? There was a pair,figure B,as per Tyler's
letter enclosed,these I know were only used for a short time,and
were afterwards in one of the hulks in Stanley. And again,when

Worth Arm
the steam pumps were sent out for Geese G3?een,what became of the 

hand pumps formerly* used there? I am under the impression that 

there must be a good deal of disused hydraulic gear knocking ab

out somewhere,and you should hunt it up. I thin]: that I have

suggested to you at least once that you might sell some of these 

old pumps at half cost price to clients who have ordered hydrau
lic presses,and I believe that Mr.Packe might have been 

ou-t with a pair of them. The breakage of the cylinder is unfor
tunate; I wanted to order a new

fitted

one yesterday,but I find that it
was not one of Tyler’s make,so it is necessary to wait until the 

arrival of the Ammon,and then it may be 

hold of it. As to any dissatisfaction 

letters already forwarded will have

a week before we can get 

expressed by Mr.Packe,the

shown that we did all 
could to hurry up the manufacturers,and we really cannot be 

ponsible for any shortcomings'in specifications

we

res-
that are sent to

us.

7. Par.7 . The loss on the beef and whisky 

ately falls upon us,as it was only insured f. 

ers declining to take all risks 

only chance of recovering anything

on the ground of improper stowage,but I am afraid that it will 
not, come t,o anything.

per Tanis unfortun- 

the Underwrit- 

upon this class of goods,. The

p.a • 9

would be from the Kosmos Co.

8. 63-3.. With regard to the 

draw attention,they 

voice of lamps 

mingham people who 

first to last.* The chimneys 

ond lot,which

Remarks on Stores to which 

may be dismissed with the
you

reply that the in- 

made by the Bir-was for an incomplete shipment

gave us infinite trouble and annoyance from 

appear to have been sent in the sec-
was of course an absurd thing to do,but 

entirely in their hands,and only succeeded in 

we did by' incessantly badgering 

goods on this side,but

we were

getting off what

is paid to 

Colony 

a matter of some dif-

them. livery attention
what with 

on this side it is
vague orders from the

and dilatory suppliers 

ficulty to be regular,

I think that it would not be wise9. Par.4.
to raise the
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question you propound about infringing a patent,but let Noble do 

whatever repairs he may think necessary.
10,. Par,5* The shearing progress is satisfactory,and it is 

well that Mr,Blake's temporary visit is looked upon with favour, 

as things will probably run smoothly,though if it were objected 

to it would be the right thing all the same. With regard to Arm

strong's view,as a matter of fact there is a want of confidence 

generally in the ability of any of our people being able to work 

the place to the best advantage,and for that reason Mr.Blake has 

been asked to take charge. If Armstrong thinks that the system 

hitherto followed is perfect and not to be? improved upon,he will 
have a rude awakening.

11. Par.6. Possibly the winds and the weather generally have 

changed since I left the Palklands,which would account for some
miscalculations in the matter of wool. But I third: that I detect 

something wrong in your system in the remark that you drop that
certain people insist upon having wool home by a certain boat; 

this is a word I should not allow to be used,although I would do 

the best in reason to oblige them. You seem to have sent the 

Pair Posamond to Dunnose Head for

Buckworth could not guarantee to fill her 

sonable to ask for

will look at the shipments sent 
Stanley you will find that they 

but that I used to get off 

an extra boat came in February,

a part cargo of wool;

up it was quite unrea- 

season. If you

if Mr.

a schooner so early in the

away in January when I was in 

were almost exclusively our own,
a fair quantity from the clients if

They know perfectly well that if 

they shipped by an outsider they could not reckon on getting
their produce 

too early in the
away before May,and therefore should not press you 

an understood thing thatseason. It was always
we cleared array the bulk of our own by the first steamers,which 

extend farther afieldallowed our schooners to 

on,-
a little later

12, par.7. We will await 
will ask the Board 

her. She cost £900,and with 

now represent an outlay of about

events in the matter of the Sabino;I 

we ought to ask for 

sundries must

next week what they thin]:.

interest,insurance and
£1200. I suppose her stores and 

not much,judging by whatgear are worth something,though 

by stripping the Great
we got 

thing would be to getBritain, The best
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the Senior Officer to E&1S3 an offer* Probably from £1500 to 

£2000 would tempt the Board,we taking the gear,which would be 6f 

no use to the Navy,and I do not think that they would lay down a 

hulk of her size for the same money* With regard to the Great 

Britain I cannot believe that Mr.Chamberlain will allow st;ch a 

serious blow as you anticipate to be struck at the commercial 
interests of the place. See if you can find a letter from me to 

the Harbour Master in the early part of 1837 asking that a per

manent berth might be assigned to her. I do not know whether the 

application was made verbally or in writing,but I distinctly re
collect that she was moored in her present position by the Pilot 

acting under the direction of the Harbour Master. Of course the

Senior Officer is prompted by the Governor,who would like to get 

her into 15 feet of water,so that the Kosmos boats cannot get 

alongside. You will have to lie in wait,and watch what goes on;
should any decided step be taken by the enemy,you must ask that

a decision may be deferred pending reference to the Secretary of 

State,one of the principal grounds being that she has occupied 

her present berth for 10 years without having caused any incon
venience that has been brought to our notice,as well as the fact 

already mentioned about the assignment of the berth by the 

per authority.

13.. Par.10. Even if you did not see the invoice of the fowls 

for Mr.Buckworth you could have ascertained from Mr.GreenshieIds 

how many left London,and could have had the number 

always insure live stock,and 

ive without dragging the information 

There were pheasants sent out for Mr.Packe 

left,and we do not know to this day whether 

or not. I hope that you have reported the 

sent per Thetis for Mr.Packe,and wish that 

formation of this kind in anticipation,without 

enquiries from here.

14. Pe^rs.12 & 19. It is useful and sometimes 

for the Brokers and ourselves to know what 

ward for the sales,and as I several times notified

pro-

counted. We 

can never get to know how they arri 

out of you months after, 

when Mr.Buckworth 

they got out safely 

arrival of the pigs 

you would give in- 

the necessity of

necessary both
wool is coming for-

more than ac-
tually arrived,owing to a portion of the shipment being sheep
skins,you were desired to leave the latter out of the cables.
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15* Par.Iff* I should sgy that, the Glengowan's cargo of coals 

were past redemption,judging by their unsuitability for raising 

steam,and from their having been under water so long,besides 

which I do not think that it would be thought advisable to char
ter to carry on a cargo of damaged coal; if the ship herself 

could take it the question might arise*

16* With regard to Mr,Williams having refused to give wool to 

the Fortuna,you are aware that we do the work for Weddell at 

little profit to ourselves mainly to oblige Mr.Dean and Mrs.Wil
liams, and when a schooner g6es in there to fill up if there is 

only' room for half a dozeb bales Mr.Williams has no right to 

\withhold them,though if he wishes it you should keep them in 

Stanley until more comes* If he sends another schooner away on 

any pretence whatever,I shall tell Mr.Dean that you are instruc

ted not to send there again,but leave it to the young man to get 

the wool in the best way he can* This you had better tell him,so 

that he may clearly understand what will happen* With regard to 

his refusing wool lately on the ground that he had promised a 

cargo to the Chance,you are aware that coming to Stanley in 

outsider the wool is under the higher rate,so that he will pay 

from Stanley the same freight that would have been charged from 

Weddell in one of our vessels,and have to satisfy Pallini be
sides*

I'
:

£

an

17. Par.18* It is quite arranged that Mr.Foley will leave 

next mail* You will see on referring to Mr.TSastment's agreement 
tnat ne is not entitled to a passage at the Company's expense.lt 

was not anticipated that he would be leaving so early,as his en

gagement was for six years,though he is,of course,quite entitled 

to throw it up at the end of three*' Both Messrs,Heuston and Dale 

stayed about seven years in the Colony.
18* Sometime ago you were instructed to have all the hulks' 

moorings examined; this was,I think,after the J.P.Smith got ad
rift; we have heard nothing on the subject from you,and wish to 

know what has been done* There is a danger of the cables rusting 

at the water line,and any accident to the Great Britain would

probably result in a disaster that could not be repaired,*

19, When copies of letters are made by hand in the office 

they should be read over,as several that have arrived lately
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are full of clerical errors'.
20. The Opawa sailed on the 21st inst.for Stanley with BOO 

tons coal and the boiler for Goose Green. You must have arrange

ments made in anticipation for discharging her as quickly as 

possible,.

21. I went to the Sheepskin warehouse yesterday to see the 

skins as sorted for sale. There is nothing to complain of in the 

Goose Green or,in fact,any of the Company's skins,except that a 

few of them showed slight signs of heating,which might have been 

avoided had they been allowed a little longer for drying. The 

only criticism passed by the warehouseman 'was that they were 

necessarily tightly baled,which you should mention. They 

correctly folded and packed,skin to skin and pelt to pelt,and 

without doubling across the middle. Some of the others I saw

$ un-
\

i \ are
V

were very bad; J.Felton's were about the worst,being heated bad

ly, and ruined by folding,and the HBs were anything but good,be

ing too tightly pressed,folded and even rolled up. It seemed a 

pity,as they were in themselves good skins,and if baled 

as ours would have been probably more valuable. I have advised 

Ivlr. Holmes ted to come up to see them.. Some others had been dried

as well

across a wire,and were rusted almost through. Altogether it 

seemed to me that many pounds might be saved in 

tending better to the preparation of the skins 

that with the exception of

the year by at- 

for shipment,and
our own,scarcely any of the lots were

got up as they ought to have been. 
22. Mr.Doxat ha s a telegram from his New Zealand agent say

ing that he has a 

advising delay until the arrival
very good candidate for the Darwin post,and 

of particulars by mail. The
board feel that this is a matter upon which every precaution
must be taken against error,and even if Mr.Blake wishes to 

of Mr.Nicholas
re

turn to Hill Gove before the arrival successor it
cannot be helped,although they hope he will

23. With reference to the Lands Funds Investments.which the 

money for the jetty

impression that when the 

derstood,and

stay..

was proposed to be drawn from,I am under the 

sale of freeholds took place it

or without the author— 

that the money was to be invested

was un
even stated in writing with 

ity of the Secretary of State,(
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so as to return interest which was to take the place of the 

rent formerly paid for the land sold* If you can find any cor
respondence bearing on this,let me have it; I think it ought to 

prove that that money was intended to be devoted to a specific 

purpose,and is not at the disposal of an improvident Governor to 

4 Play ducks and drakes with*

24* I note with great surprise that you are still unable to

yi
•A

{/I make up your Bills of Lading properly,as one that arrived yes-
‘v \ /,f v

v terday for 37 bales of yt-ooI per Result, i.e.a vessel not owned by
us is charged at 25/. What explanation are you able to give of 

this continual disregard of instructions? You are complicating

our accounts with the Kihsmos Co* in a mdst deplorable way,and we 

shall be obliged to ask them to instruct theii^agent to enquire 

the names of the vessels by which the various shipments come in, 

and to see himself that the proper rate of freight is charged. 
25. I enclose copies of letters that have passed between the

C,0 * and ourselves on the subject of the proposed jetty, 

not seem possible that the scheme can be carried out. 
let us know what foundation Mr.Chamberlain has 

he is unaware of any proposal having been made 

of wool from the public pier*

It does

You must
for saying that 

for the shipment

I am,Sir,

ypur obedient servant,

Managing Director*

i
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CLljrr Jhtlkhtuii 3Kvlaitit^ (Lunt^amj.

'• ' y.YYUY r/vfi U>/. \S/?rr/.,

INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851

o/.
/hr Supplementary mail 

via Lisbon*
848.

f V
^// s/s'//. /' C

J8£u-A? 26th. February.,

Sir,

My last, despatch went per Herodot,and ought to reach you with 

this. In reply to your cable ^Thetis falagado(3rd inst.)federal 
pass balmaha"! telegraphed yesterday "Fictionist Pass"to catch
the Basilisk at Montevideo today. I do not know why you required 

an answer,as we ascertained that Gibson Clark & Co.were all 

right when the ship was last in.

2\ The Ammon arrived yesterday, and Browne Geveke & Co.report 

that JB 30 and L 76 bales Sheepskins have been entered twice on 

separate Bills of Lading and twice on the Manifest. The copies 

we have are correct,and I am unable to explain the error to 

them.

3. You have not reported Mr.Blake's arrival in Stanley to 

take charge at Darwin,nor has he written,and we are still with
out ’information as to the arrangement made with him.

4r. I enclose copy of a further letter from the Colonial Of
fice received yesterday.

5. Correspondence with Mr.Bowen and extract from the Blliot's 

logbook were sent by the Herodot,and I ought to make 

marks thereon. You will see that the Captain makes some rather 

serious insinuations,which I have,in anticipation of your denial 
refused to believe. He also leads us to infer that what he did 

was at the instigation of the Governor,which is more credible; 

still as the statement that the Governor of the Colony advised a 

Captain to run away without paying his bill reflects on that of
ficial, he ought to be made acquainted with what has been said, 

and you would do well to send in officially a copy of the entry 

referring to him and ask if it is true..

6. In order to arm us for the coming fight about the Great 

Britain,I want you to get some nautical man to place her exactly

A.E.Baillon,Bsq 

Stanley.

some re-

• 9
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on one of the latest harbour plans,or a tracing of it,so that it
can be transferred to the copy here. This will serve two purpos
es, for besides the attack from the Navy we have a query from Mr. 
Pepper as to whether she is in water deep enough to allow the
steamers to swing,some of the Kosmos Captains having expressed 

doubts oil the subject. There is so much underhand work going on
with the Governor that can quite believe that while he is 

persuading Naval Captains that she lies in the

we

Fair way and 

getting the Germans totherefore in too deep water,he is 

that the water is not deep enough.
say

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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(Lljr J-aIIdauii 3slauftsi (tmu^utmj.

O' /. • (sO/s v r/// ?c/. ' y//rv Y,

INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.

lb' R.M.S.Clyde to
Montevideo.
849. w' OVVfi/rfi// .firfi AV/JT.5thMarch,N?

Sir,

Since writing per Herodot no further despatches have arrived
from Stanley.

2. I have to report that Mr.W.Grey Wilson has been appointed
Governor of the Falklands,and it is understood that he will

leave by next month’s steamer,crossing Sir R.Goldsworthy on the

road. This appointment will be cabled to you to catch the Bea

gle next week.

3. Captain Scougall goes by this boat to Montevideo,in hopes 

of getting a passage by the Acorn to Stanley,where he will take 

charge of the Pass of Balmaha. By desir© of Messrs.Gibson & 

Clark we have endeavoured to get him a letter of introduction

from the Admiralty to Captain Woods,but they say that applica
tion must be made to the Senior Officer on the spot,who,as far 

as I can see,will be Captain Woods himself. Captain Scougall 

carries a letter of introduction to Messrs.Humphreys,who are 

sure to do all they can for him. Enclosed is a copy of the own

ers’ letter undertaking to honour his drafts. No explanation has 

reached anyone as to the reason for the suspension^? Captain

you will of course have been cautious inTovar’s certificate; 

making any advances to him.

4. The Board have considered the question of the Sabino,and 

consider that we ought to be satisfied to get £1500 for her ' 
stripped as a hulk,or even a few hundreds less;but they think it 

will be better to ask for an offer,rather than state a price. If 

more is offered we should not, of course, object to take it..

I am,Sir,-

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
•A.E.Bailion,Esq • >

Stanley.
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mail via Lisbon. 
850.

y
0'/'u/o?L,£. a._____ _12 th- March,N?

Sir,
your des-Since writing you to Montevideo on the 5th inst 

patch no*64 per Basilisk has arrived,having caught the P.S.N. 
boat by which it was delivered on the 8th inst.

• )

2. Par.2. I understand from Captain Rees that the Thetis took 

the list you mention in the?gale shortly after leaving; she w©

With regard to an objection 

to cutting a second port in the (5-reat Britain,will you let me 

know when the objection was expressed,so that I may see the 

grounds? It only occurs to me just now that as the starboard is 

the working side,there would be no use in cutting a large gang

way on the other. I do not remember the question of taking cargo 

to Weddell in any other way than the vessel herself; it is not & 

in my despatch 841-56,in which I wrote about that for San Car

los. As to Mr.J.G.Cameron saying that he wishes his wool to go 

by steam,there can be no doubt that the right course for you to 

take,and which it is to be hoped you took,was to say politely 

but firmly that you were not in a position to alter the arrange

ment made by Mr.W.K.Cameron with me for the conveyance in the 

Thetis of his wool,and further,you always under present circum

stances have this up your sleeve for use if necessary,that not 

being as yet exactly clients of ours you are unable to extend to 

either him or Mr.Greenshields the advantage of the reductidn of 
freight 5/.a ton,which is granted in the case of our clients,and

i

that therefore you could only give him the old rate of 40/.& 5§6.

5. Par.3. The two watches you mention have not come to hand.

4# Par.5. In forwarding the certificate relative to the death 

of one of the MinorcaS^you say "he"claims 15/.,but whether you

would not leave dock in that state.

A.E.Baillon,Esq • >

Manager,
•>Stanley.
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mean Mr.Buckworth or Mr.Schlottfeldt is not clear; 

latter could not have demanded such a sum for signing his name, 
and 15/*was the cost price of the fowls here,I assume that you

still,as the

mean Mr.Buckworth.- We shall,however,recover what we insured for, 

which is much more,and as you incorrectly assumed that they 

not insured to their destination,and should,to make
were

sure,have
sent a certificate of the death of the second one,we shall ulti

mately recover for that one also; but to meet the difficulty 

that is now under discussion the certificate 

turn,and if the Captain of the schooner is
must be sent by re- 

not in Stanley your
own as Lloyd’s agent will be sufficient. As the ship delivered 

only 11 out of the 12,the proper course would have been to make 

a claim,the reply to which would have been given in the 

a certificate from the Captain. Matters of this 

prompt attention.

form of
sort require

5. Par.6 • It is satisfactory to hear that the moorings 

hulks are in perfect order,and 

are examined from time to time*

of the
you will,of course,see that they

6. Par.7. If the removal of the Great Britain should 

sisted on,you will proba.bly have 

deal with,and if pointing out that

casioned by her since she was placed in her present position by
, _ is of no availthe Harbour Master up to the present time

made that a berth

be in-
a more reasonable Governor to 

no inconvenience has been oc-

a request should be
may be assigned to her where the Kosmos

A
steam-

ers can safely lie alongside,on the ground that the whole of the 

export trade of the Colony is affected, 

ove everything,a commercial
Mr.Chamberlain,being ab- 

a reasonableman,would probably take 

view of the question. If the Governor would waive in her 

the necessity of mooring her within the
case

prescribed limits,she 

East and West Stores,whichmight lie in 26 feet between the 

would be a convenience to all 

themselves and the other importers.'
7. Par.8. The copy of Mr.Blake 

of the Directors,who

that is to say,with the state of things 

it shows that he is

concerned,including the Government

,s report has been read by most 
are highly pleased with the contents,not,

as revealed,but because
energetically taking abuses in hand ,and be-

wrong,and that competentcause it is a relief to know what is



l
management is likely to cause an improvement.* We all hope that 

if we cannot get the new man on the spot in time,Mr.Blake will 
not mind staying a little longer* The result of the shearing at 

Darwin seems to have been good,but if you had the returns from 

the other stations,or knew anything of the results,you ought to 

have given us some information,reserving if absolutely necessary 

full details until the following mail.

'8. Par.9. At the request of Messrs.Gibson & Clark I gave them 

the information you have supplied relative to the Pass of Balma- 

ha. They write that they are cabling Captain Tovar to havejevery- 

thing ready so that Captain-Scougall can sail as soon as he ar
rives;

9. Par.10. I think that you should with Mr.Felton press for 

an alteration of the Pilot service now that the Victoria is 

lost,reverting to the licensing of pilots,whose interest it 

would be to get quickly on board ships in their own boats,they

It would be a more economical arrangement 
\Tot the Government themselves,and be better in every wa.y. I ob

serve that no lives were ---- ,which is interesting,and would -aga
again suggest the desirability of reading over what you have 

written before sending it away1.

10. Mr.Grey Wilson has been appointed Governor,but as I wiite 

I remember that I have already given you this information,and 

have only to add that yesterday I cabled you "Grey Wilson Gover
nor", to catch the Beagle at Montevideo.

11. I was surprised to learn from Bound that he had left the 

Islands,as I cannot remember your reporting the fact,and you 

have certainly not told us who has the lease of the Ship Hotel, 

which you ought to have done,

12. In your remarks on Stores lately received you call atten
tion to a discrepancy between the list of dutiable goods per 

Thetis sent from this office and the invoices of the goods. The
difference occurred through the reprehensible carelessness of

a,
our junior clerk,and is excessively annoying,becuse if you pre-

A
sent the list sent from here to the dovernment,they naturally 

think that the error is made purposely. It is easy to see,howev

er, how it occurred when I say that it was compiled not from the

taking the pilotage



invoices but from "the cargo book,which did not in all cases dis
tinguish the different classes of liquors,and in the cases from 

the Army & Navy Stores the contents were described as sundries, 
and the Customs entry was passed here by the Stores.. The list of 

goods is only sent you to assist in making out the entry for du
ty, and it should not be handed in to the Government,nor should 

the entry be made without comparing the list with the invoices. 

You should give the Government an official explanation of the 

occurrence,and say that it has given us great annoyance; after 

all,even Goldsworthy could hardly suspect us of wishing to smug
gle for the benefit of Packe Bros..

IS. The first wool sales took place yesterday,and I regret to 

say that the prices were not encouraging. Your cable ™Tanis Stah 

lstich"(1300 bales) has just arrived,. {'2.40 p.m.)

I have done my best with H.Tyler & Co .-about Mr.Packets 

press work,as per enclosed copies of letters. They raised,as you 

will see,the question whether they should supply a ram also with 

the cylinder,giving their reasons,and I thought that Mr .Packe 

would probably like to have 

heavy addition to the

14.

as a standby,as it is not a 'veryone
expense.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,
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Sir,

My last despatch was dated the 12th ult.,and your despatches 

65 to 68 arrived on the 22nd and 29th id.and the 3rd inst.res

pectively. We have also received your cablefrom Montevideo ’'Fed

eral Caterina Accame Clarkson London”on the 2nd inst.,and immed

iately communicated with Messrs,H.Clarkson & Co.,who telegraphed 

to Italy at once,but the reply only arrived yesterday,just a day 

too late to catch the Iberia at Montevideo. As the next opportu

nity of catling will be by this steamer,we shall not do so,un

less we hea.r of a chance down in the meantime. The reply is,

’’Please wire Captain Borzone Caterina draw upon you we shall

cover you”,so it is all right;.
2. 65 -3. Upon representing to our Underwriters through our

Broker Nilsson’s normal condition of inebriety,and handing them

Mr /Williams’s certificate,they have considerately settled the

claim for sheepskins,so the extension of protest comes too late.

3..;. Par.4. There is a very simple answer to your question as 

to what you are to do in the event of the Senior Officer making 

an imperative condition about bagging coal,and that is that you 

are in a position not to allow him to be imperative. He wants 

coals,and cannot do without them,and as you have the only coals 

in the place it is you who ought to dictate terms,not he,. Of 

course this should be done suaviter in modo,fortiter in re,but 

ca.nnot be difficult,as you can put forward the custom from time 

immemorial,and say that no objection to the system of coaling 

has ever been expressed until lately. Naturally they like to 

coal with as little trouble as possible,but the objection on our 

side to the cost of bags and labour is so strong that it must

A.B.BaillonjHsq • 9

Manager,

Stanley.
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outweigh all opposition. Talcing the original cost of coals and 

the time we have to wait to realize our outlay', it is not a very 

paying business,and we only go on with it because any diificulty 

in obtaining them might keep ships away altogether.
4. Par.5. Your letters to Lloyd's on the subject of the Pilot 

service are approved,and I enclose copy of one I have written to 

the Secretary on the subject,which I am informed will receive 

attention. It is satisfactory to learn that communication has at 

last been established with the lighthouse by telephone,but I a.m 

surprised to hear that copper wire is not considered suitable, 

and still more so that such a gauge of iron wire as no.8 is re

commended. The one between the two Stores,put up originally to 

the Manager's house in 1880 was no.12,and up to the time I left 

break had occurred,although,if I remember rightly,the posts 

are quite 80 yards apart. I will make enquiries on this subject; 

I went into it at the time,and remember that copper was recom

mended as being preferable in every way.:

5. Par.7 and 67-5. Knowing that the Store telephone was constant 
ly in use,and kept the Storekeepers in touch,I do not agree with 

you that it can be out of use without our business suffering. 

This remark comes strangely at a time when the Store profits are 

shown to have dropped more that 50^ in five years.

no

Par.11. I find that the copy of a letter to the Colonial 

Office on the subject of the pier was accidentally omitted from 

the enclosures to despatch 843,but v/ent in 844. It was of no im

portance, but its arrival ought to have been acknowledged .*

7. Par.13. You have probably arranged with Mr.Blake as to 

what is to be done with the 50 extra rams sent by Pyne & Co
That firm

6\.

• >

whether they are to be kept or sold on their account, 
acknowledge their error,and say that we can sell them if we 

wish; but if thought desirable they can be kept. This matter 

ought to have been reported on before this. Of course,if Mr. 

Blake deems it desirable to keep them the Board will not offer 

any objection. I am afraid that I omitted to say that Mr.Lean 

would like a few of them*'
8. I have not yet asked Buck & Hickman about the press for 

Mr.Waldron,but will take an opportunity of saying something ab-



out it. But as they are afirm of good standing,and they made the 

press according to his specification,I do not suppose that they 

have overcharged him,- The proper course would have been to give 

us a limit,but Mr .Waldron is not business-like,

9. Par,20 and others on the subject of the Pass of Balmaha. I 

can say no more on this subject than I have already,except that 

the owners are much obliged for what you and we have done for 

them,and that it seems a pity that the Naval divers were not 
asked for at first,instead of sending down an amateur like Pal- 

li'ni; but it is quite likely that the Senior Officer would not 
interfere in the first instance with the local talent,although 

you have not said so,

10, 67-3, The necessity of keeping the Stanley goods together 

is not forgotten in loading the Thetis,but you are probably un

aware of the difficulty of stowing a mixed general cargo,espec

ially towards the end,when every inch of space ought to be fil

led up^ A little mixing of cargo is inevitable,and as Mr,-T,Lan- 

gridge,who personally superintended the Stevedores,got 60 tons 

of cargo more into the ship than she ever carried before,we must 

not complain. This cargo represents £90 more freight,and you did

not spend anything like that amount in turning over and restow

ing.

11, Par.6. Your error about the tram rails and points is not

ed.

12, Par.8. It is reported this morning tha.t the Opawa was

spoken on the 25th ult.in 15N. 26W,which does not look like mak

ing a good passage.

13. 68-1. The breakdown of the Potosi and the detention of

the mail is to be regretted,and still more so the delay of the 

despatch that I wrote to catch the Basilisk,which carried a dup

licate of the missing one. It seems that H.M. ,s ships carrying 

the mails have left Montevideo without waiting for letters from

the shore,and so the extra despatches that I have written have 

all had to be kept for the next gunvessel,as they were sent to 

the care of Messrs.Humphreys,who did not get them until too 

late. Had I known that this would have been the case,I would
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have asked the G.P.0,to mkke up special mails,or taken steps to 

get the letters forward somehow.

14. Par.2;- I have not yet heard from Mr.Packe,but the Tanis 

is not in yet,and he has probably written by her. I have written 

strongly to H.Tyler & Co.about the delays we always suffer with 

their machinery,and enclose copy of my letter. As to the box,I 

cannot understand the work not standing,as the reason why we 

took to getting them made by Tyler was that a certain box they 

constructed for Walker Creek went for years without any serious 

repair being required,while the Stanley ones seldom stood a sea

son'. I cannot but think that there must be something in the use 

or misuse of presses that is responsible for a number of the 

brea.kdowns,and I have thought for some time that those who have 

no Engineer in their service make a mistake in getting hydraulic 

presses at all.

15. With regard to George Mercer,no pension can be settled 

without a full record of the candidate's service being supplied 

from the Is lands, and this you have not sent,. He lying entirely on 

my memory I think that he entered the service about February, 

1867,and that sometime or other he left us for a period,and then 

rejoined us. This would account for your not having at hand a 

copy of his agreement,but you will probably find it in one of 

the boxes in the loft over the office,put away with a number of 
time expired contracts.

16. I will send the droppers by next boat,but am sorry to see 

that you ask for flooring,for such wood travels very badly 

less more care is taken than the steamers bestow.

17?. Par.7. We have been looking for the complete North Arm 

first shearing return,which you gave approximately as 90,000 in 

despatch 65,and might,I think,have sent in 66,which left 11 days 

later. I have not had time since the mail came in to examine the 

returns fully,but I see that the number shorn at 1ST.A. is just 

what might have been expected from last season's dipping return, 

and the forecast I made in June last year is within a few hun

dreds of the totals from all sections.;,. Probably the stragglers' 

account at dipping will not be very large,.

18. Par.8. You do not explain why the Automatic machines were

un-
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not charged to Plant,or to a separate account of their own; it 

® was certainly wrong to leave them in stock,and worse to forget 

to take account of them. And why do you refer to them vaguely as 

worth from £25 to £30,when half a minute devoted to referring to

the invoices would have shown you that they cost together in

London £62.3/.,without any freight or expenses?

19. Par. 13.. It is very satisfactory to hear that you have at 

last grasped the freight question,though the process has occup
ied about a year and a half. The error about the 37 bales per 

Ammon has been rectified by our crediting the Kosmos Co;with the

difference.

20. I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 

6th ult. I may be mistaken,but I think William Green lUsq.was 

formerly Mr.Holmested's butler and general factotum. The letter 

intended for the Basilisk,despatch rather,will have informed you 

of Dr.Foley's engagement,and I sui>pose you received it by the 

Beagle. I said goodbye to him yesterday,and now enclose copy of 

his agreement. Instead of making the term three years it has 

been lengthened to five,with a return passage; it is not consid

ered desirable to have such frequent changes as may be brought 

about by an arrangement such as that with Dr.Bastment. Dr,Foley 

is a most pleasant man,and I hope that he will make his way,and 

be popular. The Board rely upon your doing all you can to start 

him comfortably.

21. There has not been time to make a thorough examination of 

the accounts,and they have not been before the Auditors yet,but 

I ma.y make a few remarks on them and on despatch 66 which accom

panied them. Seeing that the increase of profit shown is only 

about £5000,while the Farm accounts for £8200,the Board are un

able to say that they consider the result of the yeax's working 

as completely satisfactory. There is,in fact,except in the Farm, 

a falling off generally that is little short of disastrous,and 

tnis is particularly so with the Store,which has shown for the 

last five years a progressive decline,from £10,520 in 1892 to 

£4488 on the present return. Talcing into account all you say 

about increased competition,the a/bsence of ships,&c.it still ap-



pears -that/ there must be some other cause or causes,undiscovered 

or unexplained,to account for an uninterrupted fail which

threatens to extinguish the profits altogether. I have been en

deavouring to discover the connexion between the ships tha.t put

in in any year and the Store prof its, and regret to sa.y that I 

cannot find it. Taking the profits from 1892 to 1896 and setting

the business done with ships alongside them brings us no nearer

to a solution of the mystery:-

Ships9 business Store profits

1892 £5246 £10,520

1898 1274 8567

1894 613 7760

720749311895

2113 44881896

Thus we see that although the ships, business in 1895 was within

a,bout £300 of that done in 1892,the Store profits were £3300

less',while in 1896,although the ships9 business was considerably 

better than in 1893 and 1894 the profits fell offby £400.0and

£3000. You say that prices are cut dorm to the lowest possible 

limit; if they are too low,why cannot you judiciously raise 

them?The expenses in the Blacksmith1 s shop a.re heavy you think; 

are you sufficiently careful about them? Do you look sufficient

ly into the question of using steam,and insist upon its being 

cut off,and hand power used,except in urgent and exceptional 

cases? Are you constantly endeavouring to economize in labour?

Do you keep a sufficient check on the natural extravagance of 

all those round you who have a chance of expending labour or 

materials? Or do you let everything take its chance in a happy- 

go-lucky way? This falling off in the profits requires elucidat

ing in a more satisfactory way than you ha.ve done in this des

patch. The Board do not impute dishonesty to anyone,but they 

think that there must at least have been negligence and care

lessness of a culpable nature. Has the stock been correctly tak

en? V/e know of at least one instance in which goods costing over 

£60 in England have been entirely overlooked; is it not possible 

that there may have been many cases of this sort? What steps do 

you take to ascertain that the stock is correctly taken? Are



stores taken for use and not charged? These are a few of the 

# questions that should be looked into and answered,and any fur

ther light that you can throw on the subject will be valued; You 

must remember that it is your duty to look personally into the 

smallest details from time to time,and not assume that everythin 

is being carried on in the best possible manner,even by those 

who were in the employ years before you went to the Islands,
The Board approve of the cost of the rams per Mamari being 

partly carried to this year’s account.

In the matter of the schooners,there again seems to be some

thing wrong,and for want of information we can only attribute it 

to unchecked extravagance,coupled v/ith a want of system in ar

ranging trips so a.s to show the best results, 

your reporting during the year,though you may have done so,the 

necessity of spending so much money on the Praecis and Tilton; 

when anything of this kind has to be incurred the Board like to 

know what is going on,and not to be kept in the dark until the 

year’s accounts come home.

I do not remember

As regards the Buildings,we want to know why you have capit

alized what seem,for want of any explanation,ordinary repairs to 

various houses,and why these sums,or a portion of them,were not 

written off as repairs and charged to Profit and Loss?

The question of the Store debts is too large a one to say 

much about before thoroughly going into them; but I have to call 

your attention to certain remarks and instructions that went out 

on the 30th April last year,which seem to have been entirely ig

nored., To take one instance only; you were told to curtail cred

its largely,and a list of debtors was sent,whose accounts 

peared too high. How has this been follovred out in the case of 

W.Grierson,a very bad payer? At the end of 1895 he owed the Eqst 

Store,the West,and the Millinery,£5.19.7.,£15.3.1.,and £2.16.5 

respectively: he now owes the same £7.9.10.,£24.19.8.,and 

£3.8.10. How do you account for this,and for the other cases in 

which debts were ordered to be curtailed,but have been increas

ed? We novf want to know what you have done during the year in 

the way of carrying out the BoardAs instructions; whether you

ap-
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have taken any proceedings in Court,what credits have been stop

ped,and why you have not reported progress from time to to time 

as you were instructed to do. This,taken in conjunction with the 

falling off in profits is a, serious matter,for all thewe debts 

figure as assets,and it is more than likely that a number of 

them are not good for much.

22. I send account sales of the sealskins,which unfortunately 

do not come up to the valuations by a long way.' The market is a 

very bad one just now,and this .is the best that couldvbe done,al

though our Brokers took a great deal of trouble about them.

-2b. We should like tohear whether you have finally•settled 

with Mrs.ilichol,and what condition the 'Darwin house , and ‘furhib- 

ure have been left in,and what additions to the 'latter wil-l'ha^e

to be made before the new Manager takes charge.. kYou have:notyet 

reported the sum that we have to pay over to ’her 'lawyers..

24. On the subject of Mr .Blake's reports,;!'have bo say that

they have been read with the warmest approval by the Hoardswho

consider that they furnish the best and clearest account of tCamp

matters that they havr received for years,and they desire to re

turn Mr.Blake their warmest thanks for the trouble :he ’has taken

and the great energy he has shown during his stay with us.. '.They 

quite approve of all his recommendations as to fencing,,whic'h you 

will have to see are carried out,and it is also their desire 

that no time should be lost,when the we.at'her is suitable..,in mak

ing up for lost time in the matter of paint,which is so needful 

for the protection of the buildings.. The Board are sorry that it 

is quite impossible for Mr,Blake to consider the question of a 

permanent engagement,but that 1 have explained would .be impossi
ble. There will be a meeting next iveeic specially to consider the 

appointment of a new man,and I hope that I may be in a position 

shortly to give you some information on the subject. As I learn 

from a friend of Mr.Mathews’s that the Messrs.Waldron would 

place no obstacle in the way of his leaving Port 'Howard,it is no 

longer necessary to be silent about the possibility of his tak

ing the post; but as his letters to you seem to indicate a relue 

tance to move,and he is likely to ask moB?e than the Board would

be justified in giving at the outset,! think h#- may be passed



over.. If he had stated the sum in salary or salary' and commissi- 

9 on -which would have induced him to take the thing up,we should 

have known where we were; but only having vague hints that the 

offer we were likely to make would not be good enough,we have 

nothing to go on. The sum mentioned by you would,I believe,com

mand the services of one of the best men in Hew Zee.land ,and the 

Board,however willing they would be to be liberal on results, 

could not at the outset,until the Manager has proved himself, 

commit themselves to a very large salary.- That is to say,we pe~ 

li-eve that the place,if properly managed and developed,may .and 

will give us better returns by some thousands a year,but until 

thr-t, happens they cannot open the Company’s purse strings too 

widely.

25. Mr .Bertrand has sent a draft on the Oliver -plate Bank pay

able to his order,with which he has asked us to open an account 

for him with the London & Midland Bank,but as he has failed to 

endorse it,I want you to get a letter out to him as quickly as 

you can,so that the omission may be rectified. It will be over

due before the return ma.il from the West arrives,but of course 

will not be paid. He has not sent the second yet,so he can en

dorse th?.t,and it will be attached to the first which has been 

accepted.

26. I have had some correspondence with the Kosmos Co.about 

the support given by Schlottfeldt to the pier scheme,copy of 

which I enclose. I hope that they will at last see what a snake 

in the grass their agent is;.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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fter Supplementary mail 
via Lisbon.
852.
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HU.23rd April,-__y? &?tao7U£.G—

sir,
My last despatch went per Hamses on the 6th April,and I have 

to acknowledge receipt of your no.69,which came to hand on the 

12th,and has been laid before*the Board. Your cablegram,"Luxor 

stagnajo",i.e.950 bales,arrived yesterday*
2. 69-3. The papers relating to Spearman's debt are of course 

insufficient to put us in a-position to sue him,and you have 

probably conferred,as desired-,with the Judge as to the steps to 

be taken,not that we think,from what we hear of that individual, 

(Spearman) that we are likely to get anything out of him.

3. Par.5. I have written^to Camper & Nicholson about the Por-

tuna's condition,asking their advice,but have no reply as yet; 

perhaps if the waterways are well caulked it may stop the mis

chief. We can quite understand from the amount of work she has 

done that she may have become a little strained. I think that at 

the time of her purchase the question of straps you mention was 

raised,but that they were not considered absolutely necessary, 

and that in view of the enormous expwnse already incurred it was 

decided not to put them in. Perhaps it might still be done with**-

out putting her in dock or on a slip.

4. We learn from an outside source that you have let the Ship 

Hotel to Lee Whitman,and we await particulars which ought to

have been furnished at the time. Prom what I recollect of him I

should have said that he was hardly a desirable tenant.

5. I have again communicated with Mr.Bowen,who hopes to get a 

settlement of the Elliot's accounts shortly.

5. No reply has been received from you as to the two Leices

ter rams,as to which a question was put to you in my despatch 

843-19 j?

A.E.Baillon,Esq • f

Manager,
Stanley.
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6. In 843-2 you wore afcked whether it was possible to put a 

stop on the delivery of ships9 papers until their debts were 

paid,to which question we are without an answer*

7. Eeferringjkgain to the case of George Mercer,who has appli

ed for a pension,you will have understood that in order to ena

ble the Board to come to a decision on the subject it will be 

necessary for you to get from Frazer a complete record of his 

services from the Darwin books,showing the length of his service 

with the changes in his wages as they occurred,so that we may 

clearly see the average wages he has received from the 

rnent, I thought that you were aware of this,as it has been done
commence-

in all the other cases; if you knew it,it is not clear why you 

contented yourself with recommending him to state his case to 

the Board* As to his arrival in the Colony I was mistaken; he 

went out in the West,not in the Matilda,as I thought,and he 

tells me also that he never served in any other employ.

8. Pyne & Co.of Christchurch have written us that they are 

glad to have heard from you that you would be able to dispose of 

the 50 rams sent in excess of the order. It is rather singular 

that we should get this intelligence round by New Zealand with

out hearing anything about these rams from you,and it is desired 

that you will in future send us press copies of any letters of 

importance to firms outside the Colony bearing on the Company's 

business,. We have authorized you,if Mr.Blake approves,to take 

the rams over for Farfct account,but should not regret to hear 

that they had been otherwise disposed of,as our prospects this 

year are by no means too bright.

9. A special meeting of the Board has been held to discuss 

the subject of appointing a new Camp Manager. Seeing that it has 

been conveyed to us that the Messrs.Waldron would place no ob

stacle in the way of Mr.Mathews,it is no longer necessary to be 

reticent on the subject,and I can inform you that the appoint

ment rests between that gentleman and another who has been very
highly recommended from New Zealand,the preference being given 

to the former on account of his experience in the Islands, The

Board has heard unofficially that Mr.Mathews may place a higher 

value on his services than they would be prepared to concede,but
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they are,nevertheless,prepared to make him an offer; In consid- 

ering this.while being fully aware that the proper management of 

the Farm is of the most vital importance to us,the Board are not
prepared to go to an excessive length until they know^that oh-

A
Ject has been attained and that it has borne 

of increased returns. They have,therefore,decided
fruit in the shape

to authorize
a standing salary of £800 (eight hun

dred) per annum,with a commission of £4 per ton for

you to offer Mr.Mathews

every ton of
average of the three years 1894, 

completed years. The calcula- 

on the nett sale weights in London,and,as 

will be seen by the calculation enclosed,the average mentioned 

is 594 tons. At present,and perhaps for

wool produced in excess of the 

1895,and 1896,being the last three 

tion would be made

a year or two,the com- 

mission might be lookedupon as small; but if Mr.Mathews takes a
good view ahead,and is prepared to accept Mr.Blake’s estimate of
the carrying capacity of the land,60,000 

we have had yet,he will see that the possibilities 

Say 250,000 sheep only averaging 7| lbs.,(we had 

the wool would come to 837 tons,or an excess of 243 tons,which 

at £4 per ton would run out £972'. As regards the wool,we should

more sheep clipped than

are great.,

7.4 in 1894)and

allow on everything shipped in a bona fide way,including slipe 

or dead wool picked up; but could not assent to the clipping of 

sheepskins in order to swell the amount.. The term of service 

course,and the Board would as— 

for the whole fam- 

No one in the service 

on his own account,and my answers to 

are to be accepted. As 

candidate we must

would be five years,renewable of

sent to a passage home at the end of the time 

ily,and out again aa in case of renewal, 
is allowed to do business

the questions put in your private letter

we are keeping in touch with the New Zealand
know Mr.Mathews 9 decision as soon as possible by cable,and the 

words must be "Trummern" for Mathews accepts,and "Truogolo” for
Mathews declines.

10. I enclose copies of letters on the subject of the tele
phone to the lighthouse,as to which I have also 

son. You will observe that Col.Lewis is mistaken in
seen Mr.Pater- 

supposing
that the wire is copper,and the strength of silicum bronze is

considered to be sufficient. For a telephone Mr.Paterson says
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■that no.8 wire is quite unnecessarily heavy,and he thinks that 

an attempt should be made to prevent breakages by birds by means 

of the white discs already suggested,before going to the great 

expense of renewing the wire throughout,and erecting the neces

sary- number of new poles to carry-the increased weight* Should, 

however,these precautions be of no avail,and should the princi

pal breakages take place over a length of f,or a mile,then it

would be possible to supply an insulated wire to be laid in the
earth or sand at a cost here of £20 or £22 per mile*. You must
confer with the Government,and give us all particulars; in the 

meantime,as the line has been completed,I suppose you have ob

tained from our partners their share of the cost of the line, 

which really ought to have been paid before this and not allowed

to lie without interest.

11. I forward for your information copies of correspondence

and have to direct your at-with the Kosmos Co.and II.Tyler & Co • 9

tention to a letter from the Sun Life Assurance agent at Lich

field to be forwqrded to Mr.C.S.Williams,which requires an im

mediate reply.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,
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COMPANY'S WOOL ,1894/6.

1894 199,867 sheep yielded 661 tons wool,average 7.41bs.
1895 189,438

1896 185,300
550 6.59 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9

571 6.99 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9

3)1782
Average 594 tons.

When raised to the level of 1894 the excess over the average 

over 594 tons would be 67 tons,or at £4 per ton £268.

250,000 sheep (Mr.Blake's estimate of the full capacity of 

the land is 260,000) at 7-| lbs.per sheep would give 1,875,000 

lbs. of wool,or 837v)tons,excess 243 tons at £4 £972.
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INCORPORATED BY'ROYAL CHARTER 1851.

Per Tanis., ( /?
yy/Pt,.N° 853. oru/vw .1: c_ _ 18th May’,

Sir,

My last despatch was dated the 23rd ult.,and we have since 

received your no. 70 on the 26t,h ult and no.. 71 ye sterday;.
2. Despatch 70-4. With regard to the Queen’s Commemoration, 

you have done right in laying the matter before the Board with-

• f

out pledging the Company to taking jbart in it,for it is doubtful 

whether it is one in which as a Company we have any right to 

take part at all,and no decision can be arrived at until we have 

had the General Meeting next month. If you will refer to the

precedent of the 1887 Jubilee you will see that the Governor, 

somewhat wisely,divested it of any connexion with the Government 

by placing the whole thing in my hands,and that after canvassing 

hard I managed t,o get together the sum of £255,which at the time 

was thought very good,being 2/10d.per head of the population.The 

money was sent as a subscription to the Imperial Institute; 

my despatch 446-10. The Company was not asked to subscribe,the 

view taken having been that it was essentially a personal mat

ter, and that probably every shareholder had contributed in 

way or another to the celebration. The hospital scheme is,of 

course,absurd,and the lending library would be of doubtful 
ue'. Why should not a subscription be sent to the Prince of 

Wales’s fund? I only throw this out as a suggestion. After what 

has taken place the last six years,the Board do not consider it 

necessary to go out of their way to follow the lead 

Governor in anything,and,should it be decided

see

one

val-

of* ■the late
to subscribe in

the Colony,they would prefer to confer with Mr.Grey Wilson inde
pendently of anything that has been done.

Par.5. There is a link missing in the negotiations with 

Sarney about the Dairy,for in face of the Board’s explicit in

structions that you were not to go to the expense of fencing the
A.E.Baillon,Esq 

Stanley,
• f



land, in again,(see 841-17 and 842-3)your proposal to get him to 

fence in the ground himself by contract is unintelligible. Nor 

have you explained upon what basis the reduced rent mentioned 

has been calculated. Having referred the question to the Board 

you surely understand that you are strictly limited to the expen 

diture of £200 for all purposes.. The Board regret that they can
not sanction the payment of any pension or allowance to Hollen,- 

who was only allowed to live in the house as a favour,and we set 

ouf faces carefully against creating any precedents that may be 

harmful.
4. Par.7. As already reported,the insurance on H.Waldron's 

skins has been recovered. With regard to the Protest,I thought 
that the Shipping manuals in the office would have made you 

quainted with the course that ought to be followed. When 

loses a ship he is bound,at his own expense,in the event of his 

having had any property belonging to another person or persons 

on board,to note and then extend a protest; it his reply and the 

only one he can give td claims for non-delivery’; But if he does 

not want to make a claim on the Underwriters he is not bound ei
ther to take a copy for himself,or to furnish one to owners of 

lost or damaged cargo; he simply refers them to the Notary,who 

on application will on payment of a fee give a copy of the 

cord. So in this case,the cost of noting and extending should 

have been paid by Nilsson,but Mr.H.Waldron should have paid for 

the copy. To this I have to add that in cases of total loss the 

Notarial fees do not come into the adjustment of the claim. Whe
ther Mr.Waldron will take any action in regard to the payment, 
which I assume you have charged to him, is for him to decided; 
under the circumstances of having sold his skins at very high 

prices to the Underwriters and of Nilsson being an awkward cus
tomer to tackle,he will probably be wise if he rests content 
with what he has got.

5., Par.8. By all means ship any tallow you may have by the 

steamer of July 9th.
0, Par.9. All MT.Blake's letters have been road with great 

interest by the Board,and they agree to any suggestions that he

ac-
a mary

re-
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may have made though they think that any sweeping changes after
man

this would be well deferred until we have a permanent, 
gard to two suggestions put forward we take exception,and they 

only refer to the manner in which a thing should be carried out>. 
Never ask the Board to lay down the law on a matter of detail; I 

am referring to the proposed edict on the subject of racing hor
ses,and again as to the contract price to be paid for killing 

sheep. Take my word for it that it is a sign and confession of 

weakness; the men know that the order emanates from you,but that 

you lack the courage,or they think you do,to promulgate it with
out the backing of the Board* When you decide on a certain 

course,take it as on your own initiative,and let your subordin
ates feel that while for the general management of the Company’s 

business the Directors are a useful and necessary body,in all 
matters of detail you are the person to be reckoned with. Of 
course I am not suggesting to you that you should not,when in 

doubt,consult the Board,because you would be wrong not to do
7. Par.11. I think that it would be desirable to come to an 

understanding with the suppliers of meat and bread for next 
son as soon as you can,so that a contract may be arranged with 

the Senior Officer before the ships come down;.'
6. Par.13. The collection of wool this season appears to have 

been carried out with much success,and the Board give you all 

due credit for it.

94 Par.15. Although the condition of the Mamari sheepskins 

was not as bad as reported,still they were not up to the mark, 
and Noble ought to devote unceasing vigilance to this subject,.No 

doubt they have got into the habit of pressing too hard at Goose 

Green,as elsewhere,and this should be checked.
10.* Par. 16. You are right in saying that the conditions at 

Goose Green are favourable to stone building as opposed to wood, 
but we await information as to the class of building,i.e.whether 

the style of J.Casey is good enough,or whether mortar through
out is proposed. And you have not mentioned,I think,why a house 

is required at Goose Green at all.. It is a place that has ab
sorbed a huge sum of money,and it makes poorer returns every

With re-

so.

sea-



year. As the season only dasts a few weeks,I should have thought 
that it would have been possible to make shift with the build
ings, which have been sufficient when more than 20,000 sheep were 

killed,and it is to be assumed there were more hands at work 

than now.
H. Par.3#. The special pumps that I mentioned to you,of 

which we had only one pair,were returned from the Camp,and the 

last time I saw them was years ago on board the William Shand,I 
think,before she was cut down* Someone in Stanley ought to rem
ember about them.

12.. Par. 32. You remark that ’’the loss and whiskey must fall 

on us”. I hope that we shall be able to bear the shoc&.Further, 
in 71-1 you remark that Goldsworthy's cheque was ”ordered”from 

Order to Bearer,and still again in 16-you say that a payment 
would not be”at all of the way”. The very obvious precaution of 

reading over what you have written before you send it away would 

prevent there blunders,which are becoming increasingly common.'
13. Desp.71-2. Surely it was most careless to let the sewage 

drain so long into the well at North Arm,after becoming aware 

that the water was polluted,and after reading the Analyst's re
port?

14’. Par.4. It is fortunate that the Thetis got off without 

apparent damage at Hoy Cove. I hope that Captain Hees took the 

precd&tion to note a Protest at Stanley; it would not be 

sary to extend it unless actual damage is seen in dry dock, so he 

should bring home a copy,

15. Par.6. The copy of the Governor's despatch ought to have 

been sent; there is no paper,except despatches,previous to my 

coming here in 1891 that I can be sure of finding.
16. The statement by the Master and crew of the Hornet has 

been submitted to our Insurance Broker,who says it will be suf
ficient, and he hopes that every care will be taken in drying and 

repacking the wodl at Port Louis*

17t Par.8. It is satisfactory to hear that Chaplin is leav
ing next year,and I think you are right about consulting Captain 

Smith about a successor. The Board have received Chaplin's let
ter,and instruct me to tell you to acknowledge its receipt,and

neces-
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to say that they* are not of opinion from what they have heard up 

to the present that the strain which he unfortunately gave him

self would give him any legal claim on the Company,although they 

will be prepared to discuss it with him. You are to add that he 

has entirely misread my letter offering him assistance in the 

matter of a truss,which simply expressed my willingness to look 

out for anything he wanted,but certainly not to pay for it on 

the Company's behalf; I think it likely that the Board may do 

something for him irrespective of the legal claim,if he is real
ly permanently injured; but I should think that there has must h 

be some exaggeration in his statement,for if he is only fit to 

take work "of a very light nature" it must follow that he has 

been unfit for his present position for the last two years.

18. Par.9. The Board highly approve of your caution in sub

mitting the question of E.Phillips's passage for their decision, 

especially as their opinion is adverse to yours when you say 

that you take it that he really can claim it. Jesse Phillips 

came out in 1874,the second time,with a newly married wife,and 

in the course of time they had a family. Under his agreement he 

is entitled to a return passage to England for himself and fam

ily. When he returns he will-be able to bring such of them as 

remain in his family,just as he can bring at the Company's ex

pense a portmanteau or a Gladstone bag as luggage. But that does 

not mean that while he remains in the Islands' we are prepared

to carry his Gladstone bags whenever he wants to send them.; That 

is the first point. But the more important one is,how is "fami

ly" to be defined? The Directors consider that the proper inter

pretation is a wife and such of the children as have not arrived 

at the position of being self-supporting. E.Phillips appears in 

the Camp wages list as a man earning £5 per month,and it is 

surely straining tha natural interpretation of the word to con

sider him still as one of the family.: For if you push the propo

sition to extremes what do you get? We may have a well preserved 

veteran of 70 claiming a passage,and including in his family a 

grizzled child of 48. And this child again may have other chil

dren and even grandchildren; are they also of the family? If you

cannot tell where you willdo not draw the line closely you
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stop* How many men are there still in the employ to whbm we are 

under contract to give return passages?

19.. Par. 11. The weights of 3 bales of wool to which you refer 

were not found enclosed.

20.. Par. 12. You do not mention who is going to administer the 

Government before Mr.Grey-Wilson gets out. I thought that Mr. 
Thompson had the commission.

21. Par.13. We may send some dinghies in the Thetis.

22. Par.16. The Board have considered your remarks about the 

remuneration to be given to Mr.Blake,and would approve of his 

being paid at the rate you mention.

23. Unfortunately the Governors will have a chance of meeting 

in England; I told you before that I was misinformed as to the 

new one's departure*

24‘. Par.21. If my objection to cutting another port in the 

Great Britain was what you think, it was formed after taking the 

advice of experts. I remember that there was a good deal of dif

ficulty in cutting all the iron straps,leading to a good deal of 

labour,and unless it became imperatively necessary I should 

that it would be better to let it alone.

25. Par.25. I understand that Bound is going into business at 

Bristol,and if so it is Questionable whether it was right to al

low him still to retain an interest in the Ship Hotel,over the 

management of which he cannot possible exercise any control. At 

all events the subject should have been mentioned to the Board, 
and they would now like to know at what notice the 

can be revoked.

26.. Par.26. It is satisfactory to hear that the mistake on 

the Thetis's manifest about the non-entry of dutiable goods has 

not had any serious consequences; but if so,why did you write on 

6th February that "the Government here regards it as an attempt 

to evade duties"? This hardly tallies with the statement you 

make now that as far as you know the Governor never saw the The
tis 9 Manifest at all*

27.Par.28. When the mail has gone I will send your statement 

re "Elliot" to Mr.Boweii.

say

arrangement

28. Par.29. You have done right in keeping the extra £125 out 

of the late R.E.Nicholas account*.
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29. You have referred lately to the repairs in Marmont Row,■ 

and there are entries in the Cash Book relating to the contract. 

Has this contract been reported? If so,I must have overlooked 

it.

30. With reference to our despatch 846-2,if you are now able 

to answers the queries about Tranquilidad new house we shall be 

glad to have particulars-.

31.If the Remarks on Store Debtors had accompanied the ac
counts, some of the queries and remarks need not have been made.

32. The Board desire that you will,with all convenient des

patch,make up a list of all the Company’s Buildings now in ex

istence , whether Stores,houses,sheds,or what not,and put a value 

on each as it stands. If you will refer to my despatch from 

Stanley of 19th September,1887,446,par,13,you will see what is 

wanted,and if you can find the list then made,it will be a guide 

to you. Values are to be stated distinctly under rather than, 

over the mark,and if you are in doubt,you should take the advice 

of Biggs,or anyone acquainted with the subject. The Directors 

think that there must now be a greater discrepancy between 

tual values and those shown in the Balance Sheet,and await this 

return with interest.

33. ; I send a copy of a letter from Lloyd’s,part of which I 

intended to be addressed to you,for it would be quite

impossible for me to talk to the Colonial Secretary at Stanley, 

and % do not suppose that they wish me to see Mr.Chamberlain.

34. The shearing account lately sent should have been marked 

"Ist Shearing Return"not "Complete".which can only be sent when 

the stragglers shorn at the dipping have been counted.

35. Mrs.Bonner wishes details of her Store accounts sent her, 

both now and in future,as she does not get them from San Carlos. 

That is to say she wants the accounts for 1896.

36. R.Goss has written to say that he has got into serious 

trouble,is separated from his wife,and is at present in the 

Workhouse at Belfast', He implores me to send him out; is there 

any kind of Camp work he is good for? I am sorry that he has 

gone astray,and as an old and good customer I do not wish to

ac-

think was

cast him off altogether.



37. The HGC bales pel* Tanis turned out 83 not 82 as stated in 

the Bill'of Lading,and the recovery of this has given some trou
ble,which would have been avoided if you had followed the ordin
ary course with regard to it. I mean that as your tally gave 83 

while the ship only admitted 82,you ought to have had the B/L 

made out for the higher number,and then the agent for his own 

protection would have added a clause *'one bale HGC in dispute,if 

on board to be delivered”. This is the only way to do it,and I 

thought that everyone who had ever had to do with Bills of .Lad
ing knew it,

38. You have never mentioned the new Cooper Ryan,how does he 

get on? I observe that he has not paid off any of his advance; 
this should been looked to,and the amount would be better taken 

out of London Office account and transferred to a separate one.
39. Your attention is called to a letter from the Sun Fire

Assurance which should be sent to Mr,C.S.Williams at once for
his reply, I find that copies of previous letters have already 

been sent.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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dljfJ'alkliutit Jstlitu^s (limtpitmj.
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.VT*^ ''

O /, <*rr.?'v
Orissa./Jer ( Vr-

/S.Oi,2nd June,854..1? oy/ y/o/y

Sir,
no further despatch-Since writing per Tanis on the 18th ult 

es have arrived from the islands.
2. In liiy last 1 remarked • that the wool specification was not 

found among the enclosures in your despatch per Iiuxor,overlook

ing the fact that it was sent via Tilbury with the wool. It 

would be convenient to have a press copy of this by Montevideo

• 9

in Future,as we like to know about the shipment as soon as pos

sible, and in this case the Montevidean letters reached us a week 

earlier, than the mail.

3. I have notified to the Kosmos Co^.that some of the firms at 

Sandy Point are touting for Falkland wool at 5/8d.through from 

the Islands to London,and I enclose copy of Mr.Pepper's reply*,*

It is well to point out that this is a worse freight for the 

shippers than 35/. & 5^>,for in the only cases we have worked out 

the latter comes out rather under -|d.per lb.

4. We have been trying to trace the liquors bought from some
of the consignees per Thetis,but cannot reconcile the figures*As 

a general rule repurchasing goods which have once been ordered 

on commission is not a good business^and If* the Ordinance lately- 

amended presses in any way on importers ^wouId it not have been
possible to purchase,and then resell the whole at the exact am
ount of the invoice?

5. Peter MacLean is returning from British 

to return to our service, 

will arise,but that I must refer the 

ments are made in the Colony,not here.

jr°U explain under what circumstances 

to buy Cooper^s tools

Columbia,and wants
I have replied that probably

question to you,as engage—
a vacancy

it was necessary 

on the 8th February? I was under the im~

A.E.BailIon,Esq • 9

Stanley.



^ to

pression that the Cooper,like the carpenters,found his own.

7. The Board desire to re-iterate the necessity of observing 

the strictest economy in the management of the Store and the em

ployment of labour generally; we fear that at the General Meet
ing this month remarks of an unpleasant nature are more than 

likely to be made in criticism of some of the figures,

8. Mr.Doxat has just heard that the candidate in New Zealand 

accepts the terms offered,and that he meets with Mr.Mowat,s ap
proval'. Having this second string to our bow we need not be ex
cessively put out if Mr.Mathews' declines our terms,as to which 

we hope to hear shortly by cable..

9. In my last despatch par.7 for "it his reply"read "it is 

his reply",and in par.38 for "been" read "be" in the 3rd line. 

These errors passed,although the despatch was twice read over 

before closing'.
10. In looking through the Stock returns the quantity of iron, 

and especially rivets strikes us as enormous. Lawes'Dip is en

tered as 1000 casks,surely this is a mistake? Why has the Emer

son’s windlass not been used on the schooner it was sent for?

The Nandubay posts still appear; theise must be used up in one of 

the first fences erected,it is all nonsense to say that no tools 

will bore them,for they were used on a line of the Driftwood 

fence if I am not mistaken,and I believe that we got a set of I- 

talian augers from Montevideo specially for the purpose. They

unsightly,it is true;but many hundreds of miles are constr

ucted with them in the Plate,and when once set up they are prac

tically imperishable.

are

I am,Sir,
your obedient servant,

Managing Director.

P.S. Your cablegram "Herodot Speisehaus"(460 bales) has just 

arrived from Montevideo..
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CL/ljrrJJ-alklituD Jibuti* $ (Cmitp it it 11.
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER IS 5 I .

6' /. ■ *y u/rrr/// /r/ • //?/ r/,

/hr Luxor. r /9
/cV/h.N° 855. on,r/o// ,/:r 29th June ,

Sir * v:‘‘i • L.’ v .* '• -■*/ .*•

Since my last, via Sandy Point, we have received your despatch
es 72,which arrived on the 14th June,and 73 on the 25th. The 

Herodot is not expected at Tilbury until the 1st prox.,having 

passed St.Vincent on the 19th inst.
2. 72-2• I believe that the Government buildings are insured 

in some London office; will they be replaced?
3. Messrs.Lawes'Chemical Co.say that they understand why the 

dip froths in the soft water used,and will make ours up rather 

differently. A copy of their letter is enclosed.
4. Both Schweppes and the Ashton Green Co.came to see us ab-

. f r «< iI ‘ 'out Mr.Anson's orders,and flatly refused to execute them. They 

say that they deal with merchants in London,and do not lay them
selves out to execute orders from abroad. If they did,they would 

charge full prices without trade discount. It does not seem
quite the thing for Mr.Anson to go behind us in this v/ay,though 

I only say this as a matter of principle,for the trifling 

mission we charge is but slight recompense for 

such little orders. But if all

com-
our trouble on

our clients took to using the

them tonames of our suppliers for direct dealing,and referred 

us for payment,we should have to object. Can you explain^ Mr.
Anson's motives,- is it pure ignorance? We have,at the request
of both firms,given them the orders in the regular way,

stove,it depends upon5. Par.5. With regard to Mrs.Claxton's 

how you were going to charge for it whether we are responsible 

If it was a commission,then we could not be held liableor not.

for the damage,but if you were putting on the ordinary store 

we should be bound to deliver it in 

am wrongl will let you know latei.but this

profit,then I think that 

good condition. If I

A.E.BaillonfEsq • 9

Manager,
Stanley*



seems reasonable.* I enclose copy of a letter from Watson Gow & 

Co.,offering to replace the breakages free of charge,which is 

liberal; it would have been better if particulars had been re
ported. I suggest that when any stoves are shipped in future,you 

should give special directions that the packages should be care

fully overlooked on delivery,and in the event of any breakage 

being suspected a clean receipt should not be given.

6'. Par.6. It has been decided to send on the cargo of the 

Pass of Balmaha in the Agnes Oswald,and we have informed the 

Glasgow Salvage Association that advances are to be made for a 

commission of 2|$6.

7. Seven paragraphs between 6 and 12 of this despatch have 

not been numbered. The dipping returns are quite in form and 

satisfactory,but you have omitted to send either in 72 or 73 the 

loss account for the year and the completed shearing return, 

which must have been made up as the dipping was finished. Please 

remember that all Farm returns should be forwarded as soon as 

received; these should also have included the lambs put in 

flocks,and a statement of the loss in the first six months. The 

completed shearing return is made up by adding those that 

in rough at dipping to the first account,as well as those,if 

any,that have been clipped in the Camp.

8. We should like to know in what respect the wording of the 

agreement with shepherds is not satisfactory. As a matter of 

fact,the value of the passage is deducted from the wages in the 

first two years,and if,after that,a man wants to leave,is there 

any advantage in keeping himT Is he not likely to do more dam

age than his vrages would cover?

9. Mr.Blake's remarks about the delay in sending droppers to 

Egg Harbour are amusing; but they supply evidence,if it were 

needed,of how thoroughly he has thrown himself into the Compa
ny's work.

10. ~ and 73-2 and 19. We had heard from Spearing & Waldron 

of the cancelling of the Opawa's charter,and on reading your ex

planations are quite satisfied that the best thing has been done 

in our interests at all events. We have never liked the project, 

and only went into it,as has been explained to you,in order to

come



o

had scheme that our 

bent on carrying out* As those friends 

thoroughly pleased. The ex-

said that we have throttled aprevent its being 

friends on the Eqst were
themselves have backed out we are

letter accepting the terms 

Opawa,Spearing & Waldron,and Mr. 

less heavily' if the ship was

planation of the last paragraph in my 

is that as the owners of the
Cameron all stt>od to lose more or 

behind her cancelling date,the Board did not wish to take advan-
contract if the others were wil-of the strict terms of the 

As Mr.J.Cameron
tage

himself is the man who has decid- 

of carrying out the arrangement so late in
ling to go on.
ed the impossibility

it is right into our hands. Please say if the wethers
been dipped,and how,if so,they

the season, 
intended to be killed have now

should be added to the dipping account.
having turned over two sheets together 

about the numbering of the paragraphs.
11. In consequence of 

I made a mistake in par.7
the Faria are all put in one.I see that those on 

Par.7•
12. The reduction of the Glengowan's debt is satisfactory,and

this matter perhaps within sight of the end.
Par.9. Without looking up the arrangement made it occurs 

ought,while Auctioneer,to have been placed on

brings

13.
to me that Turner 

the same footing as King. How is this?
14. Par.10. The Board note with satisfaction the continued

improvement in the Store sales.
15*. par. 11. We hope that you are right in expecting that the 

Overseers will not get slack again at once; but Mr.Blake’s re

marks about them are fcather disquitting,and we hope that the 

question of the Managership vri.ll soon be decided. You are,of 

that the Board are thoroughly determined not tocourse,aware
make any mistake this time that can by any foresight be avoided.

With regard to Mr.Blake's suggestion to transfer a portion of 

the North Arm section to Walker Creek,I do not know the "Ladro- 

- is this the "Drone11? I know that: it got its namene" house;
through someone going to sleep over its erection I think. I have 

been trying to find a copy of a long letter to Mr.Nichol that I 

wrote from Stanley elaborating a scheme for transferring much 

the same block I think to Finlaysoii,and moving the settlement 

from Walker Creek to Adventure Sound,the advantage at the time



being that as the woolshed, clip, and the buildings generally at
Walker Creek were out of repair founding a new settlement would
not have been at the time such a serious matter. Adventure
Sound,I pointed out,would have been more central,and the two
sections,as re-arranged,would have been North and South Iafonia,-
however,I went into the whole thing thoroughly,and it would be w
worth while looking it up,and asking Mr.Blake's opinion on it.
You are aware that my suggestion met with the most uncompromis-

m
ing opposition from Mr.Nichol,and it was,of course,ipossible to

A1
order the carrying out of such a large scheme in the face of the 

objections raised by the Manager of the time. The letter must 
necessarily have been written between June 1890 and March 1891, 
probably nearer the latter date,

16, Par.lft. It is a serious matter about these 50 rams,and 

unfortunate that Mr.Blake has not been able even to get rid of 

the 8 promised to Mr.Dean,the reason for which may be very good, 
but is not made sufficiently apparent,

17, Par.25, We have gone into the matter of a sailing vessel, 

and having now got the approximate tonnage can soon arrange a 

charter,in fact this morning we are offered the Paquita,460 

tons,a Gorman,guaranteed to carry 700 tons for £800. But it has 

been suggested by the Kosmos agents that they may very likely be 

able to give us freight by one of the large steamers at about 
20/.per ton,and the advantage of this would be great in iaany 

ways. The only difficulty that I can see is the matter of the 

discharging at Stanley,but as Goldsworthy is no longer in Stan
ley to be obstructive,and in the Spring there|is little or no
thing on board the Great Britainjit seems to me that it would be 

quite practicable to put a watchman on board,and receive the 

whole of the cargo on board,distributing it after at your lei
sure, Coals they could not take,but they could be shipped after
wards in the Thetis. I do not quite understand how the new Naval 
Rifle appropriates more peat bog than the old,but no doubt it is 

the case as you say sd,
18, Par.28, I have been trying to see our Consulting Engineer 

about the chimney,but the Jubilee has stood the last fortnight
everything,and he has been away at Spithead; how

ever I will-decide the matter as soon as possible.
in the way of



19* 73-2* As to Steam coals,I enclose copy' of a letter from 

the Admiralty,to which I am about to reply that the Board will 

send some coals towards the end of the year,but that the diffi

culty1 we foresee is the want of storage in our hulks for so much 

as they want us to lay down. Is it not possible by patching up 

the Vicar of Bray to put more in than you say? You had better 

let us know what hulks are now available for coal; it occurs to 

me that the Vicar,the Capricorn,and the Praecis are the most 

handy for shifting,and that the J.P.Smith and the Sabino are too 

large,and ought to be reserved for ships in distress. You do not 

mention the Sabino,but in case of need I suppose she would be 

available. If we arrange to get 600/700 tons out about the be

ginning of the year,you will have moved off some of the Opawa's 

stock,and this is,I think,what will have to be done. We shall 

ask the Admiralty 50/.per ton,and may allow ourselves to be 

squeezed a little,for it is a groat concession on their part to 

undertake to buy coal within any stated time.
20* Par.3. As the amended specification of K wool is on board 

the Herodot v.re have not been able to do anything about it yet.

21. Par.4. The pensions to be given to Mercer and Fraser will 

be brought before the next Board.
22. Par.6. Not having a copy of my letter about the fee for 

moving hulks,I cannot say whether I have any other grounds than

stated therein. But the case is this:- years ago,when thewere
Harbour Master was a working man and capable of carrying our the 

practical part of his duties — old Melville — it was laid down 

in the Harbour Regulations that hulks must be raoved under the 

direction of the Harbour Master,and that for his services he 

could demand a fee of one pound. When,later on,the Harbour Mas-
ornamental and less useful,in fact when the postter became more

given- to a Government clerk or Secretary for the purpose ofwa3
enabling him to extort fees which he did not earn,the fee was 

still stated at £l,but with the additional rule that,if actual 

practical services were required they could be obtained of the
additional pound. It was aGovermasdit pilot at the cost of an 

vile swindle,and an 

I think that if you

anachronism that ought to be swept away,and

cannot do anything in that direction by ar-



n

gument you had bettor memorialize the Secretary of State about 
it,it will be better than my writing. But I will try to pave the 

way for a consideration of the question by telling the Admiralty 

that if any fees are charged for moving they must pay them them
selves; this,if I remember,was how I got the fee remitted when I 

was in Stanley,
23, Par.9, It is quite impossible within the limits of a des

patch and with the time at my disposal to answer all the remarks 

on accounts,which cover over 13 pages of fools&cap in this des
patch. They have,however,been fully read and considered by the 

Board at yesterday's meeting,and I can give you a general reply, 

With regard to the falling off in the Store profits,it is very 

satisfactory to the Board to receive your full report on the 

subject,and particularly your answers to the various questions 

put to you,for,although those questions did not imply,as you 

seem to think they did,that certain abuses existed,it is not the
less pleasing to find that you are able to reply so readily and
to re-assure them that so much watchful interest has been bes
towed on the subject. If a comparison had been made between 1895 

and 1896,it v,rould have been more to the purpose,because we knew 

as a matter of course that there must be a reduction in profits 

as compared with 1892. What caused the Board so much alarm was 

that without any alteration in the conditions of affairs the 

profits fell off in the last year about £2700,and there is no
thing in your explanation that appears to them satisfactorily* to 

account for it. The sales were about £1500 less only,and the re
duction in prices took place some time previous,unless there 

have been other reductions since that we have not known about. 
The opinion of the Board generally is that probably,notwith
standing what you say,prices have been reduced too much all 
round,that there is reason to think that you have carried too' 
far the principle of giving other departments their supplied' too 

cheaply,and that considering the expenses of the Store and the 

interest on the large sum locked up it was an error in judgment 
to reduce the cost of goods into Store from 20 to 15$, A3 re
gards the first suggestion I may mention that one of our clients 

chatting in the office volunteered the statement that prices in

d



*9

Stanley were now so ridiculously low - so much lower than there 

was any need for - that he believed that it would be quite un

necessary to import Stores at all,he could buy them cheaper in 

Stanley. There is another point which has not been suggested to 

you,what about our Storekeepers? Are they men up to date,or 

would it be desirable,as occasion offers,to import new blood to 

compete with the numerous rivals who have appeared on the scene? 

I have my own opinion about this,but I should like to know what 
you think.

The Board take all responsibility for reducing the prices of 

Ships * Stores,which were altogether too high,but we think that 

even the reduced prices ought to allow a very fair profit if ex

penses are kept within bounds.
The fact that stock had been taken with 150 added in 1895 and 

6 was not forgotten,and here again is an extraordinary anomaly. 

Although the reduced valuation was in force in 1895 the profit

out at £7207 or only £560 less than in 1894. If the furthercame
fall in 1896 had been £500 or so there would have been nothing 

remarkable in it).*
With regard to schooners,the only reduction in freights on 

wool were from near ports,the rates from the West remaining the 

same. I think that the full price paid by near stations formerly 

excessive,but in any case you know that thi3 could not be 

helped. As to the through rate to the West,I have not had time 

to look the matter up and see how it originated; but if it does 

not answer,it only remains for you to say so,and it can be stop-

was

ped. In such matters we expect to get advice from you.
Your remarks about the collection of debts have been careful

ly read,and the Board are gratified to find that so much atten

tion has been paid to the matter. If the remarks made have been

considered severe,it is owing to the fact that we do not on many 

much information from you as we should like topoints get as
have. If they have done nothing else,they have drawn from you a

statement of the kind that they like to have.

Generally speaking,we seem 

up in Stores,and when you

to have £30,000 permanently locked

consider the money paid in wage3,the
free of commission,that no rentfact that all work is done here

the buildings occupied,and that a good part ofis charged for
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the sales afe on somewhat long credit,while at least a propor- 

tion of the debts are doubful,you cannot wonder at the Directors 

entertaining the doubt in their minds as to whether,after all,it 

is worth while even carrying on the retail Store business any 

longer. We have to stand the attacks of the shareholders at the 

General meeting,and on this occasion some of the remarks were 

the reverse of complimentary; naturally,therefore,when things 

appear to be going progressively wrong,the comments and enquir
ies that are addressed to you from this office can hardly be ex

pected to be of a pleasant nature. Having said this much,and un

der the pressure of time,which is far too short,I have the plea

sure of assuring you from the Board that in any remarks that it 

may have been considered necessary' to make to you they' have had 

no wish to hurt your feelings in any way,and that if it is any 

satisfaction to you to say so they bear willing testimony to the 

devoted interest you feel in the Company's welfare,an interest 

vrhich they feel assured is shared by your subordinates in the 

office.
I see that I have passed over your suggestion that you should 

open a "Reserve for doubtful debt3". The Directors think that 

this would be a good plan.
In my 844-6 I mentioned to you that you should con

fer with the Judge as to the steps to be taken re Spearman,and 

do not see how you can have mistaken what I said. All that has 

been received at present are a letter or memo.signed "W",and an

other expressing hi3 overflowing sentiments as to his kind 

treatment by you,very nice in their way,but not affording evid

ence of his indebtedness th*t would bo of much avail in a Court

11
24. Par

of Justice,
25. Par.14. Will you mention the letter from Mr.Blake in 

which he referred to the two Leicester rams,and in future give 

references by which 3ubject3 can be easily turned up?
26. Par.15. I believe that in some places,but whether in Eng

lish ports or not I do not know,ships are not allowed to have 

their papers until the Masters have given satisfactory assuran-

that they have no debts in the place.
27. Par.18. The Board have considered the question of Mr.

ces
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% Blake’s remuneration,and consider that the case will best be met 

by the payment to him of a lump sum of £500• In communicating 

this to him,they wish you to convey to him their cordial thanks 

for his valuable and timely assistance,

28* Par.19* We cannot decide on the actual quantity of steam 

coal to be shipped until we know whether you have actually tak

en the Opawa’s surplus stock or not.
29.. Par.20. I do not propose to write to the C.O.about the 

telephone,unless you are unable to settle the question of pay
ment with the Colonial Government,although I should have a right 

to do so,the arrangement having been originally made in London*. 

But I must point out that we have by no means been vrell treated 

in the matter. In the first instance the Government ought to 

have paid you half the invoice cost of the materials,and from 

time to time their share of the labour. It is monstrous that 

they should have expected us to be out of our money for so long, 

and still more so that by their quibble about its being broken 

they should suggest that we are responsible for keeping it in 

order. In your final settlement you ought to arrange for the in

sertion of a sum amounting to 5$ interest on their half of the 

cost.
30. Par.22. I will look up the matter of the chart said to 

have been sent us in 1895,of which at the moment I have no re

collection whatever. If it was sent,it would have been better to 

remind me of it before this,but I do not think that it is here.

31. Par.26. We foresee a bad time in the office when the Her- 

odot arrives with 22 men asking to be nursed to the Bank.

32. Mr.Bertrand’s 3rd of exchange has been handed to the Lon

don & Midland Bank.
32. I want to know if Mr.B.Stickney has given any directions 

or opinion as to where we should got his bagging and hoop iron.
33; Please explain under what circumstances Nilsson’s wool 

has gone to IIoare,but at our special rate of freight,and why he 

did not give you at least enough to cover his debt? You must re- 

that any wool not shipped through us pays the usual 40/.

& to the Kosmos,and in such a case,when the shipper declines
member



^2-

# to work through us you should put your foot down,and refuse to 

receive the wool on board the Groat Britain, Having to bring it 

ashore and to pay* extra freight would probably bring him to his 

senses,and when we have a chance of rightly putting on the screw 

Re ought not to hesitate'.
34, As you will see by a/salos enclosed we had a chance or 

selling some of our wool for America by private contract,and 

think we did we 11 -f though we did not venture to offer any of our 

clients3’.
35.. In the order for fencing 500 iron standards are asked 

for; these will not be shipped,as the Nandubay posts,already wa?£ 

written about,ought to be used up before any more are asked for.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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Jb' Supplementary mail 

via Lisbon.
85S.

C/?
M 16th July,o?/asm-,£.a....

Sir,

Since writing by direct mail no despatches have come to hand, 

but we have received your cable dated Montevideo 2nd inst.-Math
ews home machinete wagelehre-i.e.Mathews' homo by this mail ad

vise you to wait,which is so far satisfactory,though it keeps 

the New Zealand candidate longer in suspensey Wo assume,however, 

that Mr.Ma-thews in taking the-important stop of coming to Eng
land intends to make an arrangement with us if he can.

2. The shareholders at the- General Meeting sanctioned the 

penditure of a sum not exceeding £150 on any scheme decided upon 

at the Islands as the best way of celebrating the Queen’s Diam

ond Jubilee,30 it is left in your hands'. At the same meeting a 

vote of thanks to the Company’s officials was passed for their 

attention to the affairs of the Corporation,which 

the pleasure of reporting to you.

3. Thomas Goodwin Junior spoke to mo about tho question of a 

house for himself,which he said 

said that I had

ject. Though I did not tell him 

tho subject a3 yet; but you may have 

ing mail.

ex

vote I have

was to be referred to London,and
no doubt received your full report on the sub-

so,not a word ha3 reached us on 

resorvod it for the follow-

4'. With regard to 

should be shipped by'mail,you 

Kosmos Co.require 

on deck only,and as there

your wish that 3ome of the Lawes’ dip

were probably not aware that the
an almost prohibitive freight for carrying it

was still some left in the Camp,which 

would only be needed in the unlikely event of an outbreak of 

a stock of other kindsscab, in which case$you pfobably had 

a last resort could always buy Little 

supply from other

,or as
from Williams should the 

sources run short,it was not considered 3Ur-

A#E.BailIon,Esq 

Manager,
• >

Stanley.



» ficientiy urgent to go tojtho expense and risk of a dock ship

ment, and the whole will be put on board the Paquita,which has 

been chartered,as per copy of Chartorparty herewith,
5. A new cylinder has been ordered for the North Arm press, 

but a further report is required on the defective one,which 

should give the cause,if it can bo ascertained,of the fracture, 

a3 the makers say that steel cylinder of that class ought not to 

have given way under any pressure that was likely to be applied 

to it.
6. I have to suggest that while the Darwin Manager's house is 

empty the opportunity should bo taken of doing any necessary re

pairs, and especially of taking down and befitting the shrunken 

lining boards,which Mr.Blake reports are the cause of numerous 

draughts. When the lining was put up was any bagging or felt put 

up between the outside and the lining? Perhaps you have attended 

to this already*,
7. With reference to the Nandubay post3,I find that I wrote 

you on the subject of using them up in despatch 833-3 on the 

16th June last year..
8. Some time ago it was understood that there wa3 going to be 

a movement made in opposition to tho three weekly mail service, 

as being both expensive and unnecessary. Has the subject drop*^ 

pod?
9. With reference to the through freight at 45/.outwards,I

find that in your 5-12 you said that you trusted and thought

that tho arrangement would be a satisfactory one,and that when I

wrote on the subject in 341-5 you loft tho paragraph unanswered.

As mentioned last mail,freight will bo charged to Stanley only

in future,or until wo get your views on tho subject. La case of
them

this sort wo roly upon getting yeu**-views, should the working of 

of an arrangement not seem as successful as expected'.

10. Tho K wool only turned out 44 of wool and 6 of skins,and 

on enquiry wo find that 50 bales in all were landed of that mark 

by the Luxor. The circumstance has been reported to the Mission

ary Society.
11. A lot of the men who had drafts on the Crown Agents re- 

presented to us that either you or tho Government clerk had told
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through all right. Probably they 

helping them to get the bills ac- 

amount of trouble and corrbs-

them that we would dee them
did not mind 

have since had an
lied; however we 

cepted,but we
will not incur again,and even 

hold them all here but one,bd-
■the bill

the matter that wepondence over
,although the bills are due,we 

the payees of the
now

rest have neglected to send uscause
think that you might suggest to

demand,which go
for which we have paid. Istamps

the Government 

through for a penny 

shortest sight
12. Messrs.Burgon & Ball want

that they ought to give drafts on 

3tamp whatever the amount,while bills at the

carry the bill stamp of l/.per cent-.
all the broken balls returned

the same number of new ones, 

difficulty; Mr.Burgon, 

that the new pattern of cut- 

in the Colonies and wherever they 

entirely superseded the old one,for

to them,so that they may return us

On the subject of the cutters I am in a

vrho was here a few days ago,told me
3

univerally approved 

used that they have
ter was so

are
expressed from North Arm. In fact theywhich a preference is

them,and the dies are destroyed. I mU3t
to terms with

have given up making
this subject to Mr.Mathews,if we comespeak on

him.
of the brick chimney designed by our Bri

be arrived at until I
13. I send a drawing

gineers for North Arm,but no decision can 

hear further from them. I send all correspondence up to the pre-
iron chimney would cost 

brick one would require
3ent,from which you will see that an 

£32.10.or po33ibly £3 more,but that a
16,000 bricks,which at £7 per mil would come to £113 T6t 

item,while the cost of lime,cement,fireclay,sand,lab-
some

that one

our and freight to 

£200,if not more. If the brick 3haft cost 3 or even 4 times as 

it would probably be cheaper in the end,but if it

Goose Green would run the cost well up to

much as iron
i3 -to run higher,then I think that an 

cassary is what we should havef. I do not 3ee why it should bo 45 

feet above ground either,as there are no high buildings to dis-

iron one renewed when ne-

turb the draught.
14r The pension question was before the last Board,and it was

entitled to £30 per annum,and that as A.

extent as to make him-
decided that Mercer was 

Fraser's eyesight had failed to such an



useless a3 a shepherd,he should be awarded £20 per annum.

15. The Glasgow Salvage Association have arranged to meet the 

drafts of the Captain of the Pass of Balmaha for the 3hip*3 di3- 

bursements,and have asked whether we agree to the commission on 

the account being as in the case of the agent’s drafts. I 

replied that that was the usual charge in Stanley now,but that 

in consideration of the account having been open 3ince February 

last they might make a payment on account,the expenses having 

already exceeded £600,and that then the usual commission might 
bo charged. The matter is left in abeyance for a week or so,but 
should the ship be ready to leave before we expect,and therefore 

before you can hear from us,you need raise no difficulty about 

it,but charge 2|$6 a3 usual.

16. I have been trying to trace the chart said to have been 

sent by Captain Bryants of the Galgorm Castle,but nbone hero re

collects having seen it,and I do not think that Captain Bryants 

called here at all." In Mr.Harding's despatch 25-12 he said he

going to send it by Armstrong,and further on he referred to 

one enclosed,but it wa3 not found,and that is the last tfface I 

can get of the matter,
17. -. Since last mail left I have been looking up all the re

ferences you gave in your last despatch to correspondence and 

remarks on the subject of debts &c. The remarks that went from 

here were written,I think,previous to the arrival of explanati
ons that would have been better timed had they accompanied the 

accounts; I said that if they had arrived earlier some of the 

remarks would have been unnecessary,and no doubt some of them 

for want of information from you were of too sweeping a charac

ter:. I must,however,point out to you that the evil suggested by

has hardly been recognized by you, or if it has you have been 

silent on the subject,and that is that taken as a whole the pop
ulation of Stanley,working men. for the most part,are with the 

assistance of their wives and daughters and with the connivance 

of the Storekeepers, living above their means',as evidenced by tl©

wa3

us

large amounts they owe to U3 alone. It ha3 been suggested to you 

that no working man,without something substantial in the way of 

behind him to back him, ought to owe any Store more thanproperty



£20 at the outside,and on this subject we should have liked to 

have your opinion; but you have been totally silent on the sub
ject . What we think is that if it is the case that all these 

people,with nothing but their hands to support them,are living 

at a higher rate than they can afford,owing to the facilities 

for credit given by dealers in Stanley,some day or other there 

will be a crash,and we should like to get out before the crash 

comes. We have given you credit foijwork already done in the way 

of reducing debts,and have expressed gratification at the full 

explanations given in your last,but much remains to be done,for 

after all,with something like 25oiaccounts open,some of them of 

long standing,it is not a huge performance to have sent out 18 

dunning letters between July and December,and to have hauled up 

one debtor before the Court. Now that your serious attention has 

been turned to the subject the Board rely upon your going on*,and 

not relaxing in the vigilance you devote to it.

18. On the subject of the schooners,although the fate from

near ports was reduced to 5/.you charged our own wool 10/.and 

said that the schooners would be glad of it all,or words to that 

effect,so that the receipts after all have not been much 

shed. As regards the Thetis,when it wets said that she should 

make 30/.in full herself,it was not,I quite agree,fair to the 

schooners,but I do not think that she will have 

from them. If she gets 25/.on the small lots that 

brought to her,it would be fairer.

19.. When I wrote last mail about the

dimini-

received much

may have been

Opawa I had only receiv- 

ed your account of the cancelling of the charter,which appeared 

to be quite in order and satisfactory. I now enclose copy of 

letters that have passed on the subject,from which you will see
an ugly look,and that anthat the affair is assuming rather ac

tion against us is quite on the cards. When I wrote the first 

letter to Spearing & Waldron I assumed from the contents of your
despatch 73 par.2 that you were quite ready and willing to 

after Mr.Cameron's arrival,should it be decided
go on

to proceed;but
that on his appearance in Stanley all agreed nem.con.that it
would be impossible to carry out the scheme successfully,and the
Charter was therefore cancelled. You will 3ee,however,that it is 
asserted by the Captain that the enterprise was defeated through
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that Mr.Cam- 

ci ou Id only
on,notwithstandingthe refusal of the Company to go

his part,that you said that we
5000 guaranteed,and that

anxious to do
sheep in all,inplace of the

showed total unconcern on the
letter from Mr.J.Camerori. In order to explain the

eron was

supply 1500
subject,this report being con-

you
firmed by a

answer to certain qu63—■ 
the subject 

cancelled,was it by
not a copy of the 

it not done so? 

than 1500 sheep,if 39 

about these 150Q

affair to Messrs.Spearing we want your
all other information bearing ontion3,as well as 

that you cam give us.
addressed to the Captain? If so,why was

How was the charter

letter
• sent? If not cancelled in writing,why was 

not refuse to kill more
letter
Did you or did you
why? And why has nothing been reported to us

been imagined by Messrs*Cameron andsheep,or has the incident
Martin? It mst be supposed that you could not help being aware 

A
of the serious los3 to the owners and others over the miscarri-^

of this business-,and that we ought to be provided with in-
that could be raised. As to the supply

age
formation on every' point 

itself,we think that the right thing has been done,but,if the
There is no doubtothers are to be believed,in the wrong manner..

late to work successfully,and your simplethat the ship wa3 too 

answer ought to have been that the lateness of her arrival and 

cancelling of the Charter necessary-. If ex-the weather made the 

ception had been taken to the time on the ground that even if

the cancelling date had been passed we undertook to do what was 

pnnaible.should weather permit.your reply might have been that 

concession manifestly did not extend to midwinter,but thatthis
if it did,the weather,of which you must be the sole Judge,was

uncertain and bad to permit of your risking sheep across thetoo
mountains'. There is another point that is unintelligible, you 

said to have told the Captain that the sheep had been begun 

to be boiled down on the 1st of May,but we have understood that 

Mr.Blake ha3 been boiling down no good sheep at all,and that

are

these wethers,if not frozen,would be kept for another year*3 

wool. Of course the Board are not in a position to say anything 

until provided with facts,but guesses are possible,and it has 

been suggested that possibly you offered 1500 as the greatest .»*
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number that you cared to ri3k under 3uch uncertain conditions of 

weather. As far as we know,if you could ship 1500 you could send 

15,000 just as well,as far as the actual getting them across 

goes,and then again,what is the meaning of your remark that our 

sheep could not have reached San Carlos before the middle or end

of July? The more we look into the thing,the more we are puz

zled. It is the first time that a charge of bad faith has been

brought against us, and we do not <bike ib.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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CLljrr J'alUIauin Jtal ain't s (Linnetnnv.
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.

' S/s/st/- ///?r/ ' Z/7rr/,GA
/hr Herodot* r 7

'ons/sr// . /•: r AY// 7.N? 10th August,857.

Sir,

My last despatch went via Lisbon on the 16th ult 

despatch no.75 of 15th June has since come to hand,as well as 

your cable of 19th ult.from Montevideo,"Federal Clwyd Walmsley 

"Liverpool result linkhagem memphis roiamos rubacuori",which is 

translated "Clwyd in arrange ’credit on owners Walmsley of Liver

pool Result has been totally lost Memphis has 132 bales and 243 

casks"* In reply we cabled on the 23rd ult."Fictionist Clwyd",i. 

e. "Take draft on the owners of the Clwyd",Messrs.J.B.Walmsley 

& Co.having undertaken to accept the Captain's drafts'*

2. If the 243 casks represent the result of boiling down ab

out 15,000 sheep,it is a very- poor one,and we infer that none of 

those intended for the Opawa can have been killed; but we are in 

the dark until we get particulars.

and your• >

3. Your remarks on Mr.Spearman's debt are noted*

4. The Board much regret to hear of the epidemic of influenza 

which has attacked the Colony,and hope that it 

passed over* As regards the Fortuna,the 

lands'health is serious,as he is a man in

may have soon

news about Captain Row-

a thousand,and will
probably never have his equal in the Islands* Should it be ab
solutely necessary to put anyone else in charge of the schooner, 
Captain Jones is the onltf man fit to take her,and he would be a

as safe if not bril- 

are class enough* I think 

up,the Board would have to 

someone who has made a name in 

probably be found; but we hope that the 

a long time.

sorry substitute; still he may be regarded 

liant: neither Ennenga nor Henrichsen
that if Rowlands had finally to give 

look for a permanent man here; 
the coasting trade could 

necessity will not arise for 

5. The loss accounts are evidently very carefully made up,and

A.E.Baillon,Esq •»

Manager,

Stanley*
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this makes- it the more to be regretted that they are apparently 

entirely incorrect and useless*" For,unless I am much mistaken, 

you have based them on the first shearing return,forgetting that 

a certain number of rough sheep come in every year at dipping 

time,and that to get the complete return these stragglers' have 

to be added7 (See my despatch 855-7.) I enclose the shearing re

turns since 1890/1,from which you will see that in no year 

there a less number of stragglers than 1193,so that,unless a 

miracle has happened,and every sheep came in at the first shear
ing, the return you ought to have sent would give better results 

in the loss account than you show.' As the statistics of the year 

cannot be made up until we get the final return it must be sent 

without delay,in fact I hope that ray despatch referred to will 

have caused you to look the matter up,and get the missing ac

counts in forthwith. The Goose Green return is also wanting; but 

this may have been sent in the despatch expected next week.

6. Par.8. The Glasgow Salvage Association will probably ar

range for a payment on account of the Pass of Balmaha,and if 

this is made after the accounts leave the Colony,we shall adjust 

it here. You will charge commission on the account,and 

should a payment be advised to you by wire or otherwise bear in 

mind that you charge the commission on the whole account,and 

give credit for the cash received,that is to say the commission 

is not to be charged on the balance oniy^;

7. If the Captain of the C^terina Accame sells coals we pre
sume that you will buy them.

8. Par.II. Since instructing you to subscribe a sum to the 

Julilee Commemoration fund we have received a letter from T. 

Goodwin Jr.of which a copy is enclosed. The Board have reconsid

ered the matter of subscribing,and,as nothing definite has been
put before them at present,they have decided to withdraw their

*
subscription to the public fund,and devote the money to an ob

ject which will more directly benefit their own people,that is 

to say they propose to put up a cottage for the second school

master, to be called the Diamond Jubilee Cottage,and Goodvrin on 

his return will occupy it. Where it is to be built must be de

cided by you after consultation with those interested. The Board

was
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regret that you have omitted to say anything about Goodwin and 

his work,and desire that you will fully report upon the subjects 

alluded to in his letter'. On looking over the Camp wages lists 

we cannot see that Frazer has,except on one occasion and then 

only for half a month,been taken off the books during his sever

al absences from the Islands while engaged on his own affairs on 

the Coast,and as there are more than one of our people who have 

their money invested in farms near Sandy Point,the Board desire 

to know what principle has been followed when they have been al
lowed leave of absence. It is a question whether it is altoge

ther satisfactory to have in our service a number of men engaged 

in businesses of their own; at all events too frequent leaves 

must be prejudicial to the service,and in every' case wages 

should cease when they are absent. In the case of Frazer,if what 

Goodwin says is true,although the latter has done the Storekeep

ing and taught in the school,to the neglect of his own work,Fra

zer has pocketed the school fees which he ha3 always been allow

ed to keep as a perquisite; this does not seem right,and the 

Board are of opinion that during Goodwin* s temporary occupation

of the situation they ought to have gone to him. More than this 

cannot be said until we have your report,but the Board have ex

pressed the opinion that the proper thing to have done would be

to stop Frazer*s' pay,and allow half to Goodwin while at Darwin. 

9. Par. 14.- It is true that Mr.Blake did suggest orders being

asked for from home,but we do not agree with the principle,as we 

think that the Managers ought to be strong enough to issue them

on their own responsibility,

10. Par. 16*. About the stone house at Goose Green, you remark 

that you -presume that the mason will use mortar throughout*.* The 

Board do not think that that is a matter that should be left to 

the discretion of the mason,but should be decided by you,and 

that his duty is to build as he is told. The house should be put 

up as all the other ones have been,with puddled clay,and pointed 

inside and out with mortar. As an improvement I would suggest a 

damp proof course of slates or tarred felt about six inches ab

ove the ground. The use of lime mortar throughout which is pre

sumed may make the cost of the house too great to be undertaken.

;
%

/ V
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It/ has been remarked befofee "that; all expenditure at Goose Green

is sanctioned grudgingly,for with the present price of tallow 

and the practice of boiling down ewes that have just done nurs

ing there is little doubt that we spend far more on the place
If this is not the caseevery year than we get back in tallow, 

should be glad to see it proved*
11. Par,18. When Captain Rees is at the Islands he is under 

for the time being,and you are in a position to give him not

we

you
suggestions but orders,and see that he carries them outl7

12\ Par.25*. Information should have been given as to the con
tract for Marmont Row,who has taken it,and for ®fhat amount,&c.

13, Par.30. A foot note on the Bill of Lading of HGC wool 

would have been more to the purpose; the fact that the larger 

number of bales was actually delivered shows that out tally was 

wrong. I may remark here that only 50 bales in all of the K wool 

and skin3 were delivered by the Luzor,and the matter must be 

further enquired into by you,a3 we can learn nothing here of thei/\ missing two bales.
| \

14. Par.32. The information given about the coal purchased of
should have liked to know thethe Opawa is not very precise; 

exact quantity,and your reason for being obliged to have fully 

800 tons to meet the ships is not quite clear,seeing that we

we

have to send a further quantity to meet the season's demand. A 

letter from the Admiralty accepting our tender at 50/.has lately 

been received,and you will find a copy^enclosed.

15. Par.33. I am glad to be able to inform-you that Mr.Math- 

has finally decided to take the management of the Camp on 

the terms offered,with the modification that his commission on 

the wool is in no case to be less than £200,should it come below 

that sum,which it certainly will for the first year or two,un

less we are very fortunate. He will-leave by the next Sandy 

point mail,but fears that he cannot do more than promise to be

ews

at Darwin by the 1st of December for shearing,as settling up and 

Port Howard will take some time.. At the same time,hemoving from
the advantage of being out in time for the lamb marking,and 

I am sure that he will do what he can, I could have intimated 

this to you by cable,but thought it would serve no purpose,in 

fact it might lead you to

sees

expect him be(fovethe time arranged for



his arrival; You can use youi* own discretion as to publishing 

see reason to the contrary I think that,the news,and unless you 

as the matter is now arranged,it will be better to let it be
knoTm- at once,so that the excitement that will be

have time to calm down. Whether it is necessary to mention the 

date is questionable;

raised will

perhaps it will be better to let this hang
over the men’s heads. 

16'. You would see from the copy of Jacobs' & Barringer’s let
ter about the Goose Green chimney that there can be no question
that it should be built here of iron,and it has been ordered'. 

17. Copy of letter from Burgon & Ball is enclosed on the sub- 

Mr,Butgon & Mr.Hind called here,and assuredject of the cutters;
me that the new ones 

ly finished than the old
are a much better article and more careful- 

ones,and universally approved of where- 

send one that will be

an opportunity of 

before he goes. 

"Solfearon Jubi- 

put our names do?m to the sub
cancel led”;.

ver they are used. They intend to a com-
promise between the two,and will,I hope,have 

personally explaining their views to Mr.Mathews-
18. On the 6th inst.we cabled to Montevideo 

"lee Calabrese",moaning "Do not 

"scription (for) Jubilee,(it) must be 

191. You report that some iron said to have been shipped by

not arrived; but yourRownson by the Abydos last January has
claim should have been made on the ship,as it was on the Bill of 

Lading,and if a clean receipt was given for goods that were not 
carelessness? We have en-delivered,who is responsible for the

maquired of Messrs.Rownson,who have 

note showing delivery at the Docks,and from the
supplied us with the Railway

fact that the
agents signed the Bill of lading there can be no reasonable

doubt that the iron left in the ship,whatever may have become of 

it afterwards-.
20. Your despatch no.76 of 5th July arrived yesterday,and has 

beefiOroad by the Board,so that I am able to give you 

hurried reply.

21. Par.4. The word "passage” means ..a passage by sea,and has 

never been taken to apply to railway expenses,and as- it was a 

gratuitous concession made to Chaplin,the Board cannot 

it/*

a somewhat

go beyond



22. Fax'. 5. If the house at Tranquilidad is necessary there is 

nothing more to be said about it; the explanation given by Mr. 

Nichol had been forgotten.
23v. Par. 8. While regretting the los3 of the Result the Board 

are relieved to hear that the loss of life has not been more 

serious; your telegram to Lloyd's rather implying that a portion 

of the crew as well as passengers had been drowned. The claim 

will be put forward at once,but we assume that when you had time 

you sold the wreck by auction as a matter of form,even if it 

only brought in sixpence.

24. Par. 9. If it is true that the pilot is continually making 

gro33 errors in the management of ships,and if he wa3 actually 

drunk when in charge of the Pass of Balmaha,it appears to me 

that it is your positive duty as Lloyd'3 Agent to protest ag
ainst hi3 further employment,and that if you can get no redress 

from the Colonial authorities,you ought to lay the matter before 

the Secretary of Lloyd's’.
25;. Par. 11. Your return of the houses and buildings in Stan

ley seem3 all right as far as it goes,but I do not see how you
can have misunderstood the Board's instructions to send a re

buildings
turn of all the Company'3 now in existence,particularly as re

ference was made to the Balance sheet,and it must be completed 

by the addition of all the Camp buildings as weli. For thi3 pur

pose the return I referred you to would be mo3t useful,as show

ing exactly what we want,and every effort ought to be made to 

find the guard book which you report as missing.

26,. Par. 12. It is to be hoped that you will succeed in your 

attempt to get the mail service put on the old footing. A3 re

gards your letter,why is it to be addressed to an understrapper, 

instead of the Acting Governor? Have you noticed that in one 

portion you use the first person singular,and that your argument 

about a three weekly service clashing with the fortnightly sail

ings does not hold water,because the service is made up of two 

six weekly services out and home,and therefore it is only every

third boat that calls each way?
27. Par. 12 as to Sissie. I have hardly time to recapitulate

Xs

i
1
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all that/ has taken place about thi'3 boat,but to the best of my 

recollection we have been sadly misinformed. First of all new
They

engines and boiler were wanted,and could not be done without, T|t
vrere sent according to the plan furnished by Noble; but when 

they arrived out it was discovered that the dimensions given 

were wrong,and that the engines vrould not go on board. Then it 

discovered for the first time that the engines with a little 

repair were fit to go for a good while longer. Now we suddenly 

learn that they are almost played out. What are we to believe? 

What is the condition of the hull? The Board decided today that 

in any case the misfits' are to be sent home,but that if the boat 

is fit to receive them new engines of the same size exactly as 

the old ones are quite sufficient; you will therefore have to 

supply information about which there must be no mistake thi3 

time*. As to the Wasp,the Board will not hear of spending £250 on 

her]. They wish you to grasp the fact that these launches' are not 

property that can by any possibility be made to pay,and that the 

Board only assent to keeping one up as an institution that has 

become almost indispensable. It often happens that a small quan

tity of say from 10 to 30 tons of cargo has to be shipped on 

board a schooner or vessel,and for this purpose the Wasp,if fit

ted with hatches fore and aft,ought to be very useful. She is 55 

feet long,and with,I think,a beam of 10 feet,and ought to carry 

a fair amount of cargo; Fitting up a boat to take off water is* 

not a thing to be recommended as remunerative; if you want to 

her for that you can put in loose tanks for the time being. 

The Board rather wonder that with the diminished profits of 

Storekeeping you should recommend outlays that are quite unnec-

was

use

essary,
28, Par,18. I do not see any reason why Noble's boys should 

not go out in the Thetis',
29, Par.19, I do not know why the size of P.MacLean's family 

should be a serious consideration to us,as of course he pays hi3 

own passage,and sooner or later the youngsters are likely to be 

useful in the Camp, But perhaps you refer to their consumption 

of mutton?

$

7

hear of the accident to the Opawa, I may3a; We are sorry to
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mention that Dr.Eastment told me that he heard Mr.J.Cameron say 

that he was certainly not going to ship 3heep as the ship was 30 

late,which confirms' the statement originally received from you, 
but does not tally with the letters received either from the 

Captain or Cameron himself.

31. Since beginning this I have had the pleasure of a visit 

from Mi*.Pepper,with whom I discussed the subject of the pier,be

sides* alluding to the movement against the present maml service. 
I think that he,personally,is anxious to stand well with us,and 

there are at the present moment no burning questions between usj.’

I am, Sir,-

your obedient servant,-

Managing Director*
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Per Ammon* c 7
21st September,N? 859* oy/Y/fr//, r. a

Sir,
Since writing you last via Lisbon we have received your des

patch no.77,which arrived on the 3rd inst.and no.78,which came 

to hand yesterday morning,together with your letter or the 20th

ult.
2. 77-2. If Mr.Blake's table had been offered before we would 

have taken it; as it is we have ordered a more costly one selec

ted by Mr.Mathews himself.
3. Par.5-. Mr.Amsinck will be responsible for his Master's 

drafts on account of the Pallas.
4. Par.5. The claims for lost cargo in the Result go forward 

without question,and your remark that the London accounts do not 
"even”give the number of the Policy is not understood; it is of 

no consequence to you whatever. We understand that the Underwri

ters have decided to pass the claim on the ship,which they re

pudiated at first,on account of the meagre nature of the inform

ation given in the Protest and the absence of any survey report

i

\/
Kt ‘v

or your certificate.
5;. Par.6. The Board consider that if Ryan is a good servant 

it would not be worth while upsetting him for the sake of l/.a 

day,if he knows what the late Cooper had. He has to be away from 

his family,and is therefore at some extra expense.
6- Par.7. The question of the position of the new boiler at 

Goose Green is a matter of detail that must be settled on the 

spot. I may,however,say that the desire of the Board that expen
diture at Goose Green may be brought within the narrowest possi- 

limits is accentuated by the fact that from a supposed num-ble
ber of 15,000 sheep killed there this season the tallow is like- 

realize £1400,less freight,insurance,and the cost of boil-ly to

A. E. Bail 1 on, Esq.,

Manager
’Stanley.



will realize less than ii* has cost
to skin the sheep and let 

water it would have paid US far 

hideously' expensive establishment, 

present state of things,the price 

introduced within the last few years 

that have just reared a laiab; Mr.Mathews is 

involved in doing this,and will 

chimney,it would be a handsome 

about to be shipped must be made to

ing down. In other words it
to produce,and if it had been possible 

all the carcasses go into deep 

better than keeping up that 

There are two causes for the 

of tallow,and the practice 

of boiling down ewes
fully alive to the ruinous waste

As to thealter it without doubt, 
monument,but the iron one 

answer. I say a"supposed number"killed at Goose Green;pexhaps 

have the killing return,and 

by the first mail after the work was'
have time you will let uswhen you 

explain why it was not sent

over.
fencing question is another detail that must7. Par.10. The 

be settled on the spot.

8.. Par. 16. You will have already found out that you were in

had sent the completed shearing return.
from the Dipping return,and

error in saying that you 

The lambs put in flocks I have taken 

had made it up to send you this mail; I see that it corresponds
discrepancy of 

give as compared
jiust received,but there is aclosely with the one 

some

with the one 

you thought you had sent 

you stated you had not 
ally in my office,and had been for a 

little knowledge of the

hundreds in the lambing account you
originally furnished. It appears that the account

now

had not really been forwarded,while the

received from the Overseers was actu- 

month before you wrote. A 

returns annually passing through your

one

hands would be useful.
have to dispose of the 509# Par.21. Do not forget that we

advantage for Pyne & Co's account.rams to the best
just chartered the Waterfox for a cargo 

Cambrian cbal for Stanley,so that we shall ha» 

Admiralty ask us to provide. I 

disguising the fact that the three

10. Par.23.. We have

of about 500 tons
in hand the 1100 tons thehave

observe that there is no use 

coal hulks are nearly played out.. When Johnson last yeqr report-
"tolerable good hulk in fair repair",we musted the Praecis as a

that her actuals condition was being disguised; but why?
assume
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In the same report the Capricorn is stated to be leaky at any 

time,and arter having about 100 tons of cargo requires* twice pum

ping per week &c,The leak,in Johnson's opinion is caused by a 

split in the stem above water. If this is the case,we should 

like to know if this- split,being above water,cannot be made' wat

ertight. Of course the old Vicar is shaky,but if worm holed,can

not the holes be plugged? And what the Board would like to know 

specially is what steps have been taken from time to time in the 

way of overhauling and remedying defects as they have appeared.
I cannot but think that a thoroughly good overhaul of these 

hulks when light would to a great degree lessen the defects,and 

make them serviceable for a considerable time longer.

11.. Par.29. With regard to the telephone,an examination of 

the correspondence shows that the Government approached us first 

on the subject,and there was nothing in the correspondence im

plying that we were prepared to remain out of our money so long, 

or that we should complete the work,and put the telephone in 

working order before asking for payment. It is satisfactory to 

learn that we shall not do so badly out of it,but you have not 

explained how we could have considered charges for horsehire &c. 

which have not been reported to us4. It is to be hoped that the 

experiment of hanging bird scarers on the wire will be tried be

fore deciding on the expense of a wire underground; I have late

ly seen ajgreat number of these in Scotland.

12. Par.31. Please remember in future that the arrangement of 

reduced freight with the Kosmos applies solely to cargo shipped 

through us,and that a concession of the kind made to Nilsson is 

a contravention of our agreement with the Kosmos-.

'13. Par.33. In view of the despatch of the hardwood posts to

the Camp we had already decided to send out the standards asked
(the wooden ones)

for; but please see that they are actually used,and not allowed 

to lie idle on the beach somewhere,.

14. 78-2. Your further remarks on the Store profits are not

ed.. Flour appears to have cost lately something in the neigh

bourhood of 12/.per bag,and any considerable fluctuation in the 

price ought to lead to a revision of that at Stanley. In England 

just now wheat is selling at the highest prices known for years',
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and bfead has risen in proportion/ What are the increased grat

uities mentioned? The remark about Cooper's dip wants explana

tion. We quite understand that 137 cases in hand belonged td 

Coopers,and were returned by the Thetis; but had we none or our 

own left,or were the 72 you mention really part of the 137? If 

we have none., should we not ship some powder to mix with Dawes' 

next dipping? With regard to your remarks on freight to clients,

I assume that you mean that we should charge a through rate of 

55/.pr ton,instead of 45/.as arranged. Our idea has always been 

that we should make charges of all kinds as low as possible,in 

order to prevent opposition arising,so long as these could be 

arranged without loss to ourselves. In the matter of the pur

chase of goods on commission,I understand you to suggest that we 

should get false invoices from those suppliers whose exclusive 

agencies we have,otherwise it is not easy to see how you propose 

to charge clients higher prices than we pay ourselves. In buying 

on commission it is an understood thing that the client receives' 

all advantages in the way of discounts,and,although I am not 

quite sure,.I think they are entitled to the freight that is ac

tually paid. Understand once for all that this office receives 

no discounts that are not credited to the Islands,except those 

for cash,which the office in most cases retains in lieu of char

ging commission. The storing at the absurd price of 11/3d.per 

ton is a thing of the past; you are aware that freight is now 

charged to Stanley only. I do not think that the present is an 

opportune time to raise the question of the freight from Valpar

aiso's Mr,Pepper is in South America; but we hope you discussed 

it with him when in Stanley, Any freight arrangement made in 

1890 has been, I think, superseded by subsequent ones,. I do not 

think that any further remark is called for except an expression 

of the gratification that the Board always feel at having a sub

ject thoroughly*thrashed out by yourself.

15. Par.3. On reading your remark that Mr.Vere Packe would 

tender for the supply of Beef and Mutton to the Navy,I wrote to 

him pointing out that the arrangement for supplying through the 

Deans and then ourselves was of long standing,and saying that we

/
/
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could always,if necessary,nurse up sufficient bullocks for the



man of war season,though I hoped that it would not be necessary 

to recommence the sale of our own beef,.
16. Par.4. I think that you ought to refer to Govemor'Kerf's 

address quoted whenever it is proposed to poach on the Land 

Sales fund for any unremunerative purpose..

17. Par.6. Your remarks about moving the Sabino are noted,but 

I should think that there would be extra expense involved in go

ing down for the purpose of attending to and pumping her. I do 

not think that you have mentioned that the J.P.Smith remained
at the end of the harbour, If the carpenters cannot patch up the 

coal hulks to hold the whole of our stock,no doubt,as you say, 

some will have to go in the Sabino,and the question will arise 

how you are going to put her alongside? For you must bear in 

mind that under the terms of our arrangement with the Admiralty 

there is to be no bagging of coal,and that we have only under

taken to place the hulks alongside. Perhaps you will be able to 

get over it as I did formerly by persuading the Captains or the 

ships to move their own vessels alongside the hulks,or by get

ting them to send a large working gang to assist in moving.

18. Par.7. Your remarks about the Biene afford an opportunity 

of discussing the subject of steam about the Islands. There is, 

it seems,a wild outcry about it,raised by personas who have 

practical knowledge of the subject. I have asked Mr.Langridge to 

get me a trustworthy statement of the cost of running a steamer 

per annum,but it cannot be prepared for this mail.. However,I 

think that for one of about 200 tons register to steam 9 to 10 

knots it will probably come out at about £4500 per annum,for 200 

days' full steaming,reckoning coals at 40/.per ton,wages of a 

crew of 15 at Colonial rates,interest at 596 on cost,insurance, 

provisions and upkeep generally. Mr.Grey-Wilson has obtained 

statistics from the Trinity House,but I think they are based on 

English prices for coals and wages. Now against this we find 

that our three schooners together earn from £3000to £3500 per 

annum, and what we want to know is how it is proposed to bridge

over the gap so as to avoid loss? The rpoductive power of the
i 1

Islands' in wool is nearly at its maximum,there may be a slight

no
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increase yet,but hardly sufficient to favourably affect the ear

nings of a coaster,while in Patagonia and in the Straits of Mag

ellan the trade is yearly on the increase to such an extent that 

a comparison between the two places is absurd. There is the fur

ther objection that if all carrying was done by one steamer an 

accident to her would paralyse the trade of the Islands,and it 

would be better to recognize the fact that,however pleasant it 

might be to have steam communication,the Colony is really too 

small for anything but sailers, I do not anticipate that the Bie 

ne will prove a serious opponent,for in the carriage of wool you 

have always the weapon in hand of the full freight from Stanley 

chargeable on produce brought in by outsiders,so that unless she 

runs at a freight of a few shillings only it cannot pay people 

to ship by her,and if she does the owners will soon be tired of 

that game,

19, Par. 10. Your remarks about Goodwin have come too late,and 

after all it is due to our men to do something more in the way 

of education besides maintaining a schoolmaster at Darwin only. 

In the absence of the report which you ought to have made we 

were guided by a certificate from the Dean that Goodwin was do

ing good work in the Camp.

20, Par.11. Are you certain that the Kosmos take Little's*Dip 

for Williams below deck,and at the ordinary rate? After having 

had to pay heavy claims on the West Coast through leakage they 

refused to receive it from us except on special terms. This re

minds me to ask what success Williams is having in the sale of 

this dip? I should have thought that it could not amount to more

than a few gallons occasionally.

21. Par,16. Subsequent correspondence sent out will have shown 

you that the S.A.M.S.are not satisfied about the missing bales 

of wool,and to protect ourselves against a claim a full explana

tion is called for.

22. In par.19 I read Goose Green for North Arm,

23. Par.23. I do not see an enormous difference between lay

ing down aprinciple for your guidance and making a suggestion to 

the same effect. Both express to you the opinion of the Direct

ors that a working man dependant on his wages' for the means of
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living cannot,as a general rule,be safely be granted credit for 

more than £20. It is satisfactory to learn that you have worked 

consistently and perweveringly on those lines.

24* Par;* 24. In the matter of the cancelling of the Opawa's 

Charter,youmay rest satisfied that the Board fully accept all ya 

you say on the subject,and entirely approve teeth of the reasons 

for taking the course you did. Unfortunately this has to be 

qualified by adding, that what you did was done in the wrong man
ner, as stated by yourself on the second page of your explanati
on* When you say the cancelling was Mat once done verbally and 

by' mutual consent” you probably know by now that it ought to 

have been done in writing,and then all this worry would have 

been avoided. The most curious part of the while thing is that 

you offer as an explanation of the manner in which in was carrier- 

out the fact of Captain Martin having made no request whatever 

that it should have been done in writing. Surely if you will 

give it a moment's thought you must see that you,for the Company 

were the person to whom it was of importance to have the trans
action iii black and white,and that your neglect of an ordinary 

precaution was right into his hands. You will,no doubt,see in 

future the need of reducing verbal agreements to writing when

ever they have to be submitted to the consideration of persons & 

at a distance and are liable through the misrepresentation of'

one of the parties to them to be called in question#

25;. Par.25. Will you ascertain whether the blindness among 

the sheep is the same as was seen one year shortly before I left 

the Colony? No New Zealand sheep had been imported then,and yet 

it occurred in sufficient numbers to be noticed. Armstrong does 

increase my respect for his intelligence by the expression of 

such blind unreasoning prejudice against everything connected 

with New Zealand,which comes out so curiously in his report.

26. Par.26. I will give the matter of the Homan Catholic 

Church my attention as soon as the m0.il has left,and 1 propose

to ask both Boulton & Paul and Bains for estimates,
Thetis turned out to be metal,worth 8/9d27. M01d copper” per' 

less freight. Anything of this kind ought to be kept until there

is a much larger quantity..
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the loss of the Result her 

debited with 

this not done before,and

28.P&P. It/ is noticed that after
account,which had previously looked very well,was

account of about £212.,Why .was
increased be covered by the insurance we

a Store
will the account thus 

shall recover?
29*In the last despatch it 

the Paquita sailed on the 22nd August.

should have been mentioned that

letter enclosed you will see 

be rotten and useless. Can you
30* From a copy of Oppenheimer's

that the runners are stated to
from Noble why this is? Last year they were nbt pfd-ascertain

perly cleaned,but were,I believe,sound.

31.1 have to report that Spearman
debt and judgment obtained against him,which is to be

has been served with a writ

for his
put in force at once...

32. We have seen MT.Grey-Wilson,who goes out this mail,and 

have discussed several matters with him. He spoke a good deal 

about the ma.il service with the West,and asked whether we were 

prepared to come tothe assistance of the Government. I said that 

we could not fora moment think of tying up the Fortuna with, such- 

work, but that I would suggest to you that if you found it pos^v 

sible,you should come to the rescue with one of the smaller 

schooners, and that I thought you would have no difficulty at all 

events until the wool season. Even then,if the conditions are 

not made too onerous,you could arrange for the Hornet or Rosam

ond to pick up a cargo of wool on her return from the West. Of 

course you must not put up with any nonsense from a tyrannical 

official*. We all assured the Governor that we -were sincerely 

anxious to work with him and the Government,and to put an end to 

the state of warfare that had existed during the late reign. Jf 

you have got the Fair Rosamond decked,you will probably have no 

difficulty in meeting the Governor's wishes. As to mails,I spoke 

of the increased number being no advantage to the Colony in gen

eral, and as he seemed to be imbued with the idea that more could 

and should be done for the West and outside Stanley I suggested 

a return to the old monthly system,using the increased subsidy, 

if it could be afforded, in improving communication between the

two Islands. In this way alone would it be possible to contem-
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plat/© the possibility of a coasting steamef. From an economical 

point of view he said he was,as far as he could judge at pre

sent,father in favour of a sailing boat; but he asked whethef,in 

the event of the Government establishing a steamer,they could 

look to us to support it in the way of carrying cargo and ptfo-* 

duce. I replied that as we were agents practically fof the whole 

of the farmers,and under arrangement with the Kosmos were res

ponsible to that Company for the supply of wool "to them at stat~ 

ed intervals,it did not seem to me practicable to relinquish the 

control we had at present over the means of bringing the produce 

to Stanley,and he appeared to see that this4 was reasonable* We 

went into the question of pilotage,and I gave him fiiy views,with 

which you are acquainted,strongly advocating the supersession of 

the present incapable holder of the office. On the pier question 

we exchanged a few words,and he seemed surprised that with so 

little traffic to pass over it it could be expected tobe remunef 

ative. Altogether he was with us about 2$ hours,and he left us, I 

think,with a pleasant impression,at least on our part.

33. The Tanis passed Ushant yesterday,and is expected to dock 

tonight.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,
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Supplement/ary mail 
via Lisbon.
860.

/&'

/Ml*.8th October,V° .£.a.

Sir,
and I have now toMy last despatch was dated the 21st ult 

acknowledge receipt of your no.79,which arrived on the 4th inst. 

as well as your cable MSakkarah rucksichtM,meaning 264 bales,

• >

which came to hand on the 6th inst.
2. 79-3. The Pallas's draft has been sent for acceptance,but 

up to the time of writing has not been returned..

3,. Par.4. Mr.Buckworth*s' views are what might be expected 

from him. He is unable to see,probably,that with a steamer' every 

two months only- in the mail service extra boats are more likely* 

to call than under the present arrangement,and that the shipment 

of wool was just as quick formerly as now. The charge of favor
itism is probably unfounded; but there is no harm in letting 

people know that from the first we always arranged to get our 

own wool out of the way first,so as to leave the schooners' free 

to go to ports farther away from Stanley,and that although we 

are at all times long suffering and obliging we really must look 

after our 07m interests in some degree.

4'. In my last despatch,par.25,the omission of the word "not" 

after "does"gave an exactly opposite meaning to what was intend
ed to be conveyed*

5'.. In an interview with Wm.Cooper & Nephews lately they asked 

me whether we or any of our friends were likely to want more of 

the liquid dip tried experimentally when Mi\ Williamson was last 

in the Islands,as they were ready to supply it. You must find 

out about this..

6. Christopher Smith has written to me asking for a pension, 

and his letter has been laid before the Board. You will please 

inform him,in reply,that all communications from the Camp should

A.E.Baillon,Esq • >

Manager,
Stanley.
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be forwarded -through the Stanley of flee, as they' otherwise have 

to be sent back for your report. In this case,the matter has bea 

been dealt with fully in correspondence with the late Mr.Nichol 

as well as yourself,and you can only inform Smith that he can 

take his pension of £3.17,6 per month at once. If you have not 

already done so you should explain that the pension is arranged 

on a definitely fixed scale,which cannot be altered,and that the 

Board have never supposed that in any case it vfould be suffici
ent to live on,but that it is intended to supplement in a useful 

the savings that a man is expected to have acquired during a 

long period of service.
7:- Mr.W.K.Cameron has left for Patagonia,but before his de

parture promised his wool for the Thetis again,and I understand 

that Mr.Greenshields did the same to Captain Rees. We are taking

out some stores for Mr.Cameron in her to be landed at San Car

los, I am glad to be able to report that she only slightly dam

aged three bales of wool in the whole of her cargo. On the othef

hand,out of 303 bales shipped per Orchid no fewer than 54 were
damaged.

8. The Waterfox has sailed with 453 tons of Cambrian steam

coal,a much smaller quantity than she was expected to carry, 

which is a pity'; the Brokers say that evidently the Captain did 

not wish to load her too deeply. However,we have undertaken to 

supply the Admiralty with 1100 tons this season,and we shall be 

able to put about 1250 at their disposal,so that the margin 

seems sufficient. You will have to be careful,however,not to let 

too much go to outside purchasers. The Waterfox left on the 2nd 

ins t\

9. I have been looking for copies of the Lively and Speedwell 

leases,in order to get the renewals made out; but I think that 

they must be in the safe in Stanley,as I do not see them on the 

list of documents sent home,. Of course there were copies here 

originally,but they have long since passed out of sight. You 

have not mentioned the date of the expiration of the Speedwell 

lease,I think,so you will have to send copies of both these lea

ses,and then the renewals will be prepared here,as mentioned in

my despatch 771-3.
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10. With reference to what I wrote ih my last despatch about 

freights to clients,on which you assume that we give them the 

benefit of the 20$ discount,it escaped me to remark that they 

are charged the full 40/.,according to tariff,and now that the 

through charge has been abolished,they get no advantage at all. 

In fact the Store gets a pull out of this,as the freight charged 

on our own goods is the balance of the total paid the Kosmos,af

ter crediting the profit made on the clients* shipments,or,rath
er, the whole freight charged them.

-.j

13». I have been buying some furniture for the Darwin house 

with the assistance of Miss Mathews; but have been rather at a 

loss,as you did not send an inventory of things as they stand 

now. Perhaps too many carpets have been supplied,but I heard 

from Dr.Eastment that the flimsy things taken out by Mrs.Nichol 

were practically worn out already,and that the Turkey carpet 

bought at Mr.Brooks*s sale,which ought to have been good for 20 

years,was in pieces... The furniture will be sent by next steamer, 

so that Mrs.Mathews may be made comfortable as soon as possible.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.

P.S. Respecting the Speedwell lease,I should remark that the 

reference to its renewal is,of course,subject to the Board*s 

willingness to grant it,when the subject is brought before them.
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fi>r Tanis. c /?

/y/A..VP 861. ons/ss//a__ 2nd N ovember,

Sir,

My last despatch v^as dated the 8th ult*,and your despatches 

80 and 81 have since cone to hand on the 14th uIt.and yesterday- 

respectively.

2\ 80-3. The Board have considered James Campbell's applica

tion for a pension and the statement of services accompanying 

it*. They observe that his longest period of consecutive service 

v/as about 14| years',and that on two or three occasions he left 

us for the purpose of going into business on his ovm account,and 

only returned when he failed in his enterprises*. This does not, 

in the opinion of the Directors,entitle him to a pension at all, 

for he simply made a convenience of us,and they consided that cn 

consecutive service should be looked upon as a condition of the 

pension scheme. Nevertheless,-as he has been a long time in the 

service,they have agreed as a special favour to give him £1 per 

month on his r€tirement,vriiich,if he is useless,need not be long- 

delayed. On another occasion it will be better not to take 

pie 'back when they have once left the employ.

The watch has been sent for Mr.B.Stickney. As to 

the tobacco,the order VvTill be sent when next we have to get a 

supply from the U.S.,being too small to send separately. With 

regard to the coal,the Thetis had already begun to load,so that 

it could not in any case have been shipped,but I have decided 

that it is not compatible vrith the good order in which a general 
cargo should be delivered that coal should be in the 

sel,and you had better let it be known that no more Yfill be sent 
in the Thetis.. I have explained this at length to Mr.Goodhart, 

and he quite sees the for'ce of my contention. The last two car

goes have been put out in perfect condition,partly through the

. i .

peo-

3. Par.5.

same ves-

A.E.Baillon,Esq • 9

Manager, Stanley..
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care bestowed by the Captain and Mate,'but partly also through 

the absence of steam from a lot of wet coal in the bottom of the 

ship* For it must be remembered that it is very seldom that coal 

can be shipped dry in the Autumn,and if damp.steam must rise 

perpetually,* Then again there is the mess of coal dust whenever 

a small quantity is discharged,and the impossibility,without the 

greatest precautions being exercised,of receiving wool at a port 

without giving rise to complaints. It must be accepted as a rule 

from which we cannot depart that coal and general cargo cannot 
go together; but I do not mean to say that we wish to prevent 

our friends from getting coal themselves if they wish,and I have 

txald Mr.Goodhart that if the West farmers" like to club together 

to buy a cargo,I will see what can be done in the way of getting 

a ship to take it round the Islands. At the same time I do not 

disguise from myself that it is exceedingly unlikely that 

will be found to do it for less than we sell it,and it comes to 

this that if people want luxuries they must pay for them*.

one

4. Par.7.* The statement that Noble can make the present chim
ney last for some time is characteristic of him. Why did he not 
say this before? We could then have saved the cost of the chim

ney that is now on board the Thetis. This will have to be placed 

on a brick foundation; it is 45 feet long,and riveted on to a, 

hea/vy plate 6 ft.square. I understand that the lower part will 

have to be built in brick up to above the boiler,and that when 

in position it will be not far from 60 ft.high from the ground. 
With this inf ormation no doubt the brickwork can be prepared 

ready to receive the chimney on arrival. Stay rods will have to 

be provided on the spot.

5‘. Par, 9.

.

The Directors think that it was very unfortunate 

that you were unable to shoYf Mr.Pepper more attention,as there 

wer’e ^uy matters upon which you could have come to an under
standing with him in conversation.

6,. Par.il. I am sorry that the copy of Goodvfin^s letter was 

accidentally omitted from the despatch in which I referred to 

you will now find it enclosed. The report on him ought to 

have been sent earlier,in fact vrtien he left the Islands,and 

are wrong in assuming that the Board were influenced in their

it;

you

J
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decision by -the contents of his lettef. What decided them,in the 

absence of your report,was ai certificate from Bean Brandon,as
wGovernment school Inspector,that the children he had examined 

had made good progress under Goodwin’s tuition,and that there 

was a decided improvement in the education of the children in 

the families vdiere the Travelling Schoolmaster was received,. A 

copy of this is enclosed,and you may be surprised to find that 

it is countersigned as approved by yourself,which seems odd when- 
compared with the slighting reference you make to him now.. The 

Board do not wish to be behindhand in the matter of affording 

education to the children in the Camp,and it is desired that 

Goodwin,who returns this mail,may take up his duties again. You 

Yvrill observe that he does not complain of Frazer^ and the remarks' 

on the latter arose after the perusal of Goodwin* s' remarks on

his oYm position solely. With regard to the stoppage of pay,you 

are quite right about 1896; I thought theyWages returns had all 

be scrutinized,but I see that the earlier ones relating to other 

absences in Goodwin’s letter alone were noted,and any deductions 

with theexception of the short period referred to I am una,ble to

find.

7. A cotta.ge of a reasonable size for a married man will cost 

more than £150 to erect probably;if so,it cannot be helped; but 

it must be put up as cheaply as possible.

8. 81-3'. The returns novr sent will ena.ble me to complete the 

Farm statistics for the year. I should like you to enquire,how

ever, hoYf it is that the stragglers" have been reduced in number" 

so remarkably; if it is due to good gathering, so much the bet*- 

ter; but I confess that Yrhen I see an account that has been any

thing between 1200 and 1800 suddenly reduced to 560 I cannot 

help feeling that there is something to be explained,and fur

ther', Yrtien I am told that in gathering over 37,000 sheep on the 

Walker Creek section not one single sheep Yran left behind,my 

credulity is strained almost to breaking point. If the explana

tion is that all stragglers' were found and clipped in the Camp 

in time to enter them in the first return then I can understand 

it, though even that looks rather a feat * But if stragglers are 

not counted,but their' Y/ool goes to increase the average per head
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for the season,it is wrong.? These returns are so important that 

every effort ought to be made to ensure their accuracy" at all 
times,and we shall be glad to have the result of your further en

quiries,.
9, Par.5. There has been no time to examine the return of 

Camp buildings,but if the values are placed low it is a satis

factory one'.

10, Par.6. The Board regret to learn that the estimate for 

the alterations of the Marmont Rovr buildings he.s been so much 

exceeded,and consider' that there was much carelessness shown in 

the matter. They would wish you to endeavour to familiarize 

yourself a little more with the details of materials and labour, 

so that you may be less in the hands of your workmen*

11, Par.7. The Directors take strong exception to your action 

with regard to the consignment of Bonner's sheepskins to Hoare; 

it is doubtful whether Mr.Bonner,who is only his mother's mana

ger, has the right of diverting any- of her produce from the usual 

channel,but when it comes to taking directions from a third par

ty like Mr. Cameron they cannot conceive what you vrere thinking 

about. On the last occasion when Mr.Cameron tried this game on 

Mrs.Bonner,who is always loyal^to us,approved of our keeping the 

skins, and X have vrritten to ask her for them; but it is quite 

possible that Hoare,who never loses a chance of snatching any of 

our produce,may refuse to give them up*

12, Par.8. Will you thank Dr.Foley for his suggestion about 

the thyroid and pancreatic glands? Are they- used here a.s obtain

ed from English slaughter-houses? I will make enquiries on the 

subject,

13;. Par.9. I assume that you mean to say that there is a 

great scarcity of silver coin in the Colony,

14'. Par. 11. I hope that the furniture,on which I write separ

ate ly,now sent out for Darwin will,with what is already in the 

house,substantially complete the requirements of Mrs.Mathews', If 

the money spent some years ago had been judiciously laid out 

there would not have been so much required now,

15', Par.'17, The order for iron standards has been increased 

to 1000,and I hoped that they would have been shipped this mail,
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but they cannot be got ready. When the 500 were asked fof no 

mention was made of the 451 Nandubay posts that had been so long 

in hand,and it was assumed that the only way of getting the lat

ter used was to create a dearth of posts.. If it had been menti
oned that they were wanted in addition to the hard ones,of 

course they would have been sent,but that does not seem to have 

been the case at the time. The numbers required as stated by you 

are sufficient for about 19 miles of fencing,and I very much 

doubt if you have enough of other materials' for thi&w 4t is not 
altogether to be regretted if the delay of these posts* is thS 

of leaving the planning or at all events the approval bp 

the new fences to Mr.Mathews^

16* Par.18. I think that you reported 'that ybu had made a 

contract with Wilkins for bread for the ships'. IT this was' based 

on your continuing to supply him 'with flour at the price ruling 

at the time you contracted,you-will have to do this in his case, 

and the rise is probably not so great that it will not leave any 

margin for profit. We have just accepted a bill for over £7QQ 

for flour and other goods from Valparaiso,and,from Vorwek's let

ter, it appears that one of yours -must have missed the post or 

got miscarried.

17. Par.19. We should always like early information about ab

sconding debtors'; the new*s of Turner's flight was reported to US' 

months ago although you mention it for the first time'. As for 

Fugellie,I have not had time to look at the amount owed by him, 
but I think that some of his debt must have been transferred tq 

the Result. Whether his co-owners are prepared to father any Of 

it is another question. He has followed the example of Bragg,who 

retired to the Coast after losing the Pandora,leaving our debt 

behind him,and as there is probably1 no treaty under' which we can 

pursue it appears’ to be a cheap and easy way of getting out of 

liabilities. You must see that there is no likelihood of a re

petition of this when the Chance in due course is lost; 

the only one left of the three that we insisted on having insur

ed, and the moral of it all is that too much credit should not 

again be given to people who have only the security of part own-

cause

she is

ership in a vessel to offer-*..
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18. Have you any further' information to give about the iron 

from Rownson's,which you reported missing in your despatch of 

rather remarks on Stores of 17th June?

19T. We should like to hear what kind of wall has been used in>*

\ the Goose Green house,referred to in my despatch 857-10. Since

V writing that I have heard from Mr.Blake that he considers’ the
/\
/ V usual mud wall,pointed inside and out,would do well enough,and 

'it is hoped, that the extravagance of using lime throughout has 

not teen committed.

20. A new Bond for Fidelity for £4000 has been executed by- 

Messrs. Vefe Packs and E.F.Baillon in substitution of the former 

one given as security on your behalf.

I have obtained tenders for the erection of a Church,and. 

enclose them,together with plans'. The instructions given are too 

vague for me to take any responsibility ah ordering the build

ing,but when Father' O’Grady has decided I will put the thing 

through. My impression is that Boulton & Paul’s would give the 

greatest satisfaction,but Bain’s is cheaper; still there may be 

so many extras required for the latter- that the difference in 

price may not turn out to be much', Bain’s quotation is 

Glasgow,and for delivery in London 

Church and £4 for the extra boarding^

21.

f.o.b.
you must, add Sift. 10/. for the

22. I have seen the Salvage Association about the Glengowaii, 
and have received an offef of £300 for ship ajid cargo from 

one whose name I forget; but I told him that as it would not
some~

cover our claim it could not be entertained * J have l.eft with 

the Salvage Association the accounts,and have extracted for them
particulars of the payments which specially belong to the ownr-
ers. These the S.A.will endeavour to collect,and when that l*as 

been done I think that we may make an offer for the lot slightly
in excess of the above'.

What was the Hornet doing at Beauchene Island in July? 

The Thetis is now loading,and will be ready in a week of 

so. You had better make definite arrangements for her

23.

24.

cargo home
in advance of her arrival. Mr.-Cameron promised his,but his ne

phew seems to be a shifty individual,and you had better make

sure. Then Greenshields can be reckoned on,and Petaluga I sup-
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pose,but I also hear something or Mr.Stickney vranting to send 

the Spring Point wool,so that probably you will have no diffic
ulty in fixing her' before she gets out. Captain Rees is disap
pointed at the only moderate result of the voyage,and would like 

to earn some coasting freight on the vra,y back from the West, I 

naturally agree with this,but details cannot be arranged here.,
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director*

P,.S* With reference to par, 18,it has been pointed out td foe 

that there is art. allusion to the iron in yoiir rbfoarks on Stores, 
which I had set aside to read after the departure of the mail,If 

these had been seen the question would not hare been asked. The 

Orchid is said to have sailed today;.
' •Z?/'

---------—%
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INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.
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Supplementary mail 
via Liston.
862.

fkr C /'
/83u-20th Noyembejf,N? m sm cum. e. a__

Sir,
Confirming my last per' Tanis on the 2nd inst 

acknowledge receipt of your cableMFederal Loreley ahlers Els- 

fleth”,which arrived on the 5th inst'; Mr-. Carl Fesenfeldt of Els- 

fleth has notified us that he has the business of the Loreley in 

hand,Mr.Ahlers having retired,and having asked him for a credit 

on London we have received authority for the Captain to draw on 

the Verein Bremer See-Versicherungs-Gesellschaften of Bremen,as' 
per copy of their letter enclosed. On asking Mr.Wendt if he 

could give us a short name to cable,which would at the same time

I have now to• 9

be intelligible,he said that ''Bremen Underwritersf,would be 

derstood at your end,and you will probably1 learn this
un-

from MT.
Schlottfeldt if you do not know it already. We shall cable to 

catch the Tanis,if there is not another chance before she gets 

credit is for £2000,so 

you must let us know'.

to Montevideo'. You will observe that the 

that if it is likely to be exceeded 

2. Mr.Dean says that he has 

Weddell for
been expecting some tallow from 

was to be sent to 

of it?
return I observe that there 

s or Bonner"’ s’,which is 

down shows that they-realized 

per' sheep after charging freight

also,I see,which 

perfectly free from

some months,having heard that it
Stanley in June or July; do you know' anything 

3. In the completed shearing
wereno sheep shorn last season at Packe’

sual.. The return of sheep boiled 

in tallow less than l/5d. 

insurance. There were 

cannot have yielded much:, 
scab now?

unu-

and
some sheep from Speedwell

these sheep

With reference 

is it not possible 

with theirs?

to the short delivery 

that the Government
of iron you reported 

received it by mistake

A. E. Bai 11 on, Esq' • 9

Manager* ,•
Stanley,
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5, As I anticipated,Hoar'es will not give the sheepskins up to 

Mrs. Bonner, and we can do no more about this lot; but I think 

that Mrs.Bonner is giving her' son strict instructions not to de

part from the ordinary course of business,and you must bear' in

mind that as we make advances on her account there is' an un

written understanding that everything the station sends home is 

to be consigned to us. I cannot see that the tallow frcbm Bon

ner's sheep has come yet; when it does you must not allow Camer
on to play any tricks with it.

6. Enclosed you will find copy of a letter' from the Hew Zea

land Shipping Co.to Spearing & Waldron about the Opawa,together 

with a copy of mine commenting upon it. I hope that we have 

heard the last of this business; if not,it will be extremely 

noying.
an-

7. The Thetis sailed on the 10th inst. There was some diffic

ulty in finding cargo to fill her up,but I hope that the extra 

stuff sent will be useful. You will observe that I took the op
portunity of sending a large quantity of beer by her,retaining 

50 hhds.to be despatched by next direct boat.

8. I send a few Kosmos tables for the first half of next 

year,although you probably have them already. If you print a 

mail table again you had better enter the Montevidean date 

all mails; it is important on account of telegrams, 

copy of one I had printed this year,and I want to know how 

get out your list for the whole 

give six months, sailings at a time?
9:. Your mention a few mails 

assistant at the West Store reminds 

anxious to go out for 

can be no doubt that this would be 

and if you had room for him in 

would be a good move to send him out.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

for

I send you a

you
year when the Kosmos Co.only

ago of the shortcomings of the 

me of Mr .Have lock, who is’ so
us* If y&u have to part with Hardy there 

a most valuable man to have,
any other place temporarily^it

Managing Director,
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(Uju'Jhtlkhtnft JtahutiH, (Lmitpamj.
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.

fj/.

/Jer Lux of*.

14th December',N? 863V

Sir,
My last despatch went per Supplementary" mail on the 20th ult.. 

and your nos.82 and 83 came to hand on the 29th ult.and the 10th 

i-nst. respectively, the last having been delivered in 28 day£, ow
ing to the acceleration of the Pacific boats. The Iberia also 

brought your letter of the 12th ult. On the 26th ult. I despat

ched the following cable,MLQreley Cocheais' Masicote Bremen Uhr- 

glocke",meaning "Credit opened in favour of*the Loreley for 

£2000 on Bremen Underwriters",the full name of the latter having 

been given in my last despatch.

2'.. 82-2. The draft on the owners of the Clwyd has' been accep
ted.

3.. Par.3.As the Maren has disappeared there is not much to be 

said about her" but I should advise you in case of disasters to 

German ships not to relinquish too easily to Mr.Schlottfeldt the 

rights vfhich you personally possess as Lloyd’s Agent and German 

Consul^

4. Par.4. You have already received intimation in the above 

quoted cable of the arrangements for financing the Loreley.

5. Par.5we are glad to see that the Store Sales have increas
ed, but I think you have miscalculated the amount by about £1000. 
A memorandum of what we make it is enclosed’.

6. Par.6. It is good news that Mr.Blake has agreed to go to 

the Camp for- the lamb marking*.. With regard to the question of a
liquor license for Darwin,you will of course have found out how 

the law stands'-,and if it is necessary to take one out you will 
have done so,so as to carry out Mr.Mathews’s experiment.

7. Mr.Williams’s policy has been found by his motherland we 

have received the bonus in the form of the payment of next

A.E.BailIon,Esq • >

Manager,
Stanley,
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year's premium, a small balance being paid in cash.
8.. Par.8. Certainly it vrill be a good thing to get rid of 

Chaplin,and the only wonder is that you entertained for a moment 
his new proposal. It is strange rather that a man who has posed 

as an absolute cripple should even suggest his being able to go 

on working as before,and it throws a good deal of doubt upon 

what he has previously said. The letter of July was read by the 

Board,as all letters addressed to the Directors are,but it was 

decided that it was unnecessary to reply,the tone and manner of 

sending not being approved of. Your proposal is that we should 

send the new man by the January'mail,arriving about the 25th 

February,and that Chaplin should take his departure on the 18th 

March;, This has been fully discussed,and the Board are strongly 

of opinion that they should cross one another on their respect

ive voyages'. If there is aship in,this will probably cause in

convenience, let us say horrible,enormous inconvenience. 3ut what 

will this enormous inconvenience,which after all will be only 

temporary,be in comparison with the almost dead certainty of 

Chaplin's doing his very best to poison the new man's mind dur

ing the three weeks he will have him to play upon? You still 

will have a very capable blacksmith in Ogilvie,and,as one of the 

Directors remarked,in case of getting into a tight corner,you 

would probably be able to requisition the services of a naval 

smith,if you put the case before whatever Captain may be stati

oned at Stanley at the time. Bear in mind that there is no oppo

sition to make capital out of this,it would be different if 

there were. Your course is plain; you must say that a successor 

is' being engaged,and that Chaplin is to be ready to leave on the

18th -March. When the February mail arrives,and the balcksmith is
as

not on board,you can be indignant with the Board as you like,or 

you may,if you please,put -it all down to the fatuous indiffer

ence of the Managing Director,who really ought to knovf better,

9. Par.10. I have had much pleasure in looking out the ath

letic outfi-t Dr.Foley has asked for,and have vrritten him on the 

subject.
10., Par. 14. It is not clear' from your explanation about the 

Result whether we lose anything by Fugellie's flight or not,



11. Par. 9. I observe that there are two bales of Keppel v/ool 

in the Herodot,and,although you make no reference to them,I as
sume that these are the two about which we have been enquiring 

so long..

12’. Par. 16. The Board are very much annoyed at what they can

not but think is culpable careless ness on the part of Armstrong 

in the matter of Pyne & Co.’s rams', Mr.Blake put them on Sea 

Lion Islands,which was probably the best thing to be done at the 

time,but we gather that instead of looking at them from time to 

time Armstrong left them to themselves,and as a matter of fact 

they starved. Although Pynes made a mistake about them,Yfe were 

morally bound to take decent care of their property,and as we 

cannot pretend that we have done so the end of it will be that 

we shall lose a clean £400 over them. Let us know what you think 

about this; did you ever suggest to Armstrong that they vrould 

want watching during the winter?

13. Par.18., With regard to the Lighthouse telephone,you do 

not yet rbport that you have got the money for the Government’s 

share of expenses,nor do you say that you have applied for it. 

This must be done without delay,and if you have any difficulty 

in the matter we must write to the Colonial Office about it,for 

we cannot for a moment admit any liability for breakages' or any

thing going wrong. You say that the bird scarers do not appear 

to have been of much use:-does this mean that the line has been 

broken again in the places where they were put up? The line,we 

understand,has been in use; is it generally in working order,and 

when a break occurs are steps taken at once to mend it? We shou.lfl 

like more information on this subject,

14. Par.24. I did not get the information about the cost of 

running a steamer that Mr.Langridge promised,and so asked him 

again lately,when he gave me one,of which a copy will be found 

enclosed’... Together with this I send particulars of a new steamer 

now in the marked for £6250,on ydiich some of the calculations 

are based. You Yd.ll see that although the original cost suggest- 

ed by* me is J-ewear,the annual expenses',£5684,are much higher,and 

if- you come across any of those hysterical but uninformed enthus-



iastS who are clamouring for a steamer on the coast with a per

sistence in inverse proportion to their knowledge,you might show 

it them, by* way of proving how absurd the agitation is-,

15'. Par. 31* Our Solicitors' are trying to find Spearman,who is 

understood to be in retirement, but ms seen, I am to Id, at Canter

bury late in the summer. I suppose that you do not know anything 

of his whereabouts,or whether he has any furniture or property- 

that could be seized?

16. You have not stated vvhat the Fair Rosamond earned on her
trip to the Coast. Mr.Blake informs me that Jones is a poor nav

igator, and made very' bad landfalls. I am inclined to think that 

if you have no rising man in view,we ought to send out a man to 

sail her.

17. Despatch 83-3;, I understand that New Zealand sheep have 

been sent to Patagonia,and that they do well there. The opinions- 

of our people who have declared themselves prejudiced must be 

taken for -what they are worth,until we hear what Messrs.,Mathews 

and Blake have to say about them.

IS. Par-',4. Some time ago Armstrong gave it as his deliberate 

opinion that the blindness in the sheep vra.s due to the New Zea

land rams’.,. Now he says that it is the same disease as was obser

ved some years before I left the Colony. At that time,of course, 

not a sheep had been imported from New Zealand; how can we pay 

any attention to his opinions? You are not clear on the subject 

of the serious outbreak,- an outbreak of what? It was not blind

ness,! think, 14 years ago,that was more than a year or two be

fore I left the Colony. The first serious outbreak of what 

always called Mthe disease” took place in December,1884 and Jan. 

see my despatch 387 of 1st January,1885.

19. Par,5. After getting Oppenheimer*s opinion on the runners 

wre sent them to a Mr.Hymans,who speaks better of them,so we must 

assume that the cafck the former had had some tender ones at the 

topf, Hymans will take all our output at 10/.per 100,so it will 

be possible to calculate whether it is a business' worth sticking 

to. Enclosed are some remarks he Yfishes communicated to those 

concerned.. We got £13.12/.for some 2700 odd>and had we received

wns

1885;



those or the v/hole 15,000 they would have been Yforth £75. Could 

those from the Stanley slaughter houses be prepared? It might be 

worth someone's while to do them by contract,say at 5/.per 100.

20. Par. 7. The despatch now under reply has not yet been be

fore the Board,so I cannot answer the question about Dr.Jarasson.. 

But if he came out on the faith of the subscription started some 

years ago,and the subscriptions you mention have been given by 

private individuals under the guarantee then given,it seems 

questionable whether it would be quite fair on our part to back 

out*. Do not,however',do anything until the arrival of next mail, 

but you might let us know how it strikes you. We should certain

ly not decline on the quibble about Dr.Jameson's dentistry. You 

say that a dentist is coming from the Plate,Y^ho is not likely to 

turn out a second Poster. I have been vrondering whether you mean 

unlikely.

21.. Par.8. I suppose that the contract with the Blacksmiths 

on the Loreley is likely to turn out well for all concerned,and 

you should take the opportunity of getting more of our debts 

paid up than you can under the arrangement for deducting so much 

per’ month from the Y;ages. You cannot stop wages except by 

sent,but I think you could make a set-off against a contract, 

Yfhen the contractor owes you money.

22. Par.9. It is'very satisfactory to hear that the Pass of 

3almaha is at last out of hand. I must call your attention to my 

despatch 855-6 on the subject of the credit arranged with the 

Glasgow Salvage Association,and the following one,856-15,in 

which you were informed that the Captain would draw upon the As

sociation for the ship's disbursements. Instead of this the

con-

principal bill is on the ovaie rs, Gibs on & Clark, and you should 

have explained why' you departed from the arrangement that had 

been reported to you'. Fortunately no harm has been done,as all 

the bills have been accepted. In sending them doY/n I took the 

precaution to send both the oYmers and the Association our cop
ies' of the accounts,and it Yras lucky'that I did so,as the ones 

posted by the Captain and agent have evidently been sent by the 

Herodot and have not arrived yet. I thought that it might have
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occurred to you that with the bills coming forward by a fast 

steamer,it vrould be necessary to see that the accounts relating 

to them,without which there would be little probability of their 

being accepted,should vfithout fail be sent by the same convey

ance, and this should be borne in mind in future. With reference 

to this you will see that the wording of the letter of advice, 

old as it is,is not quite correct; instead of Mas per enclosed 

account*' it should read "as per account forwarded under another 

cover",for the one that comes to us we always keep for refer
ence.

23, Par.10. The suggestion you make about half bottles is 

good,and I will give effect to it at once. I suppose that the 

W.Jameson fire-water is the favorite drink,

24, Par,12. With regard to the hulks,I would suggest your 

making a periodical tour of inspection,and then you could give 

directions yourself as to what should be done. I am sure that 

you would not approve of an accumulation of slack coals lying 

so long as to cause rot in the decks,and cannot but think that 

those who have to do with them have been more or less negligent, 

You are right: when work accumulates you must make time to get 
it done.

25, Par. 14. Ovring to the early arrival of the Iberia's mail I 

am pleased to say that Mrs.Hansen's rifle and cartridges are to 

be shipped. Blanch cannot supply exactly the same rifle as be
fore, but it is of the same bore',

26, Par.22. The quantity of coal sent you is 150 tons more 

than the Admiralty require; I have not time to look the corres

pondence up,but you have it.
Par.

27.. 23,. I did not ask you for the Lively and Speedwell leases 

themselves; of course the lessees have them; but I am much mis

taken if the copies of them which were among the deeds are not 

in your safe,for I can find no record of them among those that 

were sent home,and I know that there were a few papers which' it 

was not considered necessary to have ovef. I have searched our 

documents at the Bank,and if you have not got the copies- I do 

not know where they are'; they are in my handwriting.
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28. Letter or 12th November/ The bale of wool will be sent to 

R.Houston & Sons. I have r'ead the correspondence with Cameron, 

and it seems- to me that the very' uppish postmaster will have to 

be put down somehow; I should complain to the Governor if I were 

you. It is satisfactory too to see that Mr. Cameron is inclined 

to be civil; with his uncle I am on the best of terms,but the 

episodes of the Opawa and Bonner's sheepskins seemed to show 

that he vra,s inclined to be offensive,., Mrs.Bonner has not yet 

heard a word in explanation of the consignment to Hoare of those 

skins,and I cannot help feeling suspicious as to Cameron's share 

in the matter,

29. I wish you would get the coals paid for' by bill as for

merly; there is a great amount of red tape to be put up with 

here which a draft would obviate,,

30. A Mr.Hampton of the Opawa has applied for the post of En

gineer, which he says is to be vacant next year,and said that you 

had promised to write about him. I need not say- that you have 

not,and that I knoYf nothing about it.

31. A promissory note given by the Captain of the Waterfox 

has been sent us for collection,the amount due being £39.II/,You 

will have to deduct this from the balance of freight,

32. In making arrangements for the Thetis this time,Captain 

Rees is very anxious,and I naturally cordially approve,to get 

some coasting freight on the way* in,and to do this I suggest to 

you that you may see your way* to sending a schooner to San Car

los with Bonner's and Cameron's goods at a moderate freight,hav

ing also arranged for a return load of wool from Bonner. Mrs. 

Bonner is anxious for this,and I told her that we would do her 

best,although I could make no promise,pointing out that the Yfool 

vras late this year- in consequence of the desire expressed by her 

son that the Thetis should herself deliver the outward goods*,and 

that Yfe could not send an empty schooner for the wool,

33. Mf.Dean wishes the Thetis to bring all the wool from Port 

Stephens that can be got ready,instead of having it in in drib
lets*. This Yri.ll suit her'very well,

34. We have been asked by the wool brokers about the insur

ance of Yroolsheds,and after telling them that the Royal had 

special rate for them,I deemed it desirable in your interest to
a
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write -to the Secretary reminding him that you were the agent at 

the Islands*
35* From Mr.Mathews's letter of the 9th October we learn that 

he haj& been to Darwin,but we are surprised that you have not al

luded to the subject,or made any comment on the furniture lists-, 

many articles in which could without doubt be got in Stanley.Mr* 

Mathews says that he had written to you about a new stove,which 

in the absence of any remark from you I assume must be sent from 

here,but I am in a difficulty about the size,as the width of the 

chimney is not given.
36. > Spearing & Waldron are anxious to get us a freezing ship 

this season,but the Directors are of opinion that it would be 

unfair to hamper Mr.Mathews during his first year with any bus

iness of this £ind,and have refused to entertain the subject, A 

project that appears more feasible is a trial shipment of live 

sheep,which it seems to us might be carried out,If there were 

time to arrange it* Correspondence is enclosed,vrhich after read

ing you will have to send to Darwin* I told Mr.Spearing that I 

would suggest one of three porta,Mare Harbour,Seal Cove,or New 

Haven,but declined to commit the Company to any contract until 

we could get Mf.Mathews's views,* I will vrrite at greater length 

about this to Mr.Mathews,and will not repeat myself here.
37. Enclosed is a letter for Noble with some correspondence 

about his- children which has been troublesome to me. I think 

that I have done what he would have wished had he been on the

spot*
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director,*

38r Since writing the foregoing I have seen our Solicitors on

subject of the GlengOYfan’. They have been in correspondence
in Scotland,but can get no satisfaction 

to us is to sell the 

by auction,assuming that

the
with the owners' lawyers 

and they say that the only course open 

wreck and all connected with it at once



you have -the right to do do,which I understand you have. Should 

the property1 fetch less- than oui* claim,vrtiether’ on account of ad
vances to the owners- or for money expended in salvage,you must 
render an account showing plainly hoy/- it stands',and then we 

shall have to sue the ovmers for the balance... I told Mr.Ince 

that in all probability we should be the buyers',and he said that 

it would,perhaps,be better that you should get someone to bid £0 

for you whom you can trust; but in any- case,should exception be 

taken to our buying,we should have the right to reply that vre 

had done so at open auction,but that if the sale was objected to 

we should be happy to return the property to the owners again on

payment of our claim. You vd.ll understand that in the account 

you render it vdll not be for you to discriminate between dis

bursements on account of the ovmers and underwriters,but lump

them altogether,and give credit for all you have received from

time to time for small sales of geaf,&c>,

39. Since -writing the main part of the despatch I have been

informed that the Government are shov/n by the accounts to have

paid a sum on account of the telephone,so my remarks go for no
thing, but you should have mentioned this in one of your despat

ches.
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INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.

GA
/&' Supplementary mail 

via Lisbon.
864.

C /Y
J'S'JY.1st January,N? ony/on :£.C.-

Sir

since which date noMy last despatch was dated the 14th ult 

mail has arrived from the Islands. Your cablegram from Montevi-*
* >

deo reporting 545 hales y;oo1 per Earnses came to hand on the 30th

ult.
2. In my last I omitted to mention that we had sent £1500 in 

silver coin by the Luxor,but you would find the Bill of Lading

among the enclosures.

3. After a long interview and some Correspondence with Mr.Bo
wen, the oYttier of the Elliot,we have arrived at a compromise with 

him by accepting £200 in full. It is an unfortunate business,but 

the alternative would have been a lawsuit on the arrival of the
ship in England,and it is impossible to help admitting that the

charges seemed exorbitantly heavy for the amount of work done,so

that even if we won the case it might have done Stanley and our
selves much harm.

4. There is an order for a Vauxhall pump on the indent last 

received; please state what this is for,and always report in fu
ture on any machinery ordered*.

5. The Board consider that it vrould be right to pay Dr.Jame

son the amount guaranteed for a second medical man in Stanley 

some years ago; but this is understood to have been promised for 

three years only,to enable him to get a start.

6. I have bought some more furniture for the Darwin house 

with Miss Mathews* assistance,but have confined the purchases to 

such things as I know cannot be got in Stanley. When Mr.Ni’chol 
died you Yfere to take an inventory of all the Company*s property' 

in the house,but if this was done we have not received a copy,in 

fact all yre knoYf is derived from your report that all the things"

A.E.Baillon,Esq • >

Manager,
Stanley.



l.

% were "there "almost” ,with the exception of a few lost,broken* of 

worn out. Mr. Mathews novf reports the old inventory "vague and 

incomplete”,and says that some of the furniture ordered was not 

wanted.. The lists transmitted to us ought not to have been sent 

without reporting what could have been supplied at once from the 

Stores. On going through all the lists there has been great dif
ficulty in deciding what ought to go from here,and as it seems 

almost certain that a number' of necessaries vd.ll have been sent 

out from you,we have decided to leave it to you to complete 

them,less the articles on the list enclosed. Such things,vdiich 

must be of- minor importance,as you have not in Stanley must be 

reported,and they will then be sent. It occurs to me to ask whe

ther*, some of that furniture that was taken over from Mrs.Hansen 

years ago,and has since been lying as dead stock might not 

have been utilized.

some

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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/er Neko. r /?

_y6’-(j 8.N? 8G5. :E. c.  25th January,

Sir,.
Since writing you on the 1st Inst.the following despatches 

have arrived: no.84 on the 5th,85 and 86 on the 10th,and 87 yes
terday.. The Pamses is expected at Tilbury' about the 29th inst.

IV
2\. Par.3. I have had some correspondence with Capt.Willis' ab-

f"
out the missing bales of wool,but can make nothing out,excepting 

that the trouble is due to his own carelessness. I shall there

fore say nothing more about it,unless the S.A.M.S.raise the

question'..

S'. Par. 5. I have had a good deal of trouble with the Admiral

ty in getting payment for the coals,and even now can only report

having got the money for the first three deliveries.. The Accoun
tant General wrote lately that the documents we forwarded were 

only receipts,not demands for payment,which should be made on 

the proper form. This was playful,as he knew perfectly wel-1 that 

we had no formsT; however,that is one of their little ways-,and I 

have since applied for the forms*., However, if you can get the 

Paymasters to draw bills,as they used to do,it will simplify the 

payments much. Even now the three amounts of SI have to stand 

over until authority is received from the ships to pay" them,the 

Admiralty pointing out that according to the contract these dis
bursements should be made by the ships themselves at Stanley.

4. Par.6. The matter of freight on Turner’s house passed 

without my noticing it; there can be no objection to your reduc
ing it as suggested. The house could not be got ready In time 

for the Paquita.
§. Par.7. You ought to have remembered that we cannot ship so 

small a quantity as 4G0 tons of house coal,as it has to come 

from the Tyne,where the price is about half what it is In Lon

don. It has not been usual to ship anything else in these coal

A.E.BailIon,Esq • *

Stanley.
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ships,as we cannot look afiter general cargo at Newcastle,besides* 

which coals and cargo do not agree,and the insurance is enorm

ous: however,I am sending the small quantity of wood ordered,as 

our Brokers can buy it for us there as cheaply as in London.

6. Par.9. As explained in my letter to Mr.Mathews- the falling 

off in the lambing is not apparent,beyond some 5$ in Darwin and 

Walker Creek,which may be righted when the complete returns come 

in. I am inclined to think that y'ou have been comparing the num

ber's with the final return of 59376,dated 24th March last year.

7. Par.10. Your report on the Sissie has relieved the minds- 

of the Directors,as the last news was,I think,that you regarded 

a safe trip in her as almost providential. It all comes back to 

the same thing,that is that you cannot by any possibility com

bine the duties of a tug and a passenger launch in one boat,andi 

it is not fair to ask a little thing like the Sissie to struggle 

with a thousand ton ship. As to the tug suggested,it would be 

very pleasant to be able to tow hulks alongside the men of war, 

but I am afraid that the profit on the few tons of coal we sell

would not warrant the expense. You will have understood that the
r

engines which tuned out to be a misfit for the Sissie are to beA
sent home;, the Thetis will be the best means of sending them.

8. Par.11. I believe that the goods for Mr.Anson are being 

shipped by Lipton,as we sent the order on to him; but I wish you 

would point out that it is very unusual for merchants9 clients 

to send an order,and also issue instructions direct to the sup

pliers. We are quite capable of giving directions about tanks*, 

and,as a matter of fact,could probably get them cheaper,which 

may sound strange,but it was the case with Morton,whose tanks 

used to be bought for export from a more expensive maker than 

our' man Bellamy. As regards the hoop Iron,there was delay at the 

last moment,but Rownsons had fully expected to get it off. In 

connexion with Mr.Anson,I refer you to the enclosed original 

letter with enclosure from Bains,showing that owing to a strike 

they are unable to get his fencing off this time. Delays of this 

sort often occur,but they are unavoidable as far as we are con

certed.
10* Par.18V.and 87-20. I cannot say that the replies of the

Overseers on the subject of stragglers is very clear or convinc-
he did not always "get the outsiders",anding. Armstrong says
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that there was no such a fching as gathering up and entering into 

the fixed returns,whi-le Pinlayson says there was on his section, 

but that it was not the case that there was not a single sheep 

left,as the dipping account would show that some came in then. 

3ut on comparing the first and final returns- sent by you,and da

ted 24th March and 20th September respectively',I find that Walk

er Creek accounts in each for exactly 37438,so that if rough 

sheep came in at dipping the number's were not added to the first 

retum,and the shearing account for the year is incorrect by 

just that number. Whatever else may be doubtful,do let us be 

sure that we get correct stock returns; you know that we have a 

statistical table in the Board room,which is watched with the 

greatest interest; from the numbers of sheep supposed to be 

shorn and the weight and value of the wool sold here we get 

suits of the greatest importance,and it would be a sad blow if 

we discovered that the figures received from the Islands 

not trustworthy. Be good enough to put this before MT.Mathews, 

and ask him to see that the returns are systematically collected 

from all sections.

re-

were

11. Par.20, It is unfortunate that you seem to miss the main 

point of the Board's remarks about the San Carlos sheepskins, 

that is that you ought not to have taken a message from Mr.Cam

eron as authority' to divert Mrs.Bonner's produce from us,and it 

is a pity that you have not so far apparently taken steps to 

verify the correctness of the communication. Even if it had come 

direct from G.Bonner it is the opinion of the Board that 

mg to the honourable understanding existing between Mrs.Bonner 

and the Company that her produce is virtually hypothecated to

accord-

us,and that having been in our possession you ought not to have 

relinquished it. The Board have read the interesting account you
give of the vagaries of Mrs.Bonner's Solicitors,but fail to see
what that has to do with the question.

12. Par.25,and 87-8. We cannot say anything about the Result 

until we hear further from you as to the bill for stores; it is 

a pity that as the flour and potatoes were undoubtedly for the 

use of the yawl they were not charged direct to her;. As they'

were probably a private speculation of Fugellie's,it seems to 

that Rowell has reason to object,unless it can be proved that
me
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the whole of the proceeds were applied to the disbursements 'of 

the vessel,and on this point you ought to get definite informa

tion.
13., Par.27. The Board will be glad to hear as soon as Mr.

Harding has obtained another surety.

14. Par.31. With regard to your remark that the Thetis will 

be '’robbing our poor schooners”,you ought to know that she is 

sailed relatively much more cheaply than they are,and can bring 

in wool from a place like Port Stephens when the Hornet would 

probably make a loss;. If the schooners have not work enough to 

do,by all means lay up one of theia.

15. 85,par.4. You have fairly puzzled us with your remark ab

out interest on freight,but I think I see what has been passing 

in your mind,though the remedy,you suggest is not obvious. You

think that we delay payment of the freight,and that the interest 

is charged by the ship-brokers* As a fact,according to universal 

custom,we send a cheque for the estimated amount of freight the 

day the ship comes in,but as we are out of the money for many 

weeks we charge interest until the prompt,that is to say 14 days' 

after the sale-. Every' merchant and every broker,whichever may 

pay the freight,does the same; there is absolutely no exception 

to the rule as far as I can learn. Am I right in thinking that 

your idea was that we could save the interest charged us* by pay

ing up promptly,forgetting that money is of value to us as well 

as other' people,and that when we want it,as we often do,we have 

to pay for it? If that was not the idea,will you be good enough 

to explain?

16, 87,par.2. The papers relating to the 17 bales of damaged 

wool have been sent to our Insurance broker',but I have not heard 

yet wrhether they are considered sufficient. I may say,howrever, 

as I have before,that they are not certified by you as Lloyd’s 

Agent,and that all papers relating to claims should be. You do 

not seem to appreciate the importance and value of your ovm sig

nature, which in most cases smooths’ the way in all insurance set

tlements^
17V Par.3. The rule about discharging cargoes of coal is that 

the consignee and the shipmaster may mutually'agree before be-
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ginning whether the coal is to be taken by Bill of Lading or 

weighed out; if one of the parties insists on weighing the cost 

of doing so is borne by him. I do not remember any cargo of coal 

while I was in the Islands being weighed,and in the case of We 

Welsh coal there is usually a small percentage in favour of the 

merchant.

18. Par.5. Your remarks on the Schoolmaster's cottage are rio
ted.,

19-.. Par. 15. I supposed that your mail table was made up by 

almanac,and not from information to which we had not access'. I 

send you one I had printed lately,which is on much the 

lines,but I do not understand why you do not give the date of 

the P.S.N.boats at Montevideo outwards,and in their arrival 

homewards you have not allowed for the accelerated service. The 

dates I have taken are four days after arrival at Lisbon,the 

mails coming overland.

20. Par.17. Information of the arrival of live stock should

same

always be promptly given,as there is usually a return of premi
um to be collected in the absence of a claim. You will observe 

that a claim could not be made for Mr.-Pack© simply on the negat
ive evidence that we had not heard of the stallion' s death.

21. Par.18. According to the Admiralty letter of the 18th 

June,they agreed to purchase the whole 

and said that it would probably be taken within 18
cargo of coals from us,

months'. It is
unfortunate that the Retribution is not going to the Islands 

this summer,but I suppose that there is still 

Flora being there.
a chance of the

22. Par. 19* Our position with regard to the Glengowan, if I 

have understood Mr.Ince correctly,is that we made the advances 

manner to the ship,for the purpose of saving her,

ours that the owners have since for

in a bona fide

and that it is no concern of

their own purposes made her over to certain people called under
writers; vie still have a claim on her. It is perhaps a mistake 

having opehed two accounts,the ship and her salvage,or to have

recognized the Salvage Association at all,but as the case stands 

we must resolutely look upon the advances as one account,until
sufficient has been realized to cover us'.
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23V Par.21. The sails will be ordered for the Fortuna.

24. Par.22. The shipment of wool is satisfactory,and I am 

glad to say that prices are looking up a little.. I send you a 

catalogue of Hoare*s,in which there is some scoured Fuegian 

wool,please let Mr.Mathews have it,and ask if he knows the ship

pers1.

25.. Pax*. 24. I am replying to this last despatch before the 

Board has seen it,and cannot say any more about the cottage.- I 

do not know whether it would not be looked upon as a sort of 

"get-out” of our undertaking with regard to the Jubilee,for if 

we had not decided upon the house,we should have subscribed to 

some other object. Is it desirable to have two schoolmasters at 

Darwin,and would not Goodwin,if located somewhere else,be 

his work? No doubt a time will come when peat will fail.at Dar

win, but I am sure that I am not exaggerating when I say that I 

have heard of the imminent failure of the supply for the last 25 

years.

nearer

26'. Par.25. The dipping return is chiefly useful here in 

abling me to maKe up an estimate of the following season*s 

shearing return, in which I have generally got very near the 

mark. I may mention that on the 16th June last year I forecast a 

total of 192,500 for the shearing now in progress,and I hope 

that I am under' the mark.

en-

27. The father of a man named Leake came here to ask 

mention that the latter would be glad to get employment 

I replied that he could speak for himself on the spot,that I did 

not interfere with the engagement of men locally,and that if his

was worth anything he need not fear being out of employment, 
especially in the summer months.

28. You mention that

me to

from us'.

son

some dip was lost in the Pacjuita,and at
tribute it to bad stovrcige. Did you make a claim on the ship? You 

are probably aware that she would be liable in case of improper' 
stowage,but not otherwise. What was done about this and the tur
pentine? You would know,of course,that in no case were 

ponsible1.
we res-

29. The Sweetmeat Automatic Co.have notified us that they

have had an enquiry for machines for the Islands. This reminds' 
me to ask where you have our machines stationed; are they acces-
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sible at all hours' and every day?

30. With reference to the leases of the Islands,including 

those of Great and Bleaker,I am certain that they were kept in 

the safe,and I want you to look at the schedule of"documents 

left in the safe at Stanley,Mas noted in the list of enclosures' 

in despatch 519 of 16th March, 189!;.
3lt. Ther’e are Speedwell skins marked S in a diamond; this is' 

too much like Mr . Packe9 s mark,and should not be repeated,SI is; 

the proper mark. Similarly,there is a doubt whether' hides marked 

F without a diamond belong to Mr.Felton or ourselves,and you

will see that when people adopt marks' too much like those al

ready- appropriated by others they ought to be asked to alter

them.

52v In par.5 I ought to have reported that we have chartered

the Lenita for coals from the Tyne,as per copy of Charter-party 

enclosed. In order to reduce the quantity of house coal that she

will carry,and to anticipate probable demands,! have ordered 50

tons of Brancepeth Smithy coal,which is much cheaper up north
than in London.

33. Mr's'.Hansen will be glad to learn that the sealskins have

brought excellent prices. As you will see by a memo.from the 

wharf ,they were three short in number'; but if they were stolen 

in transit it was cleverly done,and I should rather suppose that 

there was an error in tallying them In.

34. With regard to the completion of Mr.Mathews, house,it is* 

annoying to find that after ordering a kitchen range to replace 

the worn out one,in the absence of the remarks from you which we 

were led to expect would accompany Mr.Mathews9 letter*,you have 

supplied one which you have bought in Stanley,so that we are 

sending one that will be of no use wh en it arrive S', unless you 

are able to find a purchaser. As it is .a very good range,and 

specially built for us to bum peat,you ought no t to have much 

difficulty in disposing of it at a good price,in which case no 

harm will have been done. At the same time we expect you to com

ment on any remark of the kind after reading the Camp Manager's

letter..

35. I enclose copy of a letter I wrote Foy Morgan & Co.about
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your criticisms of the wood per Paquita. It is quite right to 

draw our attention to anything wrong,and you may be sure that we 

shall always ask for an explanation from the people concerned. 
Even if we get no satisfaction out of themkt has a good moral 
effect,as it shows them that they cannot neglect our orders with 

impunity. Foy Morgan & Co.are one of the largest firms of wood
brokers in the City, and they are doubtless in touch with many 

firms who would be only too glad to get our* orders,:.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

^7

Managing Director.
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/hr Supplementary mail 
via Lisbon.
866.N? .M.a___1 February-, /(\\(J 8.

Sir,

I confirm my. last despatch,no.865,of the 25th ult 

now to acknowledge receipt of your cable dated 8th inst.from 

Montevideo,announcing the shipment of 1050 bales Wool 
which is satisfactory.

2. We also received on the 1st inst.a cable

and have• 9

per Tanife,

as follows:~”Ser-
moneaba rintuzzare difaldare”,meaning”ship by sailing vessel 50 

barrels Kerosene”,which we have been able to do,as' the Lenita 

has been delayed in getting over from Hamburg,and the oil has-

been bought in Newcastle. We heard two days ago that the vessel 
had arrived,and would probably be loaded this week.

3.. Messrs,H.Langridge & Co.have given 

from Browne Geveke & Covabout the loss 

from the deck of the Eamses,by which

me the enclosed letter 

of Mr.Dean's bale of wool 
you will see that our Over

ship could 

of the Kosmos officer'. No

seer is blamed for supplying the wool faster than the 

receive it,notwithstanding the protest 

claim will be made us,and the Underwriters will pay the loss, 

me to point out that claims of this'

on
but Messrs'..Langridge wish

sort may have a prejudicial effect on the premium in future,more
especially when carelessness in delivering is alleged,and that 

Me.lauchlen should be warned not to run any risks' when he finds
a Steiner's' deck blocked 

4. I enclose copy of
up •

a letter from the Admiralty stating that 

payment for coals is to be made by bill in future,which will
save the delays and trouble we have been subjected to. 

at last received payment for all the deliveries 

the present,but the moving fees

We have
of coal up to

are still withheld.
5. We are informed that the claim for the 17 bales of wool

of Mr.Packers will be passed,but the Underwriters at Lloyd's' re-

A.E.Bail1on,Esq 

Manager,
• 9

Stanley.
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ma-r^ "that the papers should have been certified by you, and 

Broker wishes me to add that in all cases of claim the matter’ 

will be freed from difficulty if yoy will bear this in mind; 
this I have already pointed out to

6V I enclose copies of letters about the Fortuna's sails, 

which will be sent by the next steamer,

7. I do not know whether- Mr.Goodhart has advised the man who 

shipped his sheep and did the insurance of their safe arrival^Wd 

have not received the return premium yet.

our

you.

8. I have seen Mr.Rowe11 about the Result's account,and 1 am 

afraid that the matter will be 

I cannot reconcile the amounts stated in the 

any entries to the Result's debit,but from what I

a most difficult one to unravels.

correspondence with

can learn it
seems that Fugellie incurred a debt of more than £50 

which was placed to his private account,and 

the vessel until 1896.according to directions 

of that year,

Rowell would have

in 1894, 
not transferred to

sent out in April
Had the amount been debited to the yawl at once,

seen it before he left the Colony,and would
have had an opportunity of objecting,or of making arrangements 

with Fugellie for paying it off out of his earnings as master; 

seems not to have had anybut as he left the Colony in 1895,and 

intimation of the transfer,it seems clear that we have no right
to saddle him with a half share of Fugellie’s private debt,and 

the amount will have to be re-transferred to Fugellie. But then
the question arises what did Fugellie do with the proceeds? Bid
he,as seems to be alleged,devote them to payment of wages and 

other disbursements of the vessel? In that case he would be

may have been the amount heright in debiting her with whatever

paid,and this amount ought to 

satisfaction of our claim on him. But how
come to us in satisfaction,or part 

can this be ascertain-*
ed? How was the vessel disbursed? We may assume that the crew
took their wages in full; where did the 

might get the actual
money come from? You

years' btf-
me amounted to £32 

per month,including £10 to Fugellie himself,and you might find 

out,though it is doubtful,what became of

sum paid over a certain number of 

taking the crew's wages,which Rowell tells

sums received for pas
sage money and freight. Mr.Rowell himself on one occasion paid



a sum of £50 for disbursements; would this sum, plus' the earnings 

which probably went into Fugellie's pocket,as they do not appear 

in our books*,be sufficient to pay the crew's wages? If not they 

must have been supplemented by the whole or a portion of the 

proceeds of the flour and potatoes sold by Fugellie,and this am

ount would be chargeable to the account. The vessel was in full 
work all the time she was running,she had the mail contract,and 

carried a good many passengers to and from the West,besides 

earning freight,and yet,Rowell tells me,he has had no money re
mitted to him since he left the Islands. If Fugellie kept no ac

counts the case is hopeless it/ seems to me; we can only - assume 

that Fugellie,who,I hear,drank heavily,swallowed the profits' and 

robbed his partner,and novr,to make things worse,has run away to 

Sandy Point'. If you can get at no figures,the matter is one for 

friendly arrangement,certainly not for the Court,and I can only 

suggest taking the private bill out of the account,and then,if 

Fugellie tells you that he used part of the proceeds’ for wages, 

but cannot say how much,halve it,and write the rest off as a bad 

debt. Rowell seemed rather hurt at having had no hint given him 

from Stanley how things were going; I do not know that it was' 

any- part of our duty to post him,but as you must have seen how 

things were going it was a pity that you did not insist upon a 

clear settlement of the account long ago. Rowell has never re

ceived since he left Stanley a single figure about the yawl's 

account,and though I think he is to be blamed,as in fact he now 

blames himself,for not putting someone in authority over his 

partner,I am sorry that he has been such a serious loser.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

f

Managing Dir ecto^:.
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CLljr j'alldam'i 3talauiUi (Lunquuni.
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.

o y, i'_.
fkr Kamses.

867. '/c?.9q.Aro 8tlLferc_h,:£.C..

Sir,
Confirming my last despatch of the 11th ult 

acknowledge the receipt of your nos. 88 to 90,which arrived 

the 21st and 28th of February and the 4th i-nst,respectively.. The 

contents of all of them are considered very satisfactory.
2. 88-3. The Bremen Underwriters have accepted the draft ‘on 

account of the Loreley,but charge us with 19/.for a bill stamp, 
being 1/,°/o as here,and as this causes us to pay for two sets of- 

stamps you must in future charge every ship giving a draft that 

is dealt with in any-way in Germany with a bill stamp of l/.fof 

every £100 or- part of £100..

3. Par.5. The Board are interested to hear of your cruise 

with the Governor,and of the success of Mr.Mathews's new ar
rangements'. They are not,however, sanguine as to the profits to 

be derived from the preservation of tongues,kidneys,and mutton 

broth. With regard to James Campbell,the Board desire that you 

will tell him that the question of his pension is a matter for 

their discretion,that they duly considered his application,and 

are unable to reconsider it or enter into any argument about it;, 

to you I may say that the case is not exactly a 'parallel one 

with that of John Mc.Kinnon,as the latter did not leave the Col
ony, whereas Campbell twice went away for the purpose of setting 

up in business on his own account,and I may add that Mc.Kinnon's^ 

absence was taken account of,and that if for the purpose of get

ting rid of him the Board's indulgence was a little stretched,it

I have noYJ to• >

on

will not be so another" time.

4.. Par.7. We regret to hear of Lellman's death,but hope that 

his estate wi11 be found to be solvent enough to meet our claim. 

5. Par. 8. The good passage made by the Thetis is satisfacto-

A.E.Baillon,Esq •■9

Manager',

Stanley.
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ry*,but the Board are verysoriy to hear of Captain Rees's' ill

ness’,which in your latter despatch you say has prevented his 

leaving Stanley with the ship; we hope that Dr.Jameson's antici

pation of recovery’will soon be realized-^

6. Par. 14, It will not do to let the matter of the New Zea

land rams rest with simply the expression of a fear that Arm

strong has been guilty of neglect; the matter must be gone into 

thoroughly,as,we hope,has already been done,the actual nhmber of 

those rams left alive should be reported,and what chance there 

is of‘ selling them.. Also,if it is considered that the loss of 

£400 has been the result of Armstrong's neglect,he must be told 

so in|plain terms',with an intimation that a repetition of such
I

conduct will not be lightly looked over'.

7. Par.18. The information about the charter of the Pair Ro

samond should be supplemented with the dates of her' arrival and

departure for and from San Julian.. Has the new deck been put in-
/

to her’ yet?
8. Par-. 25. With regard to the Pass of 3almaha,I do not quite 

understand your saying that the Captains refused to settle in 

any other way than the one adopted. The exact words used by the 

Glasgow Sqlvage Association on the subject wei^,on the 12th Juiy7 

Mwe are asked by^the Owners to meet the Captain's drafts for the 

'•vessel's general disbursements while at Falklands as well as 

the transhipment charges",and on the 20th July,"I have now ar

ranged with the Owner that this Association will meet the drafts 

of the Master of the Pass 'of Balmaha";. This arrangement was re

ported in my despatch 856-15,and it seems almost incredible that 

the Captain cannot have been informed of it. It resulted in a 

loss to uS of £2.15.6,being the Bank commission on the draft 

payable in Scotland instead of London,as the Salvage Associati

on's bills were,and the Owners seem rather hurt at my having re

presented to them that we ought not to bear the loss,as they' 

think it has been well covered by the profit on the charges

made;:..
9*. Par.25. We have paid £39.11/.on account of the Waterfox,as

advised in thi£ paragraph,but observe that £38.10/.only was

charged in the account, so hope that the £1.1/.was received in
are responsible for it*cash': in any case we



IQ.. Paf.20* It/ i;s not & cleat6 how 

volving correspondence with 

pected to be simpler with
A

and pay into our Bank,which takes the

any method of payment in- 

a Government department can be ex-
a bill,which I have only to endorse

trouble of getting it ac
cepted and paid when due. 

Par. 31...11. It is a relief to find that Mr.Mathews did not
approve of the live sheep experiment,for,I regret to say,the lot 

by the Sorata have been sold at ruinous prices,averaging,I

paying expenses,barely
was

told,not more than 26/.,which would,after
leave the value of the skin to the shippers-.

Par.32. We have no further' instructions12. to gife you in re 

Glengowan beyond the opinion of Mr.Ince,communicated some time 

ago.

13. Par.34’,. No intimation has been 

in the Colonial postage rates,but 

charged,

14. 89-2.

made here of a reduction 

your despatch was not sur-

The Sorata delivered her sheep after a 36 days7
passage with a loss of 97 only>but they were not in very good 

condition,partly due to having been hastily drawn, 
thered,to the maize not having been

Par.3. The oil sent per Lenita 

was understood to be a fairly good article, 

thing to distinguish Luxor from 

ity;. it is not the brand of

and also,I ga-
a suitable food,

15. was not branded Luxor,but
There is really

any other oil of the same q_ual— 

a particular kind?.

no-

16, 90-11. Sending the Thetis away in charge of the Mate and 

to be done under the cif-Gibbard was,doubtless,the best thing
curnstances,but it is no less a pity,

17, Par12. It was hardly necessary to make 

Waldron7 s neglect of an obvious' duty"; 
shall have to complain.

excuses for Mr.AJ. 
if this happens again we

18, It is very much to be regretted that you and the offici- 

als- came into collision at the first Council,but from what you

say no other course was open to you. The money frittered away 

Government House has been enormous,and still,I suppose,it is on-
on

ly a bam. The proposal to spend SIO.OOO on Government offices 

is monstrous; how can it possibly be urged that they' need renew

ing, seeing how much has lately been spent upon them. We hope



that in opposing this scheme as long as it remains on the tapis 

it vri.ll be possible for- you to be both firm and at the same time 

friendly; surely,if the Governor is a man of sense,he must see 

if the case is- put clearly before him that such expenditure is 

both unnecessary and beyond the means of the Colony,unless ^eeeH 

recourse is had to greatly increased taxation. This large and 

growing Land Sales fund seems to present a standing temptation 

to a Governor bent on leaving his mark in the Colony in the 

shape of a monumental building or' other erection such as the pi
er proposed by Goldsworthy,and the fact that the fund is earmark

ed to provide interest in lieu of’ rents that have been dropped 

cannot be too strongly represented;. There can be no doubt that 

according to the original intentions of the Government of the 

day,the money ought not to be touched except for the purpose of 

investing it at a higher rate of interest than it earns at pre

sent,and assuming that it brings in at present something like 3 

or 3i#,it should not be devoted to any local Government under

taking,unless it could show a secure 3-f or 4P/o,that is to say 

that taxation would have to take place to provide interest on 

£10,000 of £375 or £400 per' annum,and on what is this going to 

be raised?
19. The proposal to carry the mail overland and across the 

Sound in a cuttdr is going back a quarter of a century,and is 

deplorable. Probably Mr.Mathews will think that if Port Sussex 

or San Carlos' is made the mail port,it would be better* to let a 

private individual have the contract,but that if the bags’ are to 

be carried from a port in Lafonia it would be necessary,at any 

inconvenience,to do it with our own men. In the old days,we used 

to be bothered by constant applications for horses and guides 

from Darwin to Stanley,from clients of ours whom it was diffi

cult to refuse,and the same,I am afraid,will be the case again. 

The mail question seems’ to me at this distance to be an absurdly 

easy one to solve,if on;jy common sense is allowed to prevail.

The three we’ekiy service, unasked for, use less, as far' as I can see 

to anybody-, is actually worse than a monthly one for the West 

Falklands,because the means do not exist for carrying the mails 

out and the replies back in time for the next steamer; do away
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t with it, and return to t/he monthly one/ The Kosmos Co;will be 

glad,and no;one else will be sorry;, With the money thus freed a 

good service can be provided; either the Government can get a 

vessel of their own,spending the money-obtained from the Hadas- 

sah's insurance on the purchase of a boat,and using the surplus' 

of the mail vote for running her,or,what would be better- still, 

making it worth our' while to run either' one or other' of the 

schooners,which vre ought to be able to work in with our trade

with the West, The great fear- is that sentiment will be allowed

to prevail against this suggestion,that is to say,iinless the

facts are faced.and properly explained to the home Government it/
will be considered shocking,at the end of the 19th century, to 

make what would be considered a retrograde step over a mail ser

vice, by decreasing the frequency of communication. But,after 

all,this would not be nearly so retrograde as the return to ov

erland mails,which is now proposed,and I really think that if 

the subject is quietly talked over and thrashed out,the suggest

ion that I novr make will be seen to be most reasonable.

20. Par’. 15 and 16. I shall have much pleasure,after the mail

has gone,in going into the commissions on account of the R.CT., 
Church and the Stanley Assembly Rooms,which you ask me to attend

to..
21. Par. 17. Mr .Mathews9 s very excellent letter vri.ll be much 

appreciated by the Board at our next meeting. With regard to the 

Cooper-, I think that when he has been a little longer at Dafwin 

he may see occasion to alter his opinion about tfee OeepeT. It is 

not merely a matter of setting up the casks,but of keeping them 

in ordef,.and giving them attention up to the time of shipment, 

that renders his services,If we are to get the tallow home with

out leakage,almost indispensable,. At the same time it is a great 

expense,and he is quite right in raising the question how to 

manage more economically,especialJynoY*-,when Goose Green is giv

ing no return at all,
22. With reference to a request for a small remittance to the 

United States,! must point out to you that we cannot undertake

such
cheque would not be 

be made by means of a

business' in connexion with any country wher'e our London
of service,and that such remittances should 

P.0.order from Stanley. You will therefore
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have -to return the £10 to John Tanner.
23. In looking over the amount paid fof the sheeptax,I see 

that our' land is assessed at 781,968 acres',whereas for the ex
tinct land tax it was' 676,518,which was reduced by 46,792,the

of the leased islands,so that our payment was actually 

629,726 acres. Can you explain this discrepancy,and also say' 

why Great Island used to be 10,800 and is now 10,000 acres?
24. What arrangements do you now make for the periodical au

diting of the Darwin books? Do you carry out the plan indicated 

in your despatch no.568-11?
25. On looking over Mr.Hill's report on the Savings Bank,I am 

struck and rather amused at the way in which he assumes all cre

dit to the Government for this public benefit,and although I 

have no desire to put ourselves forward in the matter,you might

day in conversation with the Governor tell him the actual 

facts,which are that the proposal was originally made outside 

the Government altogether,a leading part having been taken by’ 

myself',but that it was at first scouted as impracticable by the 

Governor; when,however,we persisted,the Governor came round,and 

introduced the Ordinance,although I do not think that even then

acreage

on

some

he half believed in it.. But when it was found to be a success 

from the very first,the Governor could not say too much about 
the benefit he had introduced,and yet even this was due to the 

very strong support I gave it by insisting on our men taking
away from us' the deposits they had placed in our keeping,some of

considerable time after that in leavingthem persisting for a 

their money with us'. A reference to our Deposit account for 1888

and 1889 will be instructive on this subject.
26. The Lenita sailed from the Tyne on the 22nd ult

behind our' letter with Bills of Lading and in-

and un-• >

fortunately left
voices,which is now enclosed.

27. I have to call your attention to a question abdut Fugel-

lie's account in deep..863-10,which has not been answered,also to
island leases,including those of Great and

made in the same despatch,
the matter of the 

Bleaker Islands,to which allusion was

par. 27^.
28* I have to report with much'regret that our efforts for
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many weeks past to obtain a competent London ship's blacksmith,

capable of taking the fofemanship,.have not yet met with success;.

I am greatly disappointed about this', because if a ship puts in 

you may be seriously hampered with the work,although,after all,

we had only one smith ourselves for many years;. You may rest as

sured that there has been no want of trying on the part of this' 

office; but I believe the fact is that I made a mistake in say

ing anything about a for'emanshi^as it made the men ask extrava
gantly high rates at once,and then again,if it had not been 

deemed advisable not to get a Scotchman I believe that we could 

have picked one up at much lower' wages either in Glasgow or Dun

dee'. However, this is asjfaf as we have got. For some weeks Capt

ain Smith,according to your suggestion,took the matter in hand, 

but at last reported that he could do nothing. Then I went to Mr 

Amor,of the Limehouse Dock; he tried,and is still trying,but all 

I got from him was a man who talked of anything between £400 and

£1000 a year. Then I get an introduction to the Managing Direct

or of another- dock,whose foreman put it about among the men,and 

you will be rather surprised to hear that one of them,whom I 

thought likely',returned the form of agreement on which £160 per 

annum with passages out and home for himself and family 

tered,with the remark that the terms were not good enough for 

him. Wow there is another' in tow,and I have heard by telephone 

within the last few minutes that he wruits pay from the day of 

sailing,and a statement of the numbdr of hours worked

was en-

per week
given him before he can agree to the terms-. This is the very

latest,and I am to see him tomorrow. If he suits,and the Board 

think it desirable,I may send him by Sandy Point,leaving 

family to follow by the next direct boat. You may rely upon my 

not losing a chance of filling up this vacancy,and I must cau

tion you to say as little as possible about the difficulties I 

have mentioned,as they might upset Ogilvie1..

his

29. As I write I am informed that the Tanis has passed Dover, 
and will dock tonight;

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director«■
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CLljfi' J-alkkutfr Jtahtufts (Lmu^tamj.
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.

r
6’?, -

Supplementary mail 
via Lisbon.
868.

/&' C /?
. /#& B.26th March,N° -S on- sro/v. £ r

sir,
Since writing per Ramses no mails have arrived from the Is

lands, but I have to acknowledge receipt of- your cable "Sakkarah 

Stahlen",±.e.1100 bales,which arrived on the 23rd inst.
2. With regard to the R.C.Church,I wrote to Boulton & Paul 

directly after the last mail left,sending them their plans,and 

asking for an estimate to include the alterations. I also desir
ed them to return some of the papers,so that I could get other
tenders;but>much to my surprise, Ijhave not yet heard from them in

I do not understand that thereply,and am writing them again, 
priests wish me definitely to order the building,in fact,as they
suggest getting tenders from a number of houses I do not see how 

I can do so. I cannot make use of* the design prepared by Boulton 

& Paul for the purpose of asking for offers from competing 

firms,and I cannot take the responsibility of preparing or ap
proving designs myself’.. In fact,both with this building and the 

Stanley Assembly Room,I may say at once that I will not take the 

responsibility of deciding anything,although I shall be happy to 

do all I can fairly be asked to do in furthering both. But when 

you send me a plan of a proposed extension,and say that all de
tails are left to what you are good enough to call my ’'judgment, 
experience,and extensive local knowledge”,I say that this is go
ing beyond the bounds of fairness. You are,in fact,asking me to 

stand 'in the place of an architect,who,in the ordinary course of
thingd,would be called upon to prepare plans- to be submitted to 

the various competing builders'. In the case of the Assembly Room 

tender through our wood brokers from a firm in Swe-I have got a
den,who are able generally to tender’ at prices that English

A, E.BailIon,Esq * >

Manager,

Stanley
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builders' cannot look at,but to test their figures I Trill send 

the plan to Bains'. The building,however,is quoted for with fin. 

weather boarding outside,and,although no directions are given,as 

they should have been,I assume that the walls are intended to be 

of galvanized iron like the original room,and I have asked for a 

supplementary tender for this alteration^.. On looking over the 

tender,the following observations have occurred to me,and I have 

pointed out what I think to Messrs.Foy Morgan & Co. ITo dimensi- 

of materials were stated,and I infer that these were intend

ed to be left to my "judgment'"&c 

myself to decide as to the size of the posts or uprights for the 

walls,although I think that 2 in.by 4 in.is not strong enough, 

unless placed very close together. I should have said 4f by 5 at 

least,if not more,but I should prefer a Carpenter's opinion. The 

dimensions of these posts,and the distance apart should be sta

ted clearly. Then we come to the flooring joists,as to which not 

a word is said; it should be stated what size they ought^to be 

and how far apart,so as to prevent sag. I don't see any sleepers' 
for the ground floor joists mentioned,although it can never be 

intended to lay an unsupported span of 18 ft. As to roof,I do 

not think it will do at all. It is to be on 2f by G in.rafters,

ons
but I will not take It upon• >

with space between not specified,and laid on 1-g- by 5 in. lather 

with galvanized iron. The ceiling is of' f in.tongued and grooved 

boards,but there is no lining or- anything immediately under the 

•iron,the consequence of which,I suggest,will be that snow and 

rain will find their way in,particularly the former,and that the 

wet will lodge on the ceilings' and drip through. I only point 

out these things,without feeling competent to decide upon them,
or their advising ex-and when I get a decision from the A.R.Co

shall be able to put the rest through. When the amended
• 9

pert,I
cones in I shall cable to catch the Ramses how much for 

much for' iron,the freight in each case being added;
work out the freight from the let-

tender

wood,and how 

in the case of wood you can
ter,which gives 26 standards of 165 c.ft.each.

mail left I have not left the question of the 

single day,but up to the present I have not
3.., Since last

Blacksmith alone a 

got a man,I am sorry to sa^. All the London men have backed out,
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and I an now trying Newcastle and Shields,with good hopes of 

success,in fact I can see that it was a mistake to try London at 

all,for wages are much higher' here,and in condidering the bar

gain they entirely lose sight of the question of house rent, 

which is mainly the cause of the high wages'. I had a man ready 

to take the place,but he proved to be a drunkard.,

4. I am glad to say that there is every hope of a settlement 

of the Glengowan question,as I have been moving in it with Capt. 
Freeman,and have got as far as obtaining the assent of the prin
cipal underwriters,the Thames & Mersey,to our buying the whole 

thing,cargo included,for £400,. There is some delay in getting 

the signatures of the remainder,but it is as good as settled,and 

I hope to cable you the completion of the bargain on the 3rd 

prox. This ±s‘, of course, subject to your not having yet acted on 

Mr.Ince's advice,and sold by auction; if this' has been done we 

can adjust the matter here. In making up the accounts I must im

press upon you that we are advised not to take any notice of the 

two separate accounts,the ship's proper and the salvage,and as' 

you have opened one for the latter you must merge it in the gen

eral one,and let the owner's and underwriters fight it out among 

themselves. You had better send it to us,heading it "Ship Glen

gowan and those coneefned'" ,make the cash account up with’inter

est from the date of all payments up to the date of the account,
e

crediting it also with interst on the sums' received for sales 

from time to time,and with the £400 as agreed for'the property, 

leaving the balance of the account,which will probably be be

tween £200 and £300,to be paid by us here. On looking over the 

list of spars ,sails,and other' gear still remaining,I think that 

we ought to see our money back again.

5. You will receive by book post priced catalogues of the 

sale of our wool on the 24th inst the prices- obtained are not• >

much to boast of,but are higher than what we expected to get. It 

Is unfortunate that so many of the other farmers are getting 

better- prices than we are,but we rely upon Mr.Mathews setting 

this right’•»
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.C
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(Lljr J:itlld;tuit 3$laufts (Cmap am).
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.

( /V ✓ /'
\ v S u/crr////c/ ? //yr/V,a/.

IJer Tan is-. c /?
MM 8.19th April,M 369. onslon .£.c„

Sir,

26th^9fttSince -writing you on the ;,your despatches 91 to 93 

have arrived,the first two on the 1st inst.and the last yester
day morning. On the Snd inst.we cabled outMBarloneo Glengowan 

Sguancio”, ie. "we have bought Glengowan if you have not sold”,and 

on the 16th inst. /'Blacksmith engaged”. Y:e hear,however,that ow
ing to an accident to the Ramses' the first would be delayed,
which is a pity.

2,Despatch noy.9.1. There has not been time to fully examine 

the year's accounts,but taken as a whole they are considered 

satisfactory,especially the Store,but the greatly improved re
sult rather leads to the suspicion that last year's falling off 

was more apparent than real,having been due to careless stock
taking. As you are yourself unable to give a reason for the im

provement this is put forward as a suggestion,and to a certain 

extent it is shown to be true,witness wood,automatic machines, 
and other* items. For the falling off in the Farm we were prepar
ed, and the other accounts are minor ones; but with regard to 

your schooners you must qualify the remark you make about fetch
ing in produce at 5/.a ton,for it is only a portion from the 

nearest ports that is carried at this rate,and then again the 

Chartres' rate both out and back is much higher than to other 

ports*.

3. 92-4, I. think that you might point out to Mr.Anson firstly 

how very irregular it is to send us an order and at the same

time communicate direct with the manufacturers',and secondly, in 

the case of Sunlight soap,say that it is absurd to send for-a 

little lot of half a dozen cases to Lever' Bros, I wrote them for* 

their' terms,and found that there

/\

no advantage over buyingwas

A.F.Baillon,Fsq • 9

Manager,
Stanley,
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*
from Morton, in addition to which they wanted references’,which we 

are not in the habit of giving; I therefore added the order t'o 

our own for the same stuff,and it goes by this boat’.,.

4. Par.5. We do not appear to have had a remittance for the 

coal you were delivering to the Swallow.,

5. Par.6. I do not think that there was anything official in 

the Times about a reduction of Colonial postage;, at all events 

it has not taken place,.

6. Par.9* With regard to Turner's house,you do not appear to 

have been paid for it in full yet,and you will have to charge 

interest on the unpaid balance. It is not like the sale of goods 

on which we make a prof it, and therefore we cannot afford to wait 

for-our money.

7. Par;11. The completed lamb marking returns now received 

show that there were 531 fewer lambs in 1897 than in 1896,and 

that the percentage to dipped ewes all round was 4$ lower than 

in that exceptionally good season,viz.74 instead of 78$; this' is 

very much what I expected to see.

.8. Par.24. From the accounts just received I find that your 

anticipation of my forecast having been over the mark is happily 

not realized. Against thel92,500 expected there are already 

191,064 shorn,with stragglers yet to come in,and if this return 

were final my shortage would be less than f

9. Par.26. No shipmaster will admit bad stowage of course,it 

is his business to dispute it; the proper course to take is’ to 

call a survey at once to decide the point,and as you did not do 

that,naturally you could not enforce a claim.

'b

/
\ /
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10. When you say that "it was not thought desirable" to put 

the automatic machines on the road you probably mean to say that 

you did not think it desirable; no one else ought to have a say

V’ in the 1 think that we agreed that they ought to he in a
A
/ \ Place where they would be accessible day and night,and in decid-

/

ing to put them in the Syore you appear to have ignored the 

principal object of’- setting them up,that is to provide a supply 

of their v/ares at times when the Stores are closed. As soon as 

the novelty of playing with a mechanical toy had passed over-,do
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you suppose that people would take the trouble to use them in 

preference to buying over the counter in the co.se of matches and 

cigarettes,or of weighing themselves for a penny when they can 

step on the Store scales and do it for nothing? What dividend,I 

wonder,would the Automatic Co.pay if their machines were open to 

the public in business hour's only? Arrangements should be made 

for placing them outside,where they can be used on Sundays' and 

holidays,and you will find the returns doubled'. This reminds me 

that they do not appear in the Plant charged during the year,nor 

as' far as I have seen yet,are they in the Stock return. Have 

they again been forgotten?
11. Par.29.- I did not ask you to return the copies of the Is

land leases? they' should be kept in your office,and copies only

required. They have been taken,and yours are returned.. If- 

you did not know where they were,how did you manage to make the 

alterations in the rents when the time came?
12. It is very satisfactory to hear that Captain Eees was im

proving, but I am sorry that you made no reference to him in the 

despatch last received.
15. P.S. The Board are glad to hear that Mr.Harding is wil

ling to renew his agreement,as they very much appreciate his 

services. As to terms' they assume that he will be content to

were

continue at his present salary,£400 per' annum.
*14. Despatch 95,par.2., With Regard to the lease of Bleaker 

Island,I cannot say anything definitely today,as the Board has 

not seen the despatch. But I am inclined to think that although 

they might be loath to disturb the tenancy of-an old and valued 

servant like W.Fell,they would be averse to prolonging the occu

pation of the island in favour of his heirs; on this point,how- 

I hope to be able to speak with certainty next mail.. Sooner 

or later,perhaps not in our time,the Board may decide to make 

themselves of the whole of their' property,which they could 

do when the leases were first granted,and the Government re

show that they carry over 50,000 sheep.

/c\ /
/•

/
/

ever

use

not

turns
par.5^ I am quite sure that the Board would be glad to be

stands in our books at £77 only', and
15.

rid of the Was'p,which now



as long as she is out’s provides' a standing temptation to spend 

money unprofitable. If I were in your place,knowing what they 

think about her-,.I should have no hesitation in taking anything I 

could get over 5150,

16',. 92-30, Although the report and contract of Mrs.Hansen's 

skins gave 470,1 wonder that you did not see that the account - 

sales were for 482,that is to say the correct number less the 

three short landed*.. It would have been better if the report had 

been given on the full number,but the explanation is that 

Chairman took for himself 12 of the skins*,paying the highest 

price obtained,and this was accounted for in the account-sales-',

17. 93-4. I enclose the original Dock measurements of the DS 

wool. You are probably aware that the custom is to take the av

erage of one in ten,and we cannot alter these returns; at the 

same time there is an apparent anomaly,and it was natural that 

David Smith should ask for an explanation.. You will see that the 

38 bales are rather heavier than the 39. Please return these 

weights.

18. 92-5.

OUT'

/■

/
\ '
\/X

••

On referring to Mr.Blake's indent I regret to say 

that an error was committed in this office about his' Jam,the 

der having been sent out without the word "each”. I assume that
or-

this must be rectified',.

19. Par.6. The documents sent for the purpose of making a 

claim for cargo damaged in the Perseverance are not in order,and 

nothing can be done until further explanations are given. The 

Underwriters point out that an explanation must be given of the 

discrepancy between the invoice va3.ue and the apparent insured 

value,£105 and £200 respectively,as it is not customary-to in- 

more than 100 over invoice; I am not sure whether'-this" is 

of much consequence here,as the claim appears to have been made, 
as in the case of the Result,for invoice value only,which is 

treating the Underwriters very generously. Then as to those

sure

goods which are certified for allowance in full,they cannot 

into the matter until they know what has been done with them,and 

seeing that the Report of Survey is dated the 3rd March,while 

the mail left a fortnight later*,there seems to have been a most 

reprehensible delay in selling them for the benefit of all con

i' go
«!.



cerned,a delay which you may,of course,be able to explain. As to 

the Remaining articles,mostly previsions,which are certified by 

the Surveyors as damaged in varying degrees', from 5 to 10$,which 

percentages’ are recommended to be allowed to the owner,the Un

derwriters say that they would raise no objection,although the 

manner of dealing with them is unusual,and as the usual practice 

is to have goods so damaged condemned and sold on Underwriters* 

account,they may well be pleased with such an extraordinary're
commendation,. But whether David Smith is equally satisfied is 

another question; if he knew his rights he probably would not be. 

It is unfortunate that matters of this sort are so seldom dealt 

with in a business-like manner;

20. Par.8.. With regard to the Camp schoolmaster,we had bettef 

leave it to Mr.Math67/s to put him in a house,as it appears that 

a spare one can be found without building one specially. The 

suggestion,however,that he should bring a young wife out,and, 

having to be everywhere but at home,that she should have an un

married shepherd as companion in his absence,is not one that 

would commend itself to everybody,
21. Par.10. Young Eae has several times written to me about 

going out,and I have promised him the first offer from the Colo

ny.
22. Par. 11. I do not suppose that the Board will raise any 

objection to the purchase of Mr.Blake's rams,but it is a point 

upon which they would have liked to be consulted had there been 

time. As they must be delivered in April in time for the season 

the Board's sanction could not have reached you until too late, 

but it is a pity that the matter was not mentioned earlier.

23. Par,13.. Ibwill endeavour to communicate with Havelock,but 
he may not. be in England just now. I can,however,ask Messrs..Col

lins of Dartmouth about him; I do not know whether he is married

or not.
24. Par.22 and 29., I will communicate with the Kosmos Coras'

to the want of third class accommodation on board the Sakkarah, 

and Mr.Schlottfeldt's rude note about her loading. I am sufprifc-
liable for Mc.Pher'son's passage,as he went 

had discontinued homeward cas
ed to see that we are

out in 1881,and I thought that we
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sages before that/ date. Please look up the agreements with shep

herds', and say when the alteration took place; they used to be in 

the Stanley safe.

25. Par.24, The coal taken by the Navy falls very short of 

their’ expected requirements', and it is to be hoped that they will 

not ask us to load ourselves up again,unless they intend to buy 

more next season.

26. Par-’.25. I think that the items of furniture you mention 

were what Miss Mathews undertook to get,but I will ask her.
27. Par.26. I shall not buy the standards from Rowell & Co 

who are only factors',not makers of fencing. Yfhatever they supply 

I can always get cheaper than they sell for from Bains,who are 

one of the firms who make for them. It is a pity that this is 

not more generally known..

28.. It has become a regular thing for people,to whom sums 

have been remitted through us,to write us that they want more; 

this is usually in connexion with the shipment of goods,with 

which we have nothing whatever to do,and although I have on some 

occasions relaxed our rule to oblige our friends on the other 

side,I cannot continue it. When remitters wish their payments 

increased if necessary*,they must say up to what limit we are to

• i

go,

29. Captain Patmore lately gave me particulars of the yacht

Reverie,which seemed to me to be admirably adapted for the Pilot

service,and I passed them on to the C.0.,remarking that she might 

answer for the West mail as well,though rather small.. I am told, 

however,that she does not answer the Governor's requirements,* 

Please say to him that if he would like me to look out for any

thing,! shall be much pleased to be of service.
30. There is an item of £221 for additions at the Dairy;, but 

the amount sanctioned was £200,- why'has this been exceeded? In

Buildings a number of small sums are transferred to Ijondon,which 

represent apparently repairs only and not additions,and should 

have been written 'off.. This'was also pointed out last year in 351-
over21,and your reply was,I think,that you thought that suxnsr

to be capitalised,quite an erroneous notion,as it was£80 were
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never intended to do that except in the case of permanent addi

tions , not repairs'.

31. 92-31 and 93-23. From correspondence enclosed you will 

see that -we have bought the Glengowan for 3400. I wished to in

clude the cargo,but this was not possible for the reason stated 

by the Salvage Association. Your course .however, is' clear'.. You a« 

must have a survey held on the cargo,to report what should be 

done with it in the interest of all concerned; this will be 

merely a matter of form,for of course it Cannot remain on board 

and will not be worth reshipping,so must be sold by auction. The 

best way of doing this will be to put it up in lots to be taken 

from on board at purchaser's risk and expense within a reasona

ble time; if there are no bidders you will have to buy it your

self, but it would be better to let someone else have a look in, 

if possible. Should we buy for a song,and the Underwriters sub

sequently object,we can always say that they are at liberty to 

have the cargo back again on paying our expenses; but I do not 

apprehend any difficulty on this score,as the Salvage Associati^’ 
say that they(the cargo Undrs.)have not moved in the matter-at 

all. Now as to the ship and the accounts, You will have under

stood that we do not recognize any distinction between the 

lays on account of the ship and the owners or underwriters,and 

accounts must be rendered as a whole,giving the account the 

name of "Wrecked ship Glengowan and those concerned”, The ac-

\
\ / »VA

\/
/
/
/

out-*

our

counts must be rendered afresh,and I would suggest youvmaking up 

the Cash account separately with interest up to the 31st Decem
ber of the year of the wreck,which I think takes in all payments >
then incorporate this with the General account up to that date, 

and charge interest at 5$ on the balance up to the date of your
receiving this,crediting the account with sales and interest 

the amounts from time to time,and with the £400 agreed on as' 

above,the balance to be paid by us on receipt of the account, 

which you will send to this office... As to MT.Curtse's question, 

v/e are not in a position to answer it until we decide whether 

can make any use of the hull ourselves; but there would be no 

harm in getting him to make an offer.

on

we

32'. I am pleased to be able to report that we have got a man
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f
named Blyth’ as Blacksmith^though not a Londoner,as it ".ms impos

sible to engage one except at exorbitant pay. It was my inten
tion to send him out as an ordinary Smith,leaving it to you to 

make him foreman if you wished; but on looking up all the cor
respondence I decided to act on the very strong expression of 

opinion given by you in reporting Chaplin's intention of leaving 

to the effect that you did not consider Ogilvie suitable for the 

foremanshfp,and engaged Blyth’as foreman on the rejected London 

terms',£160 per annum. I am aware that these are better' terms 

than we have given hitherto,but I am also aware of the dissatis

faction that has always been evinced by our Blacksmiths? when 

comparing their posts with those of the foreman Carpenters*,and I 

thought that the addition of £6 a year to the wages would be 

well spent'. I have seen Blyth this morning,and am much pleased 

with his appearance and manner; he has excellent testimonials, 

and I hope that you will find him an acquisition.

33. I am sorry that I have not been able to do more in the
lrmatter' of the R.C. Churh,,but from the enclosed correspondence you
h

will see that Boulton & Paul have been dilatory throughout,and 

that it was only a few days ago that I got an answer from them. I

hardly see what else I can do at present; if it is decided to 

accept B.&.p.'s tender I have no doubt they will do the thing 

well,for they make a speciality of this sort of building,and I 

could not make use of their design in asking for tenders from 

any other firm,even if I knew of one that would be likely to do 

the work better,which I do not..

34. As to the Assembly Room,I forvarded a tender from a Swed

ish firm last mail,and have since got from them an amended est-* 

imate for galvanized iron walls',which I enclose. I could not do 

any good by cabling,as I had sent the plan to Bains,and their 

tender only came in this morning. It seems to me that they are 

the people to go to; the specification is clearer than the others 

and the price given much lower. I wonder at this,as the Swedes 

have the reputation of cutting under British firms for this sort 

of work.. You will see that I did not ask Bains for a tender for 

wooden walls,as they are more especially iron people. For this
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work I am as much inclined, to fancy the Scotchmen as 1 am Boul
tons for the Churdh work; each building is in the special line 

of those two firms,respectively-,and I do not think that either 

would do the other' so well or so cheaply.

1 an,-Sir,
your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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CLljrr4)-itiUlitith Jtalaufts (Imu^any.
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.

0 A
Supplementary mail 
via Lisbon.
870.

I&' c /?
/'V/SS.7th May,N?

Sit,
My- last despatch was dated the 19th ult and I have since re-• >

ceived your noV.94,which arrived on the 29th ult.,with enclosures 

in order,except that the Statement on accounts and Mr*.Mathews9s 

letter' of 29th March did not arrive until the 2nd inst. Your ca

ble of 5th from Montevideo arrived on that day,announcing the
shipment of-1000 bales per Neko.

2. 94-4. The indents for the Thetis are coming in unnecessar

ily earlyAs regards coal,you have no doubt explained that tl® 

question of-supplying a cargo is practically in the hands of the 

/ \ farmers themselves,and that if they wish for a direct shipment

\

.■

from England they have only to combine to make up a sufficient 

quantity. Further,that we do not consider'it expedient,or in the 

least incumbent upon us,to run the risk of spoiling a quantity 

of fine goods by<taking on board a part cargo of coal,which 

not but be detrimental to everything else. I suggest for your 

consideration whether we might not make an arrangement with 

Capt.Thomas for coal,if he could give a low enough freight by 

the Orchid...

5. Par.5. It really does not matter what number of bales

/

can-

you
instruct, us to insure,as long as you give the value per bale,ex
cept that it is a sort of guide to us as to what cargo to ex

pect.. The insurance is not declared until we have the Bills or 

Lading.

4. Par.6. We shall,of course,be content to do anything the 

Governor wishes as regards making the telephone line serviceable 

with out risk of constant breakages; Paterson & Cooper did not 
say that they could supply the discs,and I question if they 

made any,-. I propose to write to the Telegraph Department of the
ever

A.E,Bai11on,Esq • >

Managed,
Stanley*.
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Post Office for advice. You do not say over what length of line 

the breakages have occurred,but from your estimate of the cost I 

judge that you afe thinking of some four miles of underground 

wire,which I should hardly think would be necessary-. Mention of 

the telephone reminds me to say that this improvement should 

have been transferred to London in making up the accounts,as far 

as it has gone,and that the Government,having paid up their pro

portion apparently,up to a certain time,should now be asked to 

contribute at least monthly- half- of whatever- you may be spend
ing,. It was not part of our arrangement that we should advance 

the Government’s share of the cost for months and years,
5. par,7, I hope that you have told the Governor the suggest

ion I made lately as to the West Falkland mail,and assured him 

that the conveyance of the bags’ across country was always most 

unsatisfactory, Ke had better not touch the collection ox pi ed

uce, or rely upon it to any extent,because the differential 

freight by the steamers which we charge in the case of cargo 

brought in by outsiders' would arpply,and unless people happen to 

be in a great hurry and are willing to pay anything,they would 

be unlikely to give the mailboat much support,besides which we 

should not like to appear to be funning in competition with the 

Government, The most feasible plan,I consider,would be to try

decent subsidy,and run the mail with our own vessels,this 

subsidy being provided by the abolition of the three-weekly- ser

vice by the Kosmos, If he Is in favour of three outward steamers

only- oer annum,surely he would not object to the number being 
d

reuced from eight to six,if*it were pointed out that the latter* 

is- the minimumnumber that would suit importers, I thought that 

the increased number of callings' was arranged for in the inter-

for a

est of the poor,struggling,down-trodden private importers'.

6., With regard to buildings,If he Is willing to profit by the 

experience of older hands than himself,you might point out that 

while theoretically a stone building is the best to erect there 

practical difficulties in the way of damp stone,the greatare
difficulty of procuring really fresh sand,except at great ex- 

pense,the cost of lime,if the walls are to be burlt throughout
risk of damp creeping up the walls,and a host ofwith mortar,the



other'pitfalls,of which knowledge is only gained by experience'. 

To look at it practically,I should advise him^ to enquire how 

many stone houses there are in Stanley,not excepting Government 
House,in which paper can be put on the walls without falling off 

or discolouring in a short time,and whether' it is not a fact 

that such houses are for the most part damp and unhealthy' to 

live in. As regards stability they have,naturally",an advantage, 

but that has not much relation to comfort or healthiness.

7. Par.9. You do not give particulars'of the Navy Bill for 

£830.-19/.,and we do not,therefore,know whether the small charges 

for moving hulks have been settled on your side or not...

8. Par.2. You certainly cannot insure live stock under the 

Coasting policies,which are for goods at a fixed rate,but I am 

making enquiries about the possibility of doing such insurances, 

and shall have an answer in time to report.
9. The Board confirm my last despatch,and with regard to Mr. 

Pell's application I am to say that they regret that they cannot 
give him the renewal he asks for in the names o± himseli and his

they do not consider themselves justified in alienating 

the island,which it may be convenient to occupy ourselves sooner 

or later;, at the same time I do not think that when the time ax — 

rives they*will wish to turn the old man out,if he still wishes

/

\ /v sons,as
F\// \

to live on 31eaker.
10. The Royal Insurance Co.have written about the provision 

in the Fire Brigade Ordinance relating to a forced contribution 

by all Companies doing business in the Islands... They say" that 

is not,to their knowledge,any precedent for such an im

post, in any Colony they' afe connected with,and they have decided 

to meet it by charging a corresponding increase in the rates. I

there

see that at a meeting of Council you refrained from expressing
did not know what the Fire Insurance -'.Companiesan opinion,as you 

would think of it. It is rather surprising that you did not see
most affected by' the propos- 

did not give it the most unqualified opposi-
local Ordinance can bind a 

in England,excepting as regards the busi- 

Colony by their agent.Our insurances' ar'e done

that you personally were the person

ed tax,and that you
It cannot be pretended that ation.

Fire Insurance Company 

ness done in the
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here.and the policies do not leave London; about these the Gov
ernment cannot get any information,and have no right to enquire, 

consequently the tax will not fall upon us,or upon anyone insur

ing out of the Colony,while it is presumed that you as agent for 

the Royal will be called upon for a return of all policies is

sued by you. Therefore,any insurer wishing to escape the one- 

eighth per cent will only have to give you the go-by,do his in

surance out of the Colony1,and escppe the tax,while you will suf
fer a corresponding reduction in your commission. Apart from 

this,the principle seems unjust; one man, say-,prudently insures' 
his house for £500,and is fined 12/6d.for doing so,while his*' 

more reckless neighbour runs his own risk,and pays nothing to

wards the maintenance of the engine._ If’ there were a tax on all 

householders in Stanley who do not insure theif premises,it 

would seem more equitable.

11. I shall have much pleasure in reporting tothe Board on 

Monday the improved state of the Store accounts as regards debts 

due by customers,and I should now like you to turn your atten
tion to the question of allowing our own servants to get into 

and remain in our debt,which seems to be a fixed principle with 

some of them,but is one that should be dealt with with a strong 

hand. I may refer,in passing,to Chaplin,who was always over head 

and ears in debt to the last,but was able to come home with a 

cheque on us for £175,to say nothing of the loose cash he had in 

his pocket. The most glaring case is that of Noble,whose balance 

of account with us* on the 51st December for the last five years'’ 

has been £31,£58,£49,£125,£140 against him. I have not said much 

about this hitherto,because I am aware that he is spending money 

on the praiseworthy object of educating his children; but there 

is a limit to all things,and,as you know,I succeeded last year, 
at some personal trouble,in getting him the chance of reducing 

expenses from £144 to £100 per annum,besides passing his boys' 
over to his' relations,who are locking after them gratuitously.

He did not avail himself- of the chance,and has not written as he 

promised to do. How to deal with him must be left to you,perhaps1 

through Mr.Mathews; but I may say from here that you must charge

him interest on his account,and that unless some arrangement Is 

voluntarily-made by him to reduce his expenses and get out of-
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debt,we shall sooner or l&ter refuse to continue the monthly 

payments of £12 to Mrs.Booth on his account.. In addition to this' 
debt,we have been asked to collect the enclosed draft on him by 

the Bradford Manufacturing Company for goods bought in 1895,pre

sumably when he was in England. This seems to show a reckless

ness almost amounting to dishonesty,for he must have known at 

the time that he was too much involved to be able to meet out

side accounts like this. I have told the people that from what I 

know of hi:s circumstances I cannot hold out hopes of- immediate 

payment,to which they- have replied that they are willing to take 

instalments, It is the idea that the Company,as employers,can 

safely be reckoned upon to make over advances' on account of wag

es that I want you to drive out of the heads of those Yrtio pos

sess it,and you must use every means In your power to do this.

12. You still keep up the cost of fencing,including carriage 

and the labour of laying down and erecting at £80 per mile; this 

fairly correct as long as I was in the Colony; but with the 

/ reduction in the price of materials it will be worth while look

ing into the quest!on,with the assistance of Mr.Mathews,and see

ing whether the valuation ought not to be reduced.

12.. Our insurance broker has reported that he has not yet 

come across anyone who would be disposed to take up the mortal-

was£$

\ /
t ' ~%
\

/

ity risk for live stock in local vessels,but that if'he meets
would entertain it }i€ will letwith any underwriter later' on who 

us know; at all events it will be very-high,as this sort of risk

is not liked.
14. At the wool sales on the 4th inst.we got -wretched prices',

and a quantity of our wool was bought in.. This makes it look bad 

for this year’s accounts.
15> The result of the two shipments of live sheep that have 

to Deptford have been disastrous3,prices having run, I am in

formed, from 25/.to 27/,,but it is hoped that a shipment by the 

Inca,which is coming to Liverpool will show a better return.lt 

is fortunate for us that we did not rush into this1;

I am,Sir,
your- obedient servant,

come

Managing Director.
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CLljr Jhtlkkutft Jtaliuubi (Cmujwmi.
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.

r(// s/Y y v/.y/y r/ - 'S/j/y-/’6'/, -
/*/• Sakkarah. r /?sw.N? 51st/ May yomcoiu&c

Sir,
Since writing you per Supplementary nail on the 7th ins t .your 

despatch no..95 has arrived,but only came to hand this morning, 
the office having been closed yesterday for- the 3ank Holiday: it 

will,therefore,.be only possible to write a hurried and incomplete 

reply by this opportunity..

2. Pars. 1 and 16.'. It seems strange that when you read such a

manifestly- absurd message' as ”820 casks or: bales” in relation to

the Glengowan,you did not search the code for a word similar to
/r

”Squancio”,which you would have found in”Sguancio”,i.e. if you
Y

have not sold,as cabled;you would have then seen that this ag

reed with my remark in 363^4,which you had before you,that the 

purchase was ”subject to your not having yet acted on Mr.Ince’s 

advice,and sold by auction.”It is satisfactory•to find that you 

are awaiting the mail with the confirmation of the cable,as it 

took definite instructions for rendering the account..

3. Par.2. Messrs.Spearing & Waldron tell me that the Inca’s* 
sheep have met a better market at Liverpool,and have brought 
something over 50/,

Par.5. I cannot find in this office that we have ever sent 
, out any dip from Fenner’s,and I think it most unlikely; but I

If it is in casks or drums there must be number's 

on them, and you might find that something has been sent to Bald

win by mistake,which may not have been missed in Stanley,Spirits 

of tar,for instance'. This reminds me that Calverts have enquired 

lately as to the results obtained from the Carbolic dip they 

supplied free,as an experiment,and which you reported lost,I 

think;., this might be worth while following up. You may remember 

that some years ago,we sent out some ingredients for making up a

4.

/
$\ will ask them.\

\

\/

A.E.Baillon,Esq *.»

Manager,.
Stanley.
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mixture with Cooper'S dip, of which particulars 

Mfc.Williamson.,and if 

that may give -the 

/aulae or directions
5. par,6.

shearing contract is 

intended

\ latter,the price
6. Par.13.

about the New Zealand 

not understood,as I do not 
from here 

the returns how 

sune that there is 

Co's account.

7. Par.14.

^Tare supplied by 

procured from Fenner*gj 

some of Williamson's for*-

some of these v/ere 

explanation.. Perhaps 

nay be found among the papers at Daryin. 
points in the

not explained,that is whether

/
One of the most important/■'

proposed 

the dollar is 

about l/6d..pr 4/2d. If the
v

as "national inoney", that is\
seems high,

V.Te shall be glad to have Mr.3lake’s explanation

responsibility is
any idea expressed 

on the subject as regards yourself, i do not see by 

nany of the surplus 50

rams. Your disclaimer- of
see that there was

are alive now,and I as- 

any of them on Pyne &no chance of selling

There is nothing nore to be done about the Pass of 

Balmaha,as the matter is closed;
sociation said therecan be 

Scougall authority to draw

but from what the Salvage As- 

no doubt that they did give Capt*
upon them..

. The clause about delivering 40 tons per-weather 

escape me,but it could not be altered,and

any question arises it will be incun- 

he could deliver that quanti-

As the coal
on board a hulk,there can hardly be a 

coal over-the side
men could do any necessary trimming with

8. Par.25

working day did not

you must remember that if

bent on the Captain to prove that

ty,but was prevented by our inability to receive it. 

is assumed to be received

que-Ertion that as the work of putting the
rests with the ship our 

that quantity.

8. Par. 2 7. No doubt Ogilvie is an excellent workman,but as 

you gave your opinion in very strong terns that he was unfit to
be foreman the nev/- man has been specially engaged as such,and 

the £2 per' month is allowed for in the increased wages,so will
not be given in addition. Under the old arrangement,when both
Smiths were on equal terms as regards wages,the foreman got £154 

a yeaf,and the new man gets an advance of £6 on this. He is en

titled, of course,tio the extra pay for ships,as before*,

9... Par.29. I will attend to the indents from Mr.Packe and the
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Assembly-Rooms; some extra parts suggested by Benetfinks ar© 

going this nail for the skates,no list having been received from 

Stanley.
10. I have no doubt that the Board villi be exceedingly pleas* 

ed to receive payment for the coals on hand; I suppose you have 

retained a sufficient quantity for our own use.

11. Par. 31. The question of Mr.Gorton's salary-will be laid 

before the Board.
12. Par. 33. I assumed that there must be an average Bond in 

the case of the Ramses,and you could not help signing it.

12. Par.34. I 7/111 attend to the matter of the R.C.Chapel 

vi-hen I have got rid of the nail.
13. It Yri.ll be a pity if Captain Rees does not bring the The

tis hone himself . I suppose that care Trill be taken to screv; the 

ship thoroughly,so as to endeavour to take all the y/6o1.

14. Par.30. Mr.Pack© is under a misapprehension about the 17 

bales or wool,which were not lost,but damaged. We have been in 

communication with the Brokers about this,and last week heard 

that the Underwriters v/ould pass the claim through,and that v/e 

should recover the expenses of v/hich you sent an account'. You 

ought also to have sent a specification or the original bales 

and numbers,so that the neY/ bales could have been, identified,and 

then the Brokers could have given a certificate of sound value; 

but for 7/ant of this no claim on the difference of value could 

be made,and 7/e had to do the best v/e could Y/ith the materials at

disposal.. After all,the washed wool probably fetched more 

than it v/ould have done originally,so that there cannot have 

been much harm done.,. This y/oo1 was included in the lot sold in 

March.. There are tY/o Y/ays of dealing Y/ith wool that has got ov-

our

erboard; either dry and rebale at the station,sending an account 
be recovered,or to have it surveyed,condemned,andof expenses to

sold by auction,the latter being the cleaner job,and therefore 

to be recommended. In either case,a protest,or statement made by

a Captain or person in charge,and always certified to by your- 

Lloyd's Agent,should accompany the papers.. As regardft 

produce coming forward, in the case of Y/ool*ufidef

’•amount11 state so much a bale; I have already said that the

self as
the advice of
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act number of' bale# is not* material,until -they are actually 

shipped,as the declaration on the open policy- is made when we 

get the Bill of Lading.
15. I cannot send you the annual Report by- this mail,as the 

General Meeting will not take place until the 13th‘ June; but I 

may mention that the dividend recommended is £0$..

16. I have to report that Mr.G.L.Harding has been accepted as 

surety for his brother,end has signed the Fidelity Bond.
17. I regret to say that enquiries as to Mr.Havelock's per

sonal character' have not been answered satisfactorily; We learn 

that although a smart man at his work,he is anything but a res

pectable character-,having deserted his family,and generally gone 

to the bad. Under the circumstances I suppose that you will take 

on someone temporarily,until the Board decide whether to send 

out an assistant or not.

13. The Kosnos Co.have made a further reduction in the pas-* 

sages of Chaplin and Mc.Pherson,and with regard to your cork* 

plaint about the shipment of Dettleff's wool they say that room 

had been engaged,and that it had to be taken.-. Copy of their let

ter is enclosed,and I do not think that we could follow up the 

subject with any advantage to ourselves.

19. Kir.G.L.Harding has been good enough to get me some in*- 

formation about "game guards”,the technical name of the bird 

scarers used in Scotland,and a friend of his has supplied the 

enclosed rough sketch. Mr.Harding has also assisted me by giving 

me an introduction to Mr.Curra,of the Engineer-in-Chief*s De-

with whom I lately had a conversation,and 

from him I got a copy of the Departmental circular relating to 

the subject. I cannot learn where they are to be obtained; but 

the opinion seems to be that they can be made'in Stanley very 

cheaply,and that pieces of flat tin painted white would do. 20 

to 30 yards apart is suggested as a suitable distance,and stress 

is laid on the necessity of soldering the wires that hang 6n th6 

line to it,as friction would soon wear it out.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant*

Managing Director*,

partment at the G.P.O •»
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y/y ( / '• Su/rrr/// ?r/ • //'/re/..

INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851

fjy, <•
Fer Supplementary 

mail via Lisbon. 
872.N? -S&StaLs.18th June,-O/yy/sr/7 ^ c__

Sit,

The Soar'd confim ny last despatch dated the 31st ult, since
which date we have no further' despatches'. The Nek'o arrived 

the 3rd•inst.

2.. With reference to your suggestion, as to Mr.Gorton’s sal- 

ary-,the 3oard have decided to grant him an. advance of £10 per 

annum.

on

3. On the 4th inst.the following cable arrived:Laura

Nordbyfano Submissive",which until explained is a puzzle, 

idently relates to the Laura of TJordbyfano,but the v/ord "Submis

sive is not in the Al code. I sent it to Lloyd’s’-,who could not 

understand it,but the word in their code I understand denotes 

a vessel’s tonnage;

It ev-

I also consulted Scott’s and Watkins’s 

codes,and found that in one of them it means "will sail in a 

fortnight". The only guess I can make is that it has come to the
wrong address., I may mention that the cable sent about American 

ships some time ago did not come from this office,and I 

that for some reason Lloyd’s must have sent it through Humphreys 

instead of their Agent in Montevideo;, 
cei'ved the message,"Haurs Aporcizia

assume

On the 16th inst.we re- 

rees george"; the first word 

I would have had repeated,but found on enquiry that it must mean 

Itauri,the new Kosmos steamer.

4. James Burgess is entitled to a pension,but you have omit

ted again to send a record of his services. You should remember 

that in every case this Is an absolute necessity,to enable the 

Board to decide the amount to be given.

5, With regard to the question of claims for damaged wool,I 

must modify to a certain extent the advice given in my last. You

A. 3.3ai 1 l'on, Esq 

Manager,
•)

Stanley.
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should act in every- case- with a view ho protecting the interests 

of the underwriters' as yrell as the ovmer’ of the damaged proper

ty, bearing in mind that the object 'of■insuring is not to give 

the latter a profit on. over•insurance,but merely-to indemnify 

him against actual loss;. Although to have damaged wool condemned 

and sold would be quite legal,I can see,from conversations T 

have had with our Brokers and others,that it might not be e^nped- 

ient,for the reason that the underwriters would be sure to have 

it out of us,sooner or later, in the shape of increased premiums. 
When it can be done at the original port of shipment,you should 

always advise wetted bales to be taken ashore,and dried,as in 

the case of Mr.Packed at Port Louis; but it is of great import- 

to forward the original shipping weights,because the wool 

would naturally lose weight in washing and drying,and this loss 

of weight the Underwriters are bound to make good,as well as the 

incurred in making the Yfool merchantable. As Mr.Packe

ance

expenses
carefully refrained from sending us the original weights he 

stands to lose by the omission,and only receives the amount of 

the expenses. Should, hoYf ever,the damage occur in Stanley Har

bour,where facilities for storing and drying the wool are not 

available,and where,also,there may be expected to be some compe

tition,and still further,should the accident happen at the be

ginning of winter,when no drying weather may be expected for 

several months,then,if in your judgment as Lloyd's Agent,you de

cide that the interests of the Underwriters would be equally

v^ell served by a sale outright,no objection would be raised to
of this kind are intelligently dealtits taking place,., If cases 

with,with an evident view to protecting the interests of all 

concerned,Underwriters are not hard people to deal with. I do

in elucidation of the ques-not think that I can say any more

tion.
6, Although the Board have not definitely made a pronounce-*

of shearing by contract,it occurs to me that 

let another mail go by without giving 

consent to the arrangement proposed to be made 

in Buenos Ayres,especially as those Directors

ment on the subject

it will not be right to 

their provisional 

v/ith a contractor
I have spoken about it are willing to have the e-peri-to Yrtiom
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i nent/ ■tried. If,therefore,you do not receive a cancelnen-t of '-this 

permission by cable,you nay consider’ that it is approved of. In 

my letter to I®.Mathews I an raising various questions,and will 
not repeat myself in this despatch; but you 7/ill,of course,read 

and act upon it. It v/ill be desirable to get Messrs,F.L.Hum

phreys & Co.as our agents to sign theagreenent in the Plate,.

7, There appear to have been amendments from time to time to 

the Scab Ordinance,to which you do not appear to have called at
tention. Many of them are probably harmless,but this cannot be 

said of the reduction of time during which sheep should be con

sidered infected,nor of the period necessary to pass before a 

clean certificate is granted.. Seeing that a lengthy time of pro

bation was the cardinal point insisted upon by all those who

instrumental in getting the Ordinance passed,an explanation 

should have been given of the reasons for the alteration,and,if1' 

you did not object,why you elected to be silent,. We rather'as

sume here that it was done in the interests of some of Goldswor

thy's little friends,and that,perhaps,at the time it was impos

sible to oppose it,though this is hardly credible,. Anyhow,you 

should recognize the fact that it is your positive duty,in de-

of and for the protection of the Company,to move 1 or a re

stitution of1 the periods originally prescribed,and this is the

were

fence

important just now,since we are unfortunately in the posi

tion of having more than one unclean neighbour;. In such an ener-
Should we

more

personal feeling must stand aside,if'it exists.
immunity,you would regret to feel 

certain extent responsible for it. It would

gency
get scab,after so many years 

that you were to a 

be very desirable to 

though you probably know his views already1..
elucidate the matter of Fugellie's

confer with Mr.Mathews on this subject,al-

ac-In order' to help to 

counts,you had better ask 

with the result to give you an
last fev/ years, You might say that we 

for it,but to enable us to 

an act of courtesy if they v/ill do as you ask.

all the farmers who have had dealings 

account of money paid him during 

have no right to ask 

settle with Rowell we shall esteem it

\

■ i

/ ^ the%
fi

i/

lam,Sir,
your obedient servant,

Managing
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CLljfr j-aiklitni'i 3taiattf>$ (Lmupamj.
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851

f /p \ ^ , v
/// c S'/s/rf r//r/r/r a ///rr/

Per Ammon. 7 ' ;r
ii th July,_____N? s'/"// .r a.873.

Sir,.

Since writing per Supplementary mail on the 18th ult.your 

despatches nos.96 and, 97 have arrived,the former on the 24th 

ult.and the latter yesterday. No further cables have arrived.
2. 96-3. Of course we do^ not want Mr.Anson to get goods from 

any firms but those he approves of,and I merely pointed out that 

the prices paid Lipton were-in some cases excessive; but the 

point on which I want an understanding is whether he want& us to 

give directions to shippers or whether he will do it himself,for 

it is absurd that we should both be taking the trouble,and 1 

think we are really capable of carrying out any wishes he may

express. *:
3. Par.5. We are very sorry to hear of Capt.Rees's bad 

health,and by the later despatch that his case is so serious 

that he has to come home by mail.

4. Par.10. Automatic mac&ines are,as you know,in general use 

in England,and I have not heard that any County Council has fcb** 

jected to their being placed within reach of the pufciio. We do

not expect to make a fortune out of them,and they will not 

to our dividend; they were,in fact,sent more by way of educating 

the rising generation,who could not,until their arrlval^have 

known the meaning of the expression "put a penny in the slot,”
We may pass <&+which is shocking when you come to think of it 

er the suggestion of their being "infra dig.” as ridiculous. A 

Colonial Store should always be ready to sell anything,from a

• •

needle to an anchor, or from a cargo of coal to a pennyworth of- 

sweets. Xt is certainly wrong to leave out stock in one year for 

the benefit of the next; rank cookery in fact.
5. Par. 12 and 97-12. The decision of the Board with regard to

A.E.BailIon,Esq • f

Manager,Stanley %



Bleaker Island was communicated to you in reply to Mr.Pell's ap- 

£ plication,and you were,of course,expected to pass it on.

6. When Mr.Blake was here I forgot to ask him about his Jam, 

but as the ThStis's indents will soon be coming in no doubt he 

will indent for what he wants.
7. Par.16. We have not had time to go into the question of 

the Perseverance's goods since receiving your further explanati

ons, and the papers are with the Insurance Broker; but I am al

most sure that there were other goods besides the flour that
certified for allowance in full. Anyone who remembers the 

Sangreal wreck in 1874 would tell you that we dealt with thous

ands of bags,many of which had been under water for days,and

that the contents of most were preserved by a thin skin of paste
flour

that was formed with the water all round the bag,the ©entente 

to the extent of 7/8th having been sound. It is not sufficient 

to write to me that the Storekeeper managed to sell the bags by 

private contract; you should have given a certificate to that 

effect,and signed it as Lloyd's Agent: I have said over and over 

again that your signature in that capacity smooths away- all dif

ficulties, while the absence of it,in even the most trivial mat-
them

ters,is likely to lead to d&^ieuitiee. We will make another at

tempt to get a settlement,but we may be met with the same answer

were

as before.
8. Par.18. The Certificate with reference to the Welsh coal 

sent to the Accountant-General of the Navy,but we have not 

yet received a remittance from that Official,who is most dilato

ry in all his dealings.
Par.23. When you say that you must now inform us' that you 

supplied the Biene with coal ex Glengowan,do you mean to let us 

infer that you had hitherto concealed the transaction? Probably 

not; but the expression reads oddly; It was a little untimely, 

for I think we should otherwise have got the whole for a few

was

9.

pounds; but I think that we have not been rash in buying the 

whole lot for £100,as you will see by the copies of letters en
closed. In writing to the Salvage Association I was uncertain 

had or had not mentioned this sale to them or
difficulty; the Board think that if you

whether you 

Lloyd's,and so was in a
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have not already made a remittance for the sale you should do 

so,as it would hardly be fair on our part to make an offer to 

include it,knowing that it had taken place. If,as you now suggest 

for the first timejCapt.Lubke’s report was meant to act as a 

blind,some surprise has been expressed at the Board that you did 

not test it by burning a small quantity of the coal in the Sis- 

sie or the boiler on shore. After accepting our offer,and thus 

making us the absolute possessors of the ship and cargo for 

£500»an official from -the Salvage Association came to see me,and 

asked whether we should be prepared to assess the value of the 

gear at so much,and re-sell them the hull and the coal#,telling 

me at the same time that there were other people nibbling at it.

I replied that I could not attempt myself to make the valuation 

her'e,and that as the property was in your hands it was impossl- 

ble to say whether you had parted with any of it or not,but that 

I did not look upon the hull as being of much value to uS,as it 

would cost us too much to fit her up,and we might be tempted by 

a good offer. The position is this;-we are absolute owners of 

the whole,can we do better for ourselves by separating the sound 

from the cindered coal,and selling the former as chances arise, 

sell the whole lot,ship and cargo as they lie,to some 

who will take them away from Stanley, (this is most import- 

ant)or shall we let the Salvage Association have them back again 

retaining the gear ashore,and if so at what price,again stipu— 

lating that under no circumstances is she to remain in the Colo

ny? If they would spring to £400,which would be equivalent to 

taking the gear at £100,would that pay us,or could you do 

better with Curtze? It occurs to me that as the Salvage Associa

tion are not likely to speculate in the property' if they do not 

see their way clear to a big prof it, there may be more value in 

it than we think,and,if so,we are in a position to take advant-

or can we

one

our

age 6f it. You need not reply off hand,but reserve what you have 

to say until the direct mail; this will give you time to sound 

Curtze, Prom your personal inspection of the coal,are you of op

inion that there is a large proportion of cinder? With regard to
very well rendered,too well for the Sal-the accounts,they are
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vage Association,who you till see asked for a reduction of the 

chargealthough they did not press their' request when I declined 

to accede to it; but they have the blemish of not having been 

signed,a blemish that is characteristic of many documents from 

your office just now. An account-current should always be signed 

by the firm rendering it,and in this case it would have been 

proper for Mr.Harding to sign as for the Company,and for you to 

countersign as Lloyd’s agent,as you could hardly do it in both 

capacities*
10. Par.25. Prom correspondence enclosed you will see that I 

have definitely ordered the R.C.Church from Boulton & Paul,hop* 

ing preferred to wait until the priests had had an opportunity 

of commenting on the papers lately sent out# The matter of the 

match boarding is in suspense,pending an estimate to be obt$,&nfe&

* *

from our timber' Brokers.
11. Par.28. I have had enquiries made about Mr.Packe's weight 

said to be missing,but am not aware of any reply having been 

received. If there is anything to be said,it will be in Remarks 

on Stores; subjects of this kind ought to be kept out of th& 

despatches.
12. 97-2. When the assessment was made for the Land Tax 

dually,I demurred to the round estimate of 700,000 acres always 

applied to Lafonia,and asked that Mr.Bailey might measure £% Up 

on the system applied to the rest of the islands,with the

that he made it much less. This included the Islands,and to thg 

best "of my recollection we paid the tax on the whole,and 

bur tenants with an acreage that I fixed myself. You ought to 

have compared the new measurements adopted when the assessment 

was mad0 in connexion with the scab Ordinance,and seen that we

not unfairly dealt with. It is true that there was no tax 

certain sections which had been renewed at double rent-
clear ly defined* As the case stands

were

paid on
al,but those acreages were 

at present,we are rated on our traditional acreage,whereas we
ascertained on the same system as'ought to pay only on the area

which all other measurements are takeiv You ought notthat on 

to let this question iest.
X3* Par.3. You must not take any more insurances of the kind



reported in Cull's case. You have accepted a premium of SO/.on 

♦ £100 insuring wool which is neither to ouT consignment ndr with 

London as its destination,while our open policies are for wool 
"to our consignment or for which we are responsible*1 ,and with 

London as the port of discharge,and this lot is going to Ham
burg. It is not clear why Cull pays the premium on wool which he 

has sold to Nilsson,but this is not our affair. The proper peo
ple to hold the policy are the consignees. We shall take out a 

special policy in this case.
14. Par.7. You must lie low and say nothing as long as you
about the Coinage Act,but if the question is raised you 

ought to point out as strongly as possible to the Governor that 

Colony*from its peculiar circumstances,ought to be exempted.
It. would be most awakward for us;but we might make it disagree-

—*=■2.—

the Government and others. For instance,you should tell

can

our

able for
the Governor that one of the first results bill be that we -shall

£7300 if! "to ifefet tfte Oroira fa&tJ

tfrf

0'
'

f Q>X; annual cj,rc£te upon them,af&& that l£h6ll bt> tefy stridt
about all money-we receive the 0^9© ^t<*P©5 &

ask them to provide

course it will hit us hardesttoy ^ zitfWK d# biyff
I think that the application of the A$t mop \ Ooat
of exporting gold would be very large,for both freight and in- 

would have to be paid,and we should have to ^st&blifchsurance
measures by which the loss would be equally borne by all tho$s£ 

who depend upon us for their payments. The Mint pay shipping ©x~
silver exported,because they make a thump** 

its coinage; I have had no time to enquire,but it
penses and freight on 

ing profit on
inconceivable that they would give the same facilities foris

the export of gold.,
is singular that you have not taken in the 

Admiralty letter of 6th January and my despatch
15. Par. II.. It

meaning of the
865-3,with reference to the payment of fees for moving coa-l

canriot have done,or you would never have senthulks,which you
the certificate from Captain Gamble to enable us to obtain pay-

be plainer than the following: -ment of the fee here. What can 

H###it might be as well for you to 

tativesjto see that the course

instruct your local represen-
arranged foi* is followed in future



viz: -that any fees charged by the Colonial Government for per

mission to move the hulks are paid locally' by H.M.Ships,as was 

distinctly provided in letter of 29 July,1897,C.P.6832”? A copy 

of the letter containing the above was sent you on the 25th of 

January last. At present we have not been able to recover from 

the Admiralty any one of the fees charged.

16. Par.13. With regard to the minutes of the Council having 

been scantily entered,! may remark that it is in the power of 

any member to raise an objection when they are read.
17. Par.15. We do not want an overvaluation of the fencing, 

and your attention was directed to the subject because both the 

original cost here and the contract price for putting it up have 

been lowered within the last few years. It can hardly be a dif

ficult matter to go into the figures,and ascertain whether the 

£80 does or does not represent an Inflated value,taking freight 

and all expenses-into consideration.
18. Par..18. The broken machinery shall have attention. As I 

write the Itauri has been reported from Dover,and is to dock at

7 tonight.
19. With regard to a remark by the Governor exaggerating the 

cost of your house,I may mention that it cost in all £5500,as 

can be seen in the accounts.
20. The date of the shipment of the Walker’ Creek press ought 

to have been given,and the want of it caused much searching of 

invoices and old despatches. I found it eventually; but you 

should remember in future that these dates are of service when 

any repairs or additions are asked for.
thanful that Mrs.Robson gave specific directions as 

husband's tombstone,including the name of the firm from
•to be ordered,for the cost seems huge. A photograph

21. I am

to her’

which it was

is enclosed.
22.1 enclose a copy of a 

whose objection to the

letter received from Mr.Rowe11,as to 

Result accounts we have not heard from 

think that he has a good deal of 

transfer of Fugellie's account had
loss of the yawl,and the latter's- 

Rowell,all would have been well. I am

lately. I am inclined toyou
right on his side; if the
been made some time before the 

account had been sent to
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not
able to say anything about the arrangement between you as you

A
9 have not reported the details; but it does seem hard that he 

should have had no intimation of the way Fugellie was going on, 
if the management of the vessel was left in your hands,and you 

knew that the man was misconducting himself.-. You will observe
that I make use of the word "if".

23. In further reference to the muddled papers relating to 

the claim for loss on the Perseverance,I am afraid that nothing 

Can be done until we get the missing links supplied. It appears 

that some of the damaged goods were certified as having lost a 

certain percentage of value,while others were totally lost o? 

unaccounted for,and that in each line the two added together aft** 

Count for the full quantity as supplied by the invoice. $6 take 

©ne instance out of many as an illustration,there were 1 doa. 
tins Ground rice invoiced, of which 9 were certified to •hh.Ve lost 

T'lS&.and the claim states 9 to be allowed at this rate^whil? 5 

are claimed for in full.. The average stater says he wants to 

know what became of the three; if lost,hoW»and why if the Vessel 

was floated and brought in there was anything totally lost,un
overboard. The survey report gives h°less they were thrown 

dication of this. All this should have been set out and certi
fied by you as Lloyd’s agent. You will now know what you have tt> 

supply in order to put us in a position to make the claim,and I 

may mention that although it must now go forward ih thd way It 

was begun,if you had had the whole condemned and sold by aufttio* 

where there was any damage at all,the Underwriters would }w.V&

paid up without trouble,and that in a case like this it would 

have been better if you had studied the interests p.f QUr
those of the Underwriters. I return the papers foras opposed "to 

alteration.
24.in a statement of claim for lost and broken bottles or flasks

the Underwriters,and,un-of whisky per Ramses,which is made on 

less I am 

fall between two

mistaken,neither signed nor certified,we shall,I fear, 

stools,through the quantity'missing and broken 

separately stated*. The owners will not be resnot having been
ponsible for breakage,while the Underwriters will dispute the

able to report further on this by nextpilferage. I shall be



!
mail. Meanwhile,to meet, ajpossible objection that it would be 

# difficult to distinguish between broken and missing flasks,I may 

suggest that if the necks with corks in had been counted it 

would have given an account of the former that could not be dis
pute.

I am, Sir',
your obedient servant,

Managing Director*
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CLljtr Jj-alhhtnit 3slam>»s
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.

• ' O’ /, '/s/ss/rs f', (
V ;

jfcr Itauri. C €?■ /
23rd August., ... _-/<#£? 8875.

Sir,

Since writing you on the 30th ult.your despatches 99 and 100 

have come to hand,on the 6th and 19th inst.respectively",the for
mer having brought duplicate of 98. The Tanis delivered the mail 
yesterday morning,having made an unusually quick passage.

2. 99-2. The news about the loss at Salvador was anticipated 

by Captain Rees1,and was remarked on in my last.

3. Par,6. There is no insurance claim on the goods alleged to 

be damaged in the Thetis. There might have been in the case of 

the tinned apricots, had it been proved at the time that the dam

age did not arise from improper stowage; but the clause on the 

Bill of Lading as to damage by rust or vermin absolves the ship
in the case of the rat eaten apples,and there could not under

e
any circumstances be a claim on the insurance in rspect of suchL /i

damage. However,I think that.as this is the only damage,and that 

from the fact of the San Carlos' cargo being the last out there 

is reason to suppose that damage to the apricots arose from 

rough usage on the ship, we may fairly compromise by charging her
! i»* * • . * '!

with the cost of the case less the amount received for it,with
out insisting on the completion of the formalities necessary to 

establish the claim. After all .this will only amount to 13/.plus 

freight and charges,and Mrs.Bonner is fortunate in getting her 

cargo so well delivered on the whole. ::
4. Par.7. In former days the indents for hydraulic leather 

were always sent for •'thick” or •• thin”,usually a hide of each; 
this could be verified by referring to old orders. This reminds' 
me to say that I think we ought to be able to supply all hydrau-

\. lic^ leathers ordered from the Is lands1, as we have a full set of 

stamps or presses at Goose Green; you can ascertain this by see-

/

/

A.E.Baillon,Bsq • 9

Manager,
Stanley.
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ing what Tyle!rs charge fob the leathers that are being sent to

day by parcel post to Fox Bay.
5. Par.9. It has been exceedingly difficult to get any infor

mation from Spearing & Waldron about the later shipments of live 

sheep,and as they hope to get some from us sooner or later,this 

means’,I think,that they have nothing favourable to report.

6. Par.16. Captain Rees came home in a very nervous state,but 

the last reports' from him lead us to hope that his trouble will

entirely disappear before long.
7. Par.24. Noble’s rambling statement is more or less unin

telligible, and I am sorry to see that you have not further allu

ded to his account in the later despatch as promised. The reduc

tion in the payments to Mrs.Booth will help him,but I have to 

report that his aunt,Mrs;Clare,was here while I was away,with 

the information that she could get the girls looked after pro

perly and clothed for £60 per annum,and that she was going to 

write to him on the subject. I hear that the boys were here al

so,and that they looked thoroughly well and were nicely groomed, 

so that there is no doubt that Mrs.Clare is doing what she under

took thoroughly well.
100-2. Mr.Gorton’s rise of salary may date from the com

mencement of the present year.
9. Par.3. The mistake about the telegram for Nordbyfano seems 

to have been that it was not made sufficiently plain to Humph

reys & Co.that Laura was the address,and. not a message for this 

office.
10. Par.7. Your explanations as to proceedings in Council ab

out the Scab Ordinance are noted,and we hope that the old peri

ods’ of infection will be re-instated. We know that this will hit

good friends Messrs.Felton & Benne Packe hardest of all,and 

for this reason it was considered advisable to give you a word 

of warning not to be influenced by them personally,for although 

we do not wish to injure them,the interests of ourselves and of 

the other clean farmers ought to be paramount.

11. Par,8. As reported in the last despatch we have comprom

ised with Mr.Rowell,and therefore it does not matter much about 

getting details of dealings with the farmers,if there is any

8.

our
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difficulty about it,' It seemed to us that we had such a thorough 

ly weak case,that it was better to compromise it rather than al

low it to go into Court.
12. Par..10. The reduction in the Store sales is disappoint

ing,and under the circumstances you exercised a wise discretion 

in not taking on Mr.Lewis. The time has nearly arrived,I think, 

for seriously considering whether we ought not to set Store mat

ters on an entirely new footing,by dispensing with our old-fash

ioned people and their ways-,and sending out one or two up-to- 

date, smart shopmen,who might put new life into the business.
This would,of course,involve a pension to King,who has served us 

faithfully,according to his lights1,for many years', I have no 

doubt that Turner means well,but he is hopelessly antiquated,and 

his manner is enough to drive away many customers.
13. Par.12. With regard to the Glengowan,yoUradvices led us 

to infer that she was afloat,pumped out Ly the Biene’s crew,and 

that as the Captain declined to take a little Welsh coal you of

fered him there must be some good in the damaged stuff. Now it 

turns out,from a casual remark by someone who came home,that the 

ship was allowed to fill again,and that the Biene could not 

trust the coal to take over a cargo of sheep,but went across for 

more coal. Had we known this it would have probably prevented 

our making the purchase,and,as mentioned in the last despatch, 

these facts ought to have been 'reported. We shall now await your 

advices as to what can be done with the ship and cargo,and your 

opinion on the subject of the Salvage Association's proposal.

14. I must here allude to the subject of the order for pota

toes,which Turner wishes sent out at his own risk. On consulting 

our potato merchants,some of the largest people in the Borough, 

they told us that they were just now having great difficulty 

with their stock,having continually to pick over for blight,and 

that to attempt to ship just now,with the thermometer standing
80 and 90,would be little short of madness. It is to 

their interest to sell to usjbut in view of the decided opinion
do but decline to risk the shipment? It 

that Williams may get his from Hamburg,where the 

crop may be more matured,and had I had time,after my return to

between

they express,what can we

occurs to me



y *

town, to find out whether his: annual autumn shipment is- made from 

that port,I might have solved the mystery. It is certainly curi
ous, if true,that at the very time our people.,whom we look upon 

as experts*tell us that the risk is too great,Williams is able 

to get potatoes out in good condition; but is it not possible 

that he has had losses of which you know nothing?
15. The Albatros sailed on the 10th u It. with a very' full car

go,having unfortunately shut some goods out,which are forwarded 

by this boat,for particulars of which I refer you to -remarks on 

Stores enclosed.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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6 /, - (/.O/rv r////U:A
tir Supplementary mail 

via Lisbon.
876.

c /?
N?  ̂onr/on. r £_  10th. September,.

Sir,

My last despatch was dated the 23rd August,since which date 

no mail has arrived from the Islands.

2. The Thetis is making a long passage,but she has had east
erly winds against her. The Orchid arrived on the 31st ult.

3. Mrs.Bonner info'rms me that she will be going out sho'rtly, 

and that she will ride across to San Carlos.

4. We shall be shipping 40 rams by the Tanis next month. In 

arranging for insurance I shall endeavour to get a rate from 

liere to Stanley,with an extra payment if they go on by saa^st) 

you will understand that whatever you decide with Mr^fytatheWs 

they will be covered to a port in the Bast if necessary*

5. I have written to Hamburg with reference to the Question
of shipping potatoes,and have also got the name of pf

the Borough Market,as the shipper of potatoes by Itauri, t 

derstand that they were packed in barrels.

The next wool sales begin towards the end of this month; 
the present time I have nothing of importance to report as to 

produce,except that sheepskins sold yesterday at fair prices* I 

may remark that-Felton's new mark S is too much like 

Stanley mark; it is a pity that you cannot get people to adopt 
more distinctive ones.

6.

our own

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

A.B.Bailion,Esq 

Manager,
•»

Stanley.
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f&r Tariis. r #
J6\9au-N? 877. o'/ta.on;e.c.- __ 4th October,

Sir,

Confirming my last via Sany Point,I have now to acknowledge
A -

receipt 6f your despatch no.101 of 10th August,which arrived on 

the 16th ult.

2\ Par?. 4. It is satisfactory ;to find that ..the Governor takes 

a sensible view of'the scab question; I understand that Mr.Blake 

returned the draft Ordinance some time ago.
/ 3. Par.4. Until we took to using wire at less than £10 per 

ton against £15 or more that we used to pay,and until the cost 
of erecting was reduced>probably £80 approximately represented 

the cost of fencing per mile. As you now make it to be about £70 

it should be capitalized in future at that figure.

''SK
f

The Board
consider that the cost of repairs,which must be kept strictly
separate from that of-new- fencing,ought to be charged to profit
& Loss,as in the case of Buildings. Doubtless by a Clerical er- 

for, you have misstated t/he valuation you put btl i'dicing in 1895i 
it was £63,not £67 per mile,and the additional &Vf made 

£80 as before.
i t up t o

4. Par.5. On looking into Messrs.Pack© Bfoa.9 account/it ap^ 

pears clear that until they were credited with the proceeds Of 
their woo! they had
paid for freight
made by merchants and brokers who 

come into their hands.
ably shows a balance in ouf hands

no cash in our hands,and therefore the 

was advanced to them. This charge Is invariably
pay freight before the

sunt

PPocee4s 

unque stion**
all the year round,the Board 

to credit the interest charged,
suppose that many would 

a small matter. We are under a disadvan
tage here in two ways; the affairs of this office have been

If there is any' accounfe which

consider that it would be right 

if you are asked to do 

raise a quibble on such
so; but we do not

tutt

A.E.BailIon,Esq • »

Manager,
Stanley.
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for many yeats on lines that may fairly be called eccentiiO,and 

it has taken much time to get into line with people of ordinary 

commercial habits,and then again,we have a set of clients in t]he
U' •

Colony who are absoltely devoid of all business knowledge,beyond, 

the details of the management of their farms.

5, Par.6. As soon as a definite proposal is made for thb 

shipment of sufficient coal to fill a vessel of 300 tons or so* 

we will enquire as to the practicability of getting one ip go 

round the Islands; but we cannot take any risk on the mere 'silg?* 

gestion that "there ought to be no difficultyf,about it,

6'. Par,7. The Board regret that they are unable to look i-qpoil 

hide money as anything but a gratuity at the time it was earned.,, 

in addition to wages,but not forming part of them, If they were 

to concede the principle of reckoning it in for a pensio^tbe 

next thing would be a pension asked for overtime. As a mat** 

ter of fact,the payment of £46.10/.per annum for life Is a very 

handsome recognition of Smith's services in the past,and not

only entirely gratuitous on the part of the Company,but it 13 a
thing he has had no reason to look forward to during the greater 

part of his term of service. I may add,but it is not necessary 

to hurt his feelings by repeating it,that he has practically

been pensioned for years,as it cannot by any stretch of 

ation be said that he has been worth his pay since th$ cattle 

work came to an end. Had he not been a very good fellow ang & 

thoroughly faithful servant,his services would have been disjp^n^ 

sed with long since. With regard to the payment of pensions,you 

are to understand that they are ^payable either in London or 

Stanley quarterly; if desired to be drawn elsewhere any* risk 

loss either in forwarding by post or in exchange must be hCT&d 

by the recipient,and you are not authorized to make any jpajttfidnb 

until you have been satisfied by* a certificate by a responsible 

person, in the case of the pensioner living in another Cpunbiy a 

Consular officer would be the right one,that the man 

ly alive at the time the pension was due. A payment by Brau# 4S- 
Blanchard monthly,as suggested by you,would not meet tfc& 

requirements, firstly because we cannot expect them to do it 

without charge,and secondly because we are unwilling to -deleg&te
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to strangers the authority which you alone in the Colony have 

• the right to exercise* When you have received the necesaatry cer
tificate, probably the best way of sending Smith’s pension to him 

would be by a draft on the London office,which I understand he 

would have no difficulty in selling at Sandy Point. There will 

be a certain amount of delay in getting the pension across to 

him,but not more thair he must expect to put up with if he lives 

away both from the Colony and this country.
7. Par.9. We hope to hear something definite from you as to 

disposing of the Glengowan's cargo; if we can see our money "bacOc 

again the opportunity should not be lost,and the question of the 

disposal of the hull must not be allowed to drop.

8. ParJLO. There is no reason why you should have sent the 

proceeds of the sale of coal to the Salvage Association withbttt 

charging them a penny by way of commission.

9. Par. 12. Probably,as you say,the appointment of a Director 

of Public Y/orks is a good move,but it is odd that the Ctouftcxl 

were not told of it,and his expenditure ought to be watchesL

10. The Board have fixed pensions as follows:- Burgess

J.Biggs £25,John Smith £24 per annum. When a man's cas$ ipan-?

tioned as deserving of pension you ought to give the date 4t© 

left off work. We do not know when Campbell's £12 per armu& "b.e~ 

gan,I think he told me he left on the 20th of May',but there is 

no record of it officially,nor do we know the day in April-when 

Burgess was paid off.

11. On the 14th ult.I cabled at the request of Peter 

son MCancel Mcphersons letter returning". He had written to Mr. 

Mathews that he would not return,but thought better of it. On 

the 27th ult.I cabled to Dean Brandon c/o Fleetwing "Benney dead 

inform son"., I have to say with much regret that Mr.Benney died 

father unexpectedly a short time ago; his nephew at Saunders Is

land is Executor,and instructions will be sent him by this mail. 

Mrs.Benney was anxious that the news should be broken to the son 

by the Dean,as it would come as a great shock to him.

IgThe Crown Agents have written to ask whether we are prepared 

to increase the amount of the drafts we buy of them, and we have 

informed them that we cannot reply definitely until we receive



you* report on the subject.' Unless you see special reason for it 

the Boafrd are not anxious to increase the amount; if you can 

sell bills on the London office it suits us very much better,as 

we have the use of the money for two months for nothing,while if 

we buy bills here we lose interest between the time we pay fo£ 

them and their arrival at Stanley* generally about five weeks.

IS. The Thetis arrived on the 13th ult.after long detention 

in the Channel; her cargo is in good order,and she has earned a 

little more freight than last year. She has been into dry dock 

for cleaning and painting,and it was gratifying to find that no 

extra work whatever was required. Captain Rees will be unable to 

take her out,and therefore Thomas will have her again. Should 

Rees,however,ultimately recover,it is possible that the Board 

mifeht be inclined to re-instate him. The vessel has just begun

to load.
14. There are 40 rams shipped this time,which are insured at 

£9.9/.56 if carried by schooner beyond Stanley,with a return of 

£1.1/.if the voyage terminates at Stanley and they are driven 

overland,and a further £1.1/.if all arrive alive. You will have

arranged with Mr.Mathews what is to be done. Should there be eny
certificate from the Captain of the Tani$,deaths you must get a 

which you will yourself sign as approved as Lloyd's agent*
is all that is required. We take hair the risk ourselves with 

the British & Foreign. Should Mr.Mathews elect to drive,and the
landing from the Tanis with no casualities*cable 

the wordMTuchelchenM,which will be understood to mean,f40 rams
risk is over on

landed alive ex TanisM,and we shall then claim the return of
and all arrive alive,cable next£2.2/.,should they go on by sea, 

mail fTuchhalle",i.e."40 rams 

shall -then get 21/.0 back. In the event off any deaths you need

arrived safely by schoone-rM,and we

not cable at allv.
15. Mr.Rupert Vallentin goes out by this mail on a scientific 

expedition,his intention being to put up in Stanley,and study
will be in Stanley several months,and I 

Directors would wish you to give him what- 

be in need of. He takes out a 

small shed or room for

the marine fauna. He 

need not say that the 

ever assistance and advice he may 

boat of his own,and will try to get a
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drying his specimens',i-n which I think you can perhaps help him.

16. By cable we learn that a man of war leaves for the Is
lands today,and as the season has commenced I shall be glad if 

you will put right the question of the fees for moving the hulks 

for coaling. The Admiralty have not paid a single one of the 

fees,having deducted it each time on the plea that they had to 

Tefer to the ships first. You may say with confidence that not a 

penny has been received here,for if,after this,they propose to 

make a payment,I shall refuse to receive it until I hear from 

you again. The Senior Officer can hardly be so tied up with red 

tape as the Department is,and you will have a better chance with' 

him than we have here. It must be understood that we want the 

fees paid; it was part of the bargain,and we must stick to it. 

Possibly they will be able to make the Governor see what a mon

strous anachronism this fee is,kept up,as it is,long after any 

pretence of service rendered in exchange for it has passed away. 

It was another thing when the Harbour Master actually directed 

the hulk’s movements,and got his guinea for it.
17. The question of Noble and his children is always with us; 

I enclose copy'of some correspondence,from which you will see 

that Mrs.Booth is dissatisfied with the new arrangement,but that 

I have declined to revert to the old payments. I only* mention 

the subject here: for details I refer you to my letter to Noble.

18. Eight labourers go out this time,four from Scotland and 

four from Bath'. Peter Mc.Pherson & family,Leel,Spamer,J.Rae and 

his sister go on their own account,and Mrs.Nichol and her sister 

are also passengers.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,.

Managing Director.



P*9y &iiice closing this despatch the mail per Theben has ar- 

• riVedf; but having to go down to Tilbury with Mr.Blake to see the 

make sure that there is no hitch about their shipment, 
it is 4t>itd out of tire question attempting to answer it. 1 had 

a letter this morning from Capt. Bee lendorf telling me that the 

letter^ intended to be posted in Montevideo ha4 accidentally 

been brought onf had this not been the case ydur despatch now in 

could have, been answered. The cable you advise as having sent 
about the labourers has not reached this off ice, which is a seri
ous matterj,as there, is nothing to be done now but tb have the 

men sent down from Mont ©video, and I am cabling the agents to se
lect them..

CJ

I am cabling Humphreys today,"Send by Tanis twelve 

laborS^sf^Le^ers preferred Fleetwing",and to you "Sending lab

ourers- from Montevideo^
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/&' Supplementary mail 
via Lisbon.
878.N? 22nd October,:-EC..„.. :

Sir,

I confirm my last per Tanis dated the 4th inst.,and have now 

to reply to your despatch'no.102,receipt of which has already 

been acknowledged.

2. Par.2. Since you reported the arrival of the "Enola Cwthe 

only allusion made to her was in despatch 99,in which you menti

oned that she had been in Salvador. We have heard nothing about 

her erratic and uncertain movements,and understood that her ac

count would be so trifling that it was not worth while cabling 

about her. The Board think that you ought to have given us an 

opportunity-of enquiring as to the standing of the owner,but 

hope that the draft for over 2500 dollars,which has gone forward 

for collection,will be duly met.

3. Par.3. I think that the amended documents relating to the 

Perseverance now supply all the missing information that was re

quired by the Underwriters,in whose hands the papers now are; 

but we shall probably hear from them before it is necessary to 

close this. Par.4. The whisky papers have also been sent in; but 

I have to remark with regard to both these matters that we do 

not want the claims made out in your office: all you have to do 

is to provide us with clear and properly certified statements, 
leaving the claims to be made on this side.

4. Par.5. I have read the correspondence with the Colonial 
Secretary about the assessment of our land for the Scab tax, and 

agree with what you say,though,as the matter in dispute is 

fined to the one point,the acreage of Lafonia>it was unnecessary 

to complicate it by an allusion to our remarks about the leased 

islands. I do not remember where I got the account of 46792 

acres I gave you,unless from some paper that has got mislaid,but

con-

A.E.Baillon,Esq • 9

Manager,
Stanley.
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as I have said,it is outside the question/ If you can save me

from the unpleasantness of a Colonial Office correspondence I
shall be very much obliged to you,and I hope that you will win
the game off your own bat, I now send a copy of the details of
acreage upon which we were assessed for the l£md Tax in 1883,.the

original of this must still be in your off ice,and if you can

find it I think you will see that it is in the handwriting of Mr
Bailey, This pape'r was an enclosure in my despatch from Stanley
of 2nd February,1883,no,351,and references were made to it in

outward despatch 622-7 of 27th March and 358-16 homeward in the

same year; this fixes the time when the estimate was made,and if

you look in Sundry-Farm memos.or Sundry papers about that date

you will probably* li&ht on the original. You will not understand
sec

the 25,058 acres without explanation: they consist of^ 29;6000 

acres,1000 and 462 acres purchased at different times on sec.8, 

being the land between Darwin and Camilla Creek,the original 160 

acre freeholds on sec,7 & 8,and the final measurements of secs.7 

and 8,when they were bought outright,11,776 and 5,500 acres res

pectively*. In the present assessment the Government have over
looked the 1000,462,and 320 acre lots,and I do not think it is 

necessary to point out their error until they recede from the 

preposterous claim on 700,000 acres which they- are asserting. It 

would have saved much trouble if you had objected in the first 

instance’. It is a point to be made against them that if,as the 

official despatches quoted sftiow,Governor Moody,with a stroke of 

the pen reduced his estimate by 100 square leagues,or 500,the 

subsequent rough and ready guess of 700,000 acres can never have 

been made in the anticipation of its being made the basis of 

taxation,or compare for exactness with Mr.Bailey*s computation 

of the nautical measurement,which is applied to all the other 

stations. With regard to the estimated acreages of the leased 

islands,if you had looked back to the land tax payments you 

would have seen,I think,that they were put at 12,000 for Lively, 

14,000 for Speedwell,10,000 for Bleaker,and 6,000 for Great Is

land, but I am uncertain whether D.Smith has or had the use of 

Swan Island; if so,perhaps this accounts for the larger acreage 

for which he is charged. Information on this point is wanted,and

\ r.u
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you should look the matter up carefully.

5. Par.9. Please state when it was that you reported the dif
ficulty experienced in raising steam on the Biene. As f&r as I 

can see,had it not been for a casual remark I dropped to Rees we 

should still be without any later information than was given in 

your despatch 96-23 of 18th May last. It was highly optimistic: 

the Biene had taken 72 tons of coal from the Glengowan &t 5/.a 

ton,had pumped the ship dry,and plugged up the rivet holes; the 

Captain must have considered it fit to burn,or he would not have 

taken that quantity; probably Capt.Lubcke9s report was made with 

a purpose,could we not raise on Aslachsen’s offer,&c.&c? We did 

so. Rees came home in the Itauri,and arrived in July. Talking to 

him one day;I remarked that we had a good thing in the Glengow- 

an,the coal was evidently good,and the ship was pumped dry and 

I supposed afloat. Not at all,he said,the Biene .could not raise 

steam with the coal sufficiently-to carry a cargo safely across 

to the Straits,and had had to go there slowly to get a more 

suitable supply with which she returned to the Islands,and as to 

being afloat,the plugs had either been purposely knocked out af
ter the coaling was done or had washed out,anyhow the ship was 

full again. This news came in July,and I now hear from you at 

the beginning of October of the removal of' these plugs. Had we 

known from you in time,as we should have done,about these mat

ters, it is questionable if the Board would have bought the ves

sel at all. I am giving you these facts and dates,both for the 

purpose of getting you to furnish an explanation,and of poi nt- 

ing out that we like always to get information first hand direct 

from yourself instead of from outsiders; but we can hardly ex
pect to get it unless you carefully note down at the time any
thing that you may hear that ought to be reported. The Board 

want to know how you have ascertained that the coke is worth

less. The Salvage Association have again enquired whether we are 

disposed to sell,but I cannot give a definite answer until your 

estimate of the cost of decking her$ is received. The yards, 

masts,rigging,and all gear but the anchors and chains would be 

left to us,but I feel sure that the purchasers would want the

ground tackle.
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6. Par.10. The sum involved in the matter of Auction commission 

is too small to be worth troubling about.
7. Par.11. This paragraph is a little incoherentrit refers to 

a paragraph of which the number is not given,and alludes to d 

••lost and.*’ We are not aware that anyone has made a claim for a
• 1

lost and,and the passage must remain in obscurity. As regards a 

press copy of a paper relating to the lost whisky*! think that 

you will find that my remark about it was "'qualified by the words 

•• unless I ammistaken”,and it should have applied to the docum-* 

ent that accompanied the statement, i.e. the -Collector's certifier 

ate,which was not countersigned.

8. I have to add to the above paragraph that the claim was 

not"signed”at all in the proper acceptation of the term,that is 

to say it was not signed for the Company as making the claim,but 

was merely a vague expression of a claim by somebody,supposed, to 

be rendered impressive by your own signature as Lloyd’s agent.If 

it was intended to represent a claim made by the Company it 

should have been signed for them by■iar.Sarding or some official,, 

and then countersigned by you; but it -is unnecessary to say more 

on the subject,as you will understand that claims will be made 

from here in future.
9. Par, 14. The Board agreed to. send out a boat to replace the

whaleboat which has been so many years in use^and t gave the 

specification to King,who is considered the best beat builder in 

London of working boats,to estimate the cost. Tp my utter sur-* 

prise he has sent in a tender for whichl _J at once rejected

as ridiculous*. To the best of my belief the one at Stanley came' 

out in the West,which arrived in ^uly,lpa>,with another one of 

precisely the same dimens ions, for the use of the !*©bns as whala-* 

boats. They were considered too heavy,and I sold one o;f them,I

S\ think,at all events she has disappeared for many years, ? want 

you to look up the invoice,and let me know what they cost. The 

copy is,of course,in the invoice book of the time^Tppt ti}e origins 

al,like other invoices previous to the time of guardbooks,was‘ 

put away in a bundle,and will be found in one pf the boxes of 

old papers. You must let us know,too,whether there is any dif-

, .
<■

\ /

:
/

ference in the size or specification generally of the boat asked
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for sufficient to account for the enormous price. The old boat 

having done good service for 29 years,it may be assumed that it 

would be difficult to improve on it,and in any cas^ifilOS for a 

rough knockabout boat would be out of the question. Since begin

ning this paragraph we have ascertained that the two boats per 

West came from Fo'rrestt & Son,and the invoice amounted to 

but the office copy has long ago been destroyed,nor can Forrestt 

help us,as their firm has been changed three times in the last 

30 years. I will now a3k them for an estimate.

10. Par.15. The sundries for the fcreat^Brutain’s boiler will 

be sent.

11. Par.16. The Board cannot arrive at any decision about No

ble’s boys until you furnish precise informationjas to how we 

stand with him as regards passages. T)id he not bring some or all 

of his children home when he came himself? Is he entitled to a 

return passage for himself? The Board would be unwilling to set 

any precedent under which any of our .people could consider them

selves entitled to send their families backwards and forwards at 

the Company’s expense when it suited their convenience.

12. The wool having been all sold, I bave been able to get up 

the statistics for the year,and the result is most unsatisfacto**j 

ry. We have sold the clip at an average price of'$|d.per lb. *a 

price for which there is no precedent to be found bare. As the. 

prospects of the market for coarse wools is still .gloomy,it is 

more than ever necessary to exercise the^greatest economy in all 

branches of the Company’s business,and the^Board will look to 

you to see that this is done.

13. You have sent an order frqmS^P^ull,whiph is a retail
description,and it is stretching some -poiants to undept^lce tp ex*^ 

ecute it. While we have undertaken to supply .jgppds a wh&le*- 

sale way to the larger farmers outside .Stanley ,we ppm neyer 

contemplated shipping on a paltry 2jft commission little -orders, 

that ought to be supplied from the Store. The order has peexi e 

ecuted this time,but you must make it clear that we dp pot 

dertake either to deliver the goods at New* Island pr tp fetch 

from such a distant station the little lot of wool Cull ships on 

the same terms as we do for the larger and nearer peopla,and the

■>
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caririage to and from New Island must be at his expense.

14. We should like to know who Wood Brothers,who advertise in 

the Magazine,are?

15. There has been some confusion about the hides received 

per Tanis, owing to the want off a specification. The 3ill of 'Lad

ing for our lot gave 27 bundles and 767 loose hides,and we have 

sold 877 in all; but as we have no information as to the number 

in each bundle it is impossible to say whether we have them all 

or not. In the case of Mr.Packers hides there are two short,for 

which a claim has been made on the Kosmos Go.

16. As all our clients are suffering with ourselves from the 

low value of wool,you will have to be circumspect about advanc

es,and see that none of them get too heavily into our debt. We 

cannot help observing that Mr.Packers account has been increas

ing for some years altogether out of proportion to the amount of 

his produce,and although it is not an accn unt about which we 

have any reason to feel alarm,it is obvious that,unless his ex

penses are curtailed or his produce increased,a time must come 

when it will be necessary to protect ourselves., perhaps by the 

exercise of a little judicious diplomacy you might ^et ..him to 

see the necessity for retrenchment.

17. Dr.Foley has written me privately as to a few points on 

which he is rather dissatisfied. 4.s he has not asked me to bring 

his remarks before the Board,I have not done so^but I send mtf' 
reply open,so that you may see what his.grievances are.

I send some copies of a notice about the increase of *-pri

mage by the Eosmos Co.from 5 to 10)6,which renders -necessary a 

corresponding rise in our freights.^This was unfortunately over
looked until now,but the matter will have to vbe put straight,

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant.

18.

Memaging Director.
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Copy.

FALKLAND ISLANDS COMPANY.

Freehold in Lafonia and adjacent Islands originally computed 

at 200 square leagues and granted to S.F.Lafone for £60,000,(see 

despatch of Governor Moody no.21,1st May,1844) but afterwards 

on the application of Mr.Lafone it was computed at half the sup

posed area and the price was reduced to £30,000.(Dari Grey to Mr 

Lafone,21 June,1849)

100 square leagues = 576,000 acres nautical measurement

Lafonia and surrounding Islands 576,000

Freeholds no.29,no.7 and no.8 25,058

Leasehold including compulsory freeholds 75,460

676,518
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INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.

lb' Theben. c
N? Y8M,879. 15th November,_zor/sum i£t c.

Sit,

Confirming my last via Sandy Point on the 22nd ult.,I have 

now to acknowledge receipt of your two despatches nos'. 103 and

104,both of which arrived on the 11th inst.by P.S.N.str.Oropesa. 

The first should have come by the previous boat,the Orellana; I 

received your private letter by the Itauri- by her,with an Eng

lish stamp on,on the 31st ult.,having evidently been posted 

board,so the mail must have arrived at Sandy Point,and the prob

ability is that the Postmaster there,as on previous occasions, 

put it under his bed and forgot it. I am going to write to the 

G.F.O

on

and you should make a formal complaint to the Government; 
there is nothing like worrying officials about things of this

• >

The presentation at, odd- -times of sundry cheques of which' 
we had no advice was most inconvenient.

2. 103-2.

sort.

It is to be hoped that you will be able to get at 

Fugellie when across with the Biene; if so.,do not spare hiiil.
3. Par.3. Surely the amount of goods brought by Parcel post

must be comparatively inconsiderable?
4. Par.4. I have not had time to go into the 

land measurement again,but will do
matter of the

so after the mail has gone, 
a statement of myand write in support of your Memorial with 

personal recollections.
5. Par.5. You must reply to Mrs.Hansen's question about insu

rance by thanking her for pointing
mitted in this office; 

cases

out the clerical error com-
the charge should have been 30/.in both

• We get a return on insurance o:f wool sea j.
on sheepskins; 1 give this fof

per steamers,but not
your information only.

/ 6. Par.$. it is not clear why you thought it 

^ fence with Qoodwin about the house v
necessary to 

promised him,or to refer it
%

A.E.Baillon,Esq.,

Manager,
Stanley.



back to the Board,who have had their last say on the subject. On 

the strength of a testimonial backed by you,they made Goodwin a 

promise,out of which' there do not appear to be any grounds for 

getting,and it was understood that instead of’ building him a 

house he could be put into one of* the old ones that was likely 

to be vacant. The Board wish-' to do more in the way of educating 

the Camp children than can be managed by one schoolmaster sta

tioned at Darwin,and naturally agreed at once to do what they 

could for a man who had been so highly recommended. It is not 

creditable tomake promises and then back out of them,and unless 

there are any serious grounds to be brought forward against 

Goodwin’s character the Board expect that you and LIT.Mathews 

will manage before long to get him housed.

7. Par.7. The circumstances under which the letter to Hum

phreys with the telegram was delayed have been explained. I do 

not think from what you say that there can now be any shortness 

of hands,rather the other way if Armstrong brings men over from 

Sandy Point,and the whole 20 are sent from Montevideo,and be

sides these there were several more I think by the Tanfs than 

were expected,to say nothing of- those you have been able to get 

in Stanley. I hope that the result of the actions you are taking 

will be good; it always seems tome that if a man who has been 

with us some years,and has worked off his debt,wishes to leave

at a proper time,there is little use in preventing him from do

lt is clear from the polite intimation I received from Mr. 
Brown that Mr.Mathews’

so.
ing.

idea of getting men for a season only' can 

not possibly be carried out,and he probably sees that himself by
this time’.

8. Par.12. The remark about the desirability of introducing a 

new system and new men into the Store Department was no doubt

rather sweeping,and was rather put as an ideal to be aimed at 

than as a project that can be carried out at the present time. 

Still,there is no doubt that new blbod is required,and the sub
ject should not be lost sight of.

9. Par.13. It is curious that the fact of the Glengowan fil

ling again was known in London before or about the same time 

that you knew it in Stanley.
10. Par, 14-. Next year we shall know what to do about early



potatoes.

IX; Par.15. The sailing of the Albatros was stated as the 

10th July; it should have been August.

12. 104-6. Your remarks about the "Yankee'* schooner Enola C. 

are noted; the 'bill went forward about the 5th October,and in
r

the ordinary course we should get the money in about ten days* 

time. As we have heard nothing of its having been dishonoured, 

and the enquiries we have made about Mr.Green are satisfactory, 

we conclude that it is all right.

13. Par.7. As you are in treaty with Curtze about the Glengo- 

wan,we shall' not entertain any proposal the Salvage Association 

may make with regard to her. If* you can get a fair price on con

dition that her masts and rigging are left in her,it would be a 

pity to strip her; In any case,you must have it made perfectly 

clear in writing,and the arrangement must be legally binding, 

that ir after purchase she is not taken across to the Coast,or 

if under any circumstances she returns to Stanley,the ownership 

must revert to us... I do not much like to hear of Williams having 

anything to do in the matter; it may be a trick to get a hulk in 

Stanley Harbour,and against a surprise of this kind you must 
take every possible precaution.

Par.8. The news that you have discharged Jones is good, 

and the only wonder is that you did not do it before'. There is 

no advantage in keeping on the books an inefficient a.nri drunken

14.

servant for the purpose of'getting his debt to us wiped off,and 

in this case his retention on that account has had apparently
little effect. It is hard to believe that with a Tna/n on regular 

and high pay' for over seben years his debt could not have been
squared off if you and the Storekeepers had pushed him regularly 

and persistently. As regards the employment of- Campbell,it will 

not do at all,and I was astonished that with' his rekcord'you 

could have taken a step so certain sooner ox later to end in 

disaster. You must know that he has lost for 

which he has had charge,excepting the Perseverance;

Brenton Loch cutter,then,in order,the Lotus,the Sparrow Hawk,sand 

the Black Hawk, costing many'thousands of pounds; that after fin

ally leaving us with' an intimation from me that he could never

us every vessel of-

first the



under any circumstances look to us for another command he dis

masted and nearly lost the Orissa,hesides nearly wrecking the 

Bishop in the Messenger; that afterwards as Government pilot he 

mismanaged ship after ship,and put several ashore in the har

bour, until he could be borne with no longer; and yet this man 

whpse notorious incapacity or recklessness,or both,is known to 

every schoolboy in the Islands you have thought fit to put ±h 

charge once more of one of our vessels'. Immediately on reading 

your despatch" I looked to see if there was a chance of getting a 

cable to you,and found that I could just cafcclf the Pacific boat 

at Montevideo,I therefore cabled you”Educamos Campbell”,meaning 

••Do not employ Campbell”,and hope that 'it was in time to save 

the schooner from the certain loss that awaits her under his 

command'. Better far to lay her up until some trustworthy master 

can be got,6r yield to the extreme pressure of circumstances and 

let Hans have her for a time. I shall,however,talk to the Board 

about the desirability of sending out a man accustomed to coafet 

work,even,perhaps,sending him by next Pacific mail. I know what 

a dearth of nautical talent there is in the Islands just now,and 

if Rees when he gets home can find us a man who,in his opinion, 

is fit for the work,I think that he ought to go as soon as he

can. As regards the Fair Rosamond,you may not be aware that 

insure her entirely ourselves,not having been able to
we

get any-
thing but a most exorbitant rate quoted. We have a little Under
writing fund,which we keep to ourselves at present,but which now
exceeds in amount £2000; the greater part of this we have put 

together by running our own risks when the Companies or Lloyd's
have asked exorbitant rates: we have a share In the insurance of 

"the F63rtuna,"the Th©bis,and "the Hornet. as well,besides having 

It is as welltaken half the risk on the rams lately shipped. 

/X. that y°u should know this. *-:'y , .'X '■

15. I am sorry to say that by force of circumstances 

eron is unable to let 

quite contented with the 

tut not having enough homeward

Mr. Cam
us have his wool this next saason; he is

way It has been carried by the Thetis, 

cargo on the coast as yet,and be
ing obliged to ship cargo including coals' both there and to San 

Carlos,he has been obliged to take up a small vessel to do the
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work for both places. He has been to see Mrs.Greenshi'elds to 

make sure that there is ho misunderstanding about the shipment
or her wool,and that :is all right'. What you will have to do is 

to finS, sufficient cargo to fill up; I -wrote to Mr. E. Bail Ion,.but 

he quoted his partner as saying that he did not care to ship at 

30/.& 50; however,.it is possible that Mr.Stickney may be of a 

different mind if you put it to him. There is a saving of 5/.pdf
ton,which is a consideration in these bad times,and the Thetis, 

/ unlike old wooden sailing ships,carries her cargoes absolutely 

without damage; there was not a single bale damaged this time, 

which is very creditable. Failing Mr.Stickney,there

/

A must be sev
eral people who are in no hurry,Mr.Bertrand for instance,or per-

;

haps Mr .Dean would like to have some from Port Stephens in her,

I will ask him. If,however,there is no wool to be got,you must 

save up all the bales or sheepskins you can to take the place or 

the San Carlos wool*. With the whole season before you,there 

ought notto be much difficulty.

16. James Burgess says that he was paid off on the 16th‘April 
last; is this correct?

I
-

17. I have been enquiring about anthracite coal,and 

formed on good authority that although by itself it
am in

does not
burn well in the furnaces of steamers,if used in the proportion 

$ "ko of Welsh coal it does 

tnis,and perhaps get Curtze to make 

Glengowan,or again£,if Noble* 

by water is

very weir. Could you not try 

a bid for the cargo of the 

s statement that it does not damage 

get a price quoted in 

worth while shipping it round?

the Executor of the late W.D. 
payments that we have to make from time

a fact,would it be possible to
Valparaiso that would make it

18. You must get authority from 

Benney to regularize the
ii

to time to the widow for current expenses. You do not acknowledge 

about Mr.Benney*s
A
/ \ ±‘ecelPi' of the cablegram 3ent to Dean Brandon 

death,which ought to have arrived by the Ammon.
19. The Admiralty have been pressing

coals,at first asking for 1100 tons,but upon my representing 

that we might not have storage for

us to send out some more

so much,they agreed to a 

smaller shipment. We have chartered the Serena,472 tons,for a

full cargo,and she is now on her way round to Cardiff to load.
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20. Mrs.Bonner's window for the Church goes by this boat; if
you can arrange it I think it ought to be opehed oil bo&Td tb see 

that there is no breakage,which', if* it occurs be ttfedb good
by the steamer,a3 we aPe giving the agents full notice Of the 

fragile nature of the contents'. We enquired as to insuring it 

against breakage,but found that we should have to pay something 

like £8.8/.to £10.10/.56,and not having MTs.^BdnneT#s instructions 

to incur this expense I could not do it*
21. The Thetis left the Docks on the l‘Sth inst.,4sut 1 dm af

raid may be detained by a heavy fog in the Channel* Thomas, the 

late mate,is in command,and I heard from him of his arrival at 

Deal the day after sailing. The Catholic church has been :a most 
unwieldy and difficult parcel to stow,and has thrown out ou£ 

calculations a good deal,besides causing &uch -delay. When all 

cargo ordered was on board,there was still a space of #1aoyb 4Q 

tons left,and for want of anything better I sent ojl board 140 

barrels of Read's ale and stout together with J&jQQQ droppers, 
all of which will be useful sooner or later. ^Had tpe It^uri^s 

mail not been delayed,I might have made a small selection from 

her indent. Mr.Sawyer, son of our Auditor,takes -a passage by heir, 
for which he has paid £20,and his father wishes you to advance 

him any sum up to £100,which, will be repaid here. If mK Sawyer, 
wh'o has an idea of getting some sport in the- Islands w&hts to go 

round,let him take passages in any of the schooners,or,perhap&, 
there might be a chance of a trip in a man of war. MivSawyer ±0- a

X

very old friend and shareholder,and the. Board would lifcb yp’p to
After writing- about the boat ycnshow his son every attention,, 

have asked for to replace the old ope in Stanley,^ looked found 

foi a second hand one,but could see .nothing suitafele,and I the*-' 
got Rees to see some builders at South Do4fc,'wh0 .undertno^: to 

build one for £40,of less than half asked J>y King- ‘This boat is 

on board,and although planked with ptx&jtfc in ey<?£y respect 

suitable,more so,both Rees and I thiiifc^ than:pa)£ one woul4 

have been.I remember that when the old whale boat went out it 

considered absurdly heavy,and all the builders here' concur-*was
red in thinking that oak planicing would be a mistake f

that the carrying plates , charged tp22. It seems
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longed to the Walker Creek box,being probably what were called 

the axles',i'.e.the plates unde! the bottom with eyes at the ends 

to carry the wheels. It seemed to me that they were very dear, 

and I told Tylers so,but they say that they are an expensive 

forging. Some of these,I know,used to be made in the Blacksmith's 

shop in Stanley,and it is possible that it would have been bet
ter to indent for the wheels only,and have the rest made by out* 

own men'.

23. With' reference to steam coals,I always used to take them 

by Bill of Lading,instead of weighing out,and I am assured that 

this is quite safe with a cargo of Welsh coal,and probably to 

our advantage. With the last cargo you had to pay for a small 

quantity delivered over the Bill of Lading weight.

24. Steps must be taken to prevent a recurrence of the irreg

ularity that has occurred of late in getting the mails forward.

In -writing by the direct homeward boat it is not sufficient to 

post one copy of the despatch and send the other by hand to Mon

tevideo, this makes It safe as far as the despatch Is concerned, 

but you should also take the precaution of sending a copy of the 

cablegram homeward both through the post and under the care of 

the Captain of the steamer'. As regards the Sandy Point mail,a 

copy of the despatch should be posted,and another sent under 

cover to Stubenrauch; had this been done,we should have had the 

Itauri's mail by the Orellana. I think that you often send the 

despatch'tobe posted by our agent,and it was a pity that it 

not done this time. If your copying Ink is strong enough to give 

triplicates,so much the better. Sandy Point postmasters and Kos- 

mos Captains are human,and liable to err,and it is necessary-,by 

the exercise of a little forethought,to make provision against 

their possible mistakes.

25. Should any excessive expenditure by the Government,likely 

to lead to increased taxation,result ffom the engagement of the 

new Surveyor of Works,you would do right to direct the Govern

or's attention to the f&ct that the Colony Is passing through" a 

period of severe depression caused by the disastrous fall In 

wool,and that with' the principal trade of the Colony crippled in 

this way,temporarily we hope,the time is most inopportune for

\i*rs■h.-

■was
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launching out into any schemes tending to still further impover

ish the sheepfarmer3. There can be no doubt that ir these low 

prices continue they will have to exercise the mo3t severe econ

omy wherever possible,if they wish to keep themselves out or 

debt,and this is a point upon which we also must have our say*.

26. The Board take a very serious view of Mr.Packers account, 

to which I alluded in my last despatch,and it needs only a cur
sory glance at it to see that unless he exercises immediate re

trenchment it will grow before long beyond all bounds. An analy~ 

sis has been made of his expenditure for several years,oT which 

I will only refer to that for 1897,as you have all the figures' 

before you,and can see for yourself. In that year we made hiia 

advances in cash here and at Stanley and in shipments ojit Just 

over £5000,and the total debits shown by the account were 

£6066.2.1,against produce realizing about £3000. The shipments 

from London amounted to £1507,on which we got a miserable $|jj, 

and all this has been dome on no security whatever,beyond our 

belief in his integrity. The Board want to be assured first of 

all that no one else holds any preferential security on his pro-* 

perty; we know that he has borrowed £1000 to reduce his indebt

edness to us,and unless we know that his creditor is on the Same 

terms as ourselves we cannot be satisfied to leave things as 

they are. In fact,in any case,I should not be surprised It the 

Board insisted on substantial security in the shape of* a lleiy 6fc

mortgage until the account comes within reasonable dimensions, 

and it has become necessary for you to have a frdnk understand

ing with him as to the future,and to get to leam that by ****** 

retrenchment to be put immediately in force he intends to do 

what he can to safeguard his indebtedness to us,. The ^system of- 

shipping out goods on commission was only inaugurated cempara-^ 

tively a short time ago,when the sheepfarmors,who hfc& hithettb

bought their supplies from us^ became in a position,throng£h the 

improvement in their circumstances,practically able to cover the 

advances we made them by the year's produce. Where tfoie is pat 

the case,it Is very bad business to allow an acoount to be piled 

up by advances in the way of goods which we ship on such unTem- 

unerative terms'. In Mr.Packe's case,for instance,we find otir-
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selves shipping out to him on a mere commission,fat more in. the 

way of provisions than lie can possibly consume himself,and wla.t 

does this mean? Simply that we are lending him money,without se
curity, to buy stores to 3ell to his men,instead of' selling them 

the stores ourselves,in fact helping him to run a Store against 

ourselves,and can anything be more ridiculous? While the account 

is in its present condition,we think that his indents to tendon, 

except for goods that we cannot supply him,should cease. Ib the 

old days,when many accounts were in the same condition,no fattier 

would have dreamt of asking us to do such'a thing. There are 

other items in the account thatseem quite unnecsssaTy; take for 

instance the fodder and other things he gets down so often from 

Montevideo; are these necessary,and if so,cannot we supply thefii 

ourselves? Probably he has hardly given sufficient thought to 

the necessity for'retrenchment; if so,it is your duty to point 

it out. The Directors have no wish to bear hardly on him,but wife 

with this account before them they cannot overlook the fact that 

they are acting for their shareholders,and are responsible to 

them. There are other accounts besides this that are not in a 

healthy condition,to which your attention may be drawn later,but 

knowing the views of the Board you must,where you think it des

irable,act for yourself,and insist upon a lessening of the 

drafts upon us. We pay a large sum of money annually on account 

of our clients,and financing these advances is becoming increas

ingly arduous. In fact in the case of those who do not consign 

their produce to us,it may shortly become questionable whether 

it is worth while retaining their business at all. We hold no 

security,and although we do not doubt the good faith of ahy,i^, 

is not good business to scatter large sums of'other people's 

money 'when we get no adequate return for it. The Board will be 

glad to have your views on the whole subject when you have time 

to give to it,

27. The Ammon was off St.Catherine»s two days ago,but is 

probably blocked at the entrance of the river by a dense fog 

that has prevailed since yesterday morning. The wool by her Willr
be put up for sale at the next seies,which will shortly coto-

A

mence.
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28. I ought to have mentioned when reporting the coal charter 

that we have contracted with the Admiralty to supply them at 54/ 
per ton,the other terms being the same as before,including the 

charge for moving hulks,which you must get paid by the ships ift 

Stanley.

I am,Sir,
your obedient servant,

-----

Managing Director.
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/Jer Supplementary mail 
via Lisbon, C /?

A'0 880, o/i.a.<m;£\ fi_ 3rd December

Sir,
My last despatch went per Theben on the 15th ult 

from the Islands has since come to hand,

2. The draft on account of the Enola C.has been paid,and I 

have received a letter from Mr.Green expressing surprise at hav
ing heard by cable from the U.S.Consul that the vessel had been 

seized fbr debt. I have written him that it was not done at our' 
instance,and that you will do all you can to facilitate his bus
iness. I also gave him an epitome of‘ what you had reported,and 

am not surprised at his perplexity.

3‘. The Board have had before them the subject of the memorial
about the assessment of our landand have examined Mr.Harding's

v
chart with much interest. They give him great credit for the

and no mail• y

trouble and cafe expended upon it,but regret that the objection

on the wrong lines altogether.The p© 

point we ought to have stuck to was the precedent set by the 

ceptance by the Goveimment of land tax for ten consecutive years 

on the computation or 576,000 acres for Lafonia,and if you could

taken to the assessment was

ac-

not find this paper,although it must be in the office,it would 

have been better to wait until the actual acreage we paid on un
der the 1882 Ordinance could have been ascertained'. The acreage 

unfortunately gone as an 

put it at 712,88© 

see. You did

you give is entirely wrong,and this has 

enclosure in your letter to Mr.Chamberlain.You
acres,but where you got this it is impossible to 

not take the trouble to verify it by looking at the payment made 

every year from 1883 to 1892,which'was £469.16.1,according to 

the cash' book for those years; it would not have taken a minute
to calculate that at one-sixth’ of a penny per acre the total

correct quantity exact- 

acreage you in

works out at 676,518 acres,which'was the
ly. Again,in giving the details of your supposed

A.E.BailIon,Esq

Manager,
Stanley.

•)
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elude sections 24,25,18,and 44,and the reserves, although' you 

must have known that these paid double rental,and were not lia
ble to taxation, in fact this was clearly stated to you in the 

Colonial Secretary's letter of the 28th of May. And then,to -make 

up yout* imaginary acreage you have taken a shot at Lafoiiia as 

being 572,558. This can be arrived at by adding to your figures 

the reserves,5224 acTes,which were not liable,and deducting from 

this sum the 1782 acres of freehold which were; but how you ar
rived at this is,as I have already said,impossible to see* The 

sum of it all is that there are in question four separate estim

ates of Lafoiiia,the 700,000 wrongly charged,595,042 according to 

your letter,youT imaginary 572,5.58,and 576,000 upon which we 

should have paid according to precedent. Is it possible to imag-
0f course when I speak of Lafonia Iine a more hopeless muddle? 

include the Islands adjacent; as to this I have found in going

again through the figures where I got the 46,792 acres I enquir

ed about some mails ago. It was from working up the amounts 

charged to our tenants under the 1882 Ordinance,and should have 

been more correctly 46,800 acres, i'.e. Lively 12,000,Bleaker 

10,000,Speedwell 14,000,and Great Island 10,800. With regard to 

the last I find that David Smith paid £4.5.8,(why not £4.3.4?) 

apparently on 6,000 acres for Great Island up to 1889,and then 

on 10,800; was this the year he was allowed to occupy Swan Is

land,was it computed at 4,800,and does he still occupy the Is

land, and on what terms,is it a lease or a yearly tenancy? You 

mentioned some time ago that in assessing our tenants Mr .Harding 

had had to make an estimate; this would have been unnecessary if 

the payments under the land tax had been taken as a guide*; I en
close a copy of a letter I have written to the C.O. on the sub
ject; so far I have only been obliged to give you away to the 

extent of 36,000 acres,but it is possible that I may have to go 

more into detail* The moral of all this is that you should not 

enter into a controversy with the Government without being sure 

of your facts and figures,and that if you are not certain about 

them it is most hazardous to invent them.
4. When making up the farmers' accounts current for the year 

we want two press copies taken in future,one to be sent home,as
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they give more information than we can get from the Journal entfc 

ties.

5. The complete invoices per Thetis go this time; I observe 

that on Cull's goods we get a commission bf ll/8d.and on AJB, 

Felton's 15/ld. I need hardly say that such retail dealings give 

no adequate return for the trouble caused by them,and they ought 

to buy on the spot in future*. I have remarked about Guilds ac

count before. There is an invoice for a man named Harries charg
ed to Packe Bros. ,£14.19.3. Is he one of their farm hands? If :so. 

we must really decline taking such orders in future,we are very 

glad to buy things for our regular clients if their business, is 

worth it,and they can keep us in funds,but if this sort of thing 

is encouraged we shall have every shepherd and labourer in the 

Islands sending us an indent for his year's stores.

6. We notice with regret that the amount of' goods sent to Mr. 

Packe by the Thetis is higher than any other invoice,and the 

dissatisfaction of the Board is increased by hearing that he ac

tually does keep a Store in Stanley,and that notwithstanding hi:S 

large indebtedness to us we are actually finding him In funds to 

run a business in opposition to our^. Astonishment has been ex

pressed that you have been so blind as not to see this^ .you have 

passed on his indents without remark,you have never called the 

Board's attention to the account,and if you have at any time 're

monstrated with Mr.Packe,we have not been told of it. It is your 

duty to defend and protect the Company*s interests In .Stanley 

upon your own initiative,when you think necessary.,and not sdaaply 

act as the mouthpiece of the Board. The system of buying and 

shipping goods on commission was only started a few years 'ago,at 

a time when the majority of the Co's clients were in a position 

to keep us in cash each year; in former days no one would have 

draamt of asking us to do it,and those who are now In debt 

ought to see that in their present position they cannot ask Us 

with any reason to grant them privileges which no business house 

in London would think of entertaining. An orddr was lately sent 

to Montevideo for 50 bags Maize and 86 Of Pollard for OUT Store* 

and 40 and 15 of each for Mr.Packe; we get no pull oUb of this* 

and have to find the money* Unless he is a position to pay for
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these shipments,.he has no right to ask for them,and this you 

ought to know without being told.
7. In your despatch 103-10 you said that you would write by 

the following mail on the subject of Noble,but,as so often hap

pens, nothing came. The same remark must be made with regard to 

the further report on the Storekeeper question promised in par. 

12 of' the same despatch.

8. I understand that the Great Island sheep have been boiled 

down at Port Howard for some years; has the tallow always been 

sent to us7 There does not appear to have been any charge made 

to D.Smith at Goose Green for some years,and as he has sent tal

low probably the report is correct,but things of this sort ought 

always to be reported on by yourself5.

9. Mr.Felton has mentioned that one of the Government ser

vants has received a circular stating that the Government would 

import goods for them,and that com was to be had at Government 

Store at much less than Store prices; if* this is so,a protest 

should be made,for Government are not supposed to interfere in 

trade,and such a course would never be upheld by the authorities 

at home. Mr.Felton also mentions a rumour that there are to he

cottages built in front of the Manager's house; I think that it 

ought to be pointed out quietly to the Governor how much Stanley 

would be spoilt by doing away with the open fromt,and the prop

erty on Ross Road depreciated in value.

10. Your attention is called to remarks enclosed on the sub

ject of freights by' steam home,as to which there are constant 

and inexcusable blunders; the question has arisen before,but no 

attention has been paid to what has been said.
I sun, Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director*

11. P.S. The Board have decided to send out a master for the 

Fair Rosqmond by the next steamer.
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CLl;r J'*tlhhtmNi Jlslitufts (Cmupimri.
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.

<SV, -
/&■ Ammon. c

AY//8,88T..VP O'/ts/o??.. £. a 23rd December

sir,
My last, despatch went "per Supplementary mail on the 3rd inst. 

and your no'. 105 arrived on the 12th. I now reply to this to get 

it away before Ch'fistmaH,but there will be another mail in be

fore the Ammon leaves,to which I will reply later.

2. Par.2. Messrs.Humphreys advised having sent six men only 

by the Tani.s,and it appears from Mr.Mathews's letter that you 

countermanded half those I cabled for,which' was a good thing,but 

you ought to have reported it. The news about the rams is bad; 

we have not put forward the claim yet,because you have not said 

whether they would be sent on by sea or not; but if they are to 

be detained an indefinite time in Stanley we cannot keep the 

matter open. As the pens were in every respect precisely similar 

to those which have carried rams without loss on three previous 

occasions,and were approved by Mr.Sturgeon and Mr.Blake amongst 

others,it is nonsense to talk about their defective constructi

on, and the loss must be attributed to the weather the Tanis met 

with; it is reasonable,however,to point out that the tarpaulins 

might have been whitened,although no such remark has ever been 

made before. As regards the scab,from enquiries I have made I 

cannot think that the mutton sheep from Hamburg were infected,as
Mi*.Pepper tells me that the disease is not known in the neigh-*

VUCx
bourhood,and that all stock are carefully selected and in
spected before shipment; we have therefore to fall back on the 

theory’that they may have taken scabby sheep on board at Sandy 

Point on the homeward voyage,and that the pens may not have been 

disinfected afterwards,which is rather far fetched,and I quite 

hope to hear that the Inspectors hurried diagnosis was a mistak
en one.

A'. E. Barllon, Esq • 9

Manager,
Stanley.

\
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3. Par.®. We have no desire to tie up C. Smith with any red 

tape ill the matter or his pension,and if any responsible parson 

in his neighbourhood can be found to vouch for his being alive 

at the times the instalments are due,and if Braun & Blanchard 

can make the payments without any commission or loss in exchange 

to us,there is no reason why they should not do so. The certifi

cate is not a mere formality,and is considered necessary* to av* 

art the possibility of fraud. We cannot agree to break

the custom of paying the pensions quarterly^ $6

troublesome to us to have to seM obt Wdftt&iy c&snd'i

favour one mote than another.

4. Par.9. The cable from Mc.Phersbn w&s sent requested by

Mm. in his own words. You could not &ave knmfcn shb was writ* 

ing to Mr.Mathews,if,as I under stands the letter ^and cable were 

expected to arrive by the same boat. ’If W&ey '^at%er wonder

that they were not understood. There Is no jlmctmtl'pn %n tele- 

gramas,and of course a comma -was intended to lie -ttkig

word1* letter. ••

A

5. Par. 10. We did not want you to se&fcdli & good son,

for increasing the monthly,pr I shoulJL sfty 03® ^bh^&e weakly 

purchases of drafts from the Crown Agents/ajia % -shall &pw inform 

them that we cannot do as suggested-, AH S.o^rd have to say 

about the issue of Treasury notes is that they should be safe

guarded by being restricted to the actual ^^mouiit bf Ob£n in the 

Treasury; they may be useful as currency,and sav$ time, *Ln, count

ing out silver,but why they should be issued in sy#s tb&U
£1 is not clear.

6. Par.12. All I can say today about Noble is that on receipt 

of his message through you,finding that his aunt was still wil

ling to take the children I wrote to Mrs.Eooth,who flatly refus

ed to give them up until she heard direct from Noble himself. To 

this I replied that the monthly payment of £8.6.8.would 

after the .1st prox.,and this morning I have a letter from her 

Solicitors. It is astonishing that he should not have written to 

Mrs.Booth himself,and unpardonable that he should give me so 

much' trouble. If what Mrs.Booth says is true,he' is acting with 

great duplicity,for I have always understood him to say that

cease
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wished his rich relations would do more foi him. At the expend

iture of a good deaj. of time and trouble I have succeeded in 

getting him in the way of" having his children .looked after for 

£80 a year instead of £194,which we were actually paying Mrs. 

Booth until last year,and yet he has not written a line to me on 

the subject in reply to my last letter,and not taken the trouble 

to ensure the last arrangement being carried out. On the top of 

all this is his debt to the Company,as to which he appears in
different; but the whole thing must be brought to a head now,and 

I shall get MT.Mathews,as being nearer him,to take him in hand. 

The boys with Mrs.Clare are doing so well,and are evidently so 

nicely cared for,that it would be a great pity to have them all 
sent out prematurely;

7. I do not think that I mentioned that the invoice of'the 

Church was sent out free of commission,although it caused a good 

deal of correspondence and trouble.

.8. I send you the Weekly Budget of the 10th inst.containing 

an article on the Colony by a Frank G.Carpenter; who is he? Like 

all newspaper reports it contains inaccuracies,but is fairly 

correct.

9. I will delay sending you the book on Master and Servant 

until I hear that it deals with the law as at present in the Co

lony, that is to say according to the Ordinances 4 and 5 of 1882 

extending to the Colony the Imperial acts on Employers and Work

men and Employers’ liability. It may be so,but as the last act 

has not become law in the Colony,the information"it contains 

not apply.

10. The Serena was delayed at Cardiff by head winds,but is 

ported as having sailed on the 19th inst.

I find that there was some misunderstanding about the 

cargo for Weddell IslandsSper Thetis,whichit was too hastily as

sumed would be discharged in Stanley and sent on,on account of 

the small tonnage. This must be left to you to decide,for as the 

vessel passes Weddell there does not appear to be any reason why* 

she should not drop the cargo there. The same may be said with 

regard to Spring Point; in both these cases there may be wool to 

be picked up or some good reason for going in which we qanriot

may

ra

il.
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judge about he're. The cafgo for those places is stowed in such a 

way as to leave in your power the decision as to the Thetis's

programme.
12. The average adjusters have noted that no fee is charged 

for your certificate on the Ramises matter,and have entered it as
i/.£1,which is credited to you.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

4

Managing Director.
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INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.

/b' Ammon.

,V? 882. ony/yr/y .jr.c. _ 27ttiT December.____/rY..(/Q.

Sir,

Since writing on the 23fd inst.your despatch no.106 posted in 

Montevideo has arrived,and the Hefodot's mail has also been de- 

livered.

2. 106-2. is bo be hoped bhab bhere will nob be any seri
ous damage.in bhe Albabros' discovered after fufbher discharging 

her,as bhere will be no claim. The manhole in bhe bank wibh bhe

oilcake oughb bo have been properly secured here.

3. Par.4. iron damage arises from bare iron having been ab 

some bime improperly allowed bo come inbo conbacb wibh' hides'. 

When bhey have passed bhfough so many hands ib is always diffi

cult bo fix on bhe place where bhe mischief occurred,and pracbi- 

cally bhere is libble chance of making good a claim.

4. Par.5. A few lines written by some brusbwofbhy person,pre

ferably an official,are all bhab we require in bhe shape of a 

cerbificabe,and ib is nob necessary bo go bo bhe expense of hav

ing forms prepared for use in an isolabed case. I enclose bhe 

cerbificabes received in bhe cases of Aimsbrong and Frasdr bo 

show you whab is sufficienb.

5. Par.6. I have heard nobhing more from bhe owner of bhe 

Enola C.

6. Par.8. Ib is clear bhab we have never received from you 

any informabion,such as now supplied,aboub bhe Glengowan's coal; 

had ib been received in bime we should nob have washed £100 on 

ib,bub ib is doubbful whether ib could have reached us in bime. 

Ib would,however,have been of bhe greabesb service bo know bhe 

■real brubh aboub bhe coal,as we could some months ago have re

sold ib bo bhe Salvage Associabion wibhoub difficulty.

7. Par.II. I shall be glad bo geb further information aboub 

Nbble when Ib corned. Since wribing on bhe 23rd Mrs.Clare has

A.E.Baillon,Esq

Manager,Sbanley.
•»
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been hefe with his two boys,and he may,if he takes any interest 

in them,be glad to hear that they look like lads that would be a 

credit to anyone. They are cheerful and happy'without a doubt, 

and I heat that they are doing very well at school*• Mrs,. Booth 

through her Solicitors wishes me to infer that Noble has very 

little respect for his relations.; but when I tell you that the 

old couple,who are wealthy and have no children of their own,are 

taking the interest in his dfaildren now that he always wished 

they would,you will agree with me that he must be more than a 

fool to himself if he tries to keep his family away from them.
8. Par.18. The reason for the telegram about Campbell has 

been explained; you will see the force of our not wishing to 

doom the Fair Rosamond to certain destruction. As regards the

new Master, I was in hopes of sending out a young man.-recommended 

by Rees,but he failed three times in three consecutive weeks to, 

pass the examination from mate to master,and so it i-s possible 

that we are as well without him as with him,for he would,in any- 

case,have had to learn the coast. We have therefore decided to 

send out Willis,and though I know that his engagement is not 

quite free from objection,as I should have preferred both a 

younger man and one who has been in the habit of running a trad

ing coasted; still,it is to l>e said in his favour that he has 

always proved a safe man,that he is not a drunkard like Jones oT 

a wild man like Campbell,that he is a good navigator and knows 

the Islands and the tides and currents as no stranger could do 

under a year or more,and that he may be expected to keep his 

ship in good order. He goes by this mail,and his agrementis
A

closed. I have fully explained to him that he will be expected 

to drive and look after the vessel and the men himself,and though 

I have little doubt that he will acquit himself creditably his 

engagement can be terminated at any time should he fail to give 

satisfaction.

en-

9. Par.19. Your remarks about the Crown Agents* drafts are 

quite in accordance with the views of the Directors.

10. The Board are of opinion that there will have tb be some 

alteration in the terms on which we do business for and with the

clients who do not condign their produce to us. On looking for
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instance into the account of Baillon & Stickney we are struck 

♦ with the very small profit we make out of it,considering the 

facilities we give them,and the long time we have to wait for 

our money*; Take the account f6r 1397 for instance. During that 

yea:r we advanced them in cash in Stanley over £1000,we bought 

goods Tot them and made some cash payments exceeding £400, 

which we reaped the handsome commission of £8.18.7 in the year, 
their interest,which is by no means profit,as we have to finance 

here to meet drafts from the Colony,came to £64,and tha balance 

due'on 31st December was £1405. Although this balance includes 

payment for goods which are actual cash,the resident partner 

thinks that it is sufficient to repay us in Deeember this year 

the £1405,leaving the'rest of the account that has accumulated 

until the sale or the wool next ye&r. If- doing so much for them 

for a trifle resulted in business in the Store,it would not mat

ter so much; but their whole purchases in 12 months only came to 

£133*. The Directors consider that little as we make from our ag

encies they can only pay us when we do the whole of the busi
ness, and say that Messrs.Baillon & Stickney should be offered 

the choice of several courses: (1) they should consign their 

produce to us,(2) they should prevent ouT being under cash ad

vance to them by placing a sum in London to be drawn against in 

consideration of our giving them the facilities they enjoy in 

the Islands,dr(3) they should be charged for the accommodation 

given them the same terms as the Port Howard account. Thi3 has 

been communicated to Mr.E.Baillon,who you may be sure does not 

like it; I believe that his ideas about our business are singu

larly hazy,and that he fancies that we are making IsLrge sums out 

of the farmers,and sit in this office surrounded by bags of 

gold,which we are only too much pleased to invest in what he 

calls a safe five pet cent. Mr.W.Stickney has arranged with his 

Brokers to hand us £800 on the 2nd of January; this is a step in 

the right direction. Mrs.Bonner's procedure in the matter of 

ney might be imitated with advantage by all the test.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

on

mo-

Managing Director.
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Sit’,

Since writing to you pei Amnion on the 27th ult.,,we have re
ceived your despatch per H.M.S.Basilisk,which arrived on the 6th 

■inst.,and the cable, "Tanis Stagionare",i.e.930 bales of- wool,on 

the 10th inst.,which is very satisfactory.

2. 107-2. It is a pity that you did not quote Woolfe's in

voice in asking fbr another whaleboat,as I could have got a ten

der from them; at the same time,considering the increased length 

and beam,and the higher cost of materials and labour,I do not 

think that the price paid for the boat per Thetis was excessive. 

After a lapse of nearly 20 years it is not easy to remember de

tails of’ purchases,but now that you mention this boat I am able 

to call to mind that it was built under my own direction when I 

was in England in 1879. Even now I am not quite clear whether I 

was wrong in saying that the present boat was one of those sent 

out by Forrestt,for I have a kind of notion that Woolfe’s was 

built for the use of the Black Hawk,having in view the probabil

ity of her being taken out of the mail service the following 

year. I know that when she was wrecked in Back Hafbour(?),Staten 

Island in 1881,and the crew were taken off another part of the 

Island,I was very much vexed at having to abandon her boat Or 

boats,and I still think it possible that one of them was the 

whaleboat that I had had built only a short time before. On this 

point some of our old hands would be able to speak I think.

3. Par.3. It appears that there is a shortage in the hides 

received per Tanis,and our Brokers are making a claim on Browne 

Geveke & Co.for them. It should be remembered that a specifica

tion of all shipments should be sent at the time of* shipment,and 

the discrepancy' in the tallies you now mention ought to have

A.E.Baillon,Esq • 9

Manager,
Stanley.
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been reported by the following mall 'SLt latest.
4. Par.4. Mr.Packe9s bale of ^fcihs lias been i'ecSiVed from 

Hamburg. You do nob Clearly e&pihin ft feseaped the notice of 

those taking tally,for one "would -naturally think that anything 

going on board would-be noted,6* some receipt given to the boat- 

Jfian Who took it off. It -is well to mention that as the skins ate 

dii sorted and 1S.14 Cyt 35i Lot's -it coUld not possibly prejudice 

the said ot the portion shipped If some bales were left behind, 
and keeping ft Hebe means e'Strk warehouse tent.

5. far". %< fhe ^dat'd h4ve considered the question of the tele- 

phone,and are' of' opinion 'that We shoiild not agree to share the 

estimated coat Of putting the line in order until we aTe sup
plied; with far more detailed information than is afforded by the 

Government in the letter of 5th December. It does not state what 
ia needled,who hits ffi&de the -estimate,-or Why such a sum is requir
ed,which Is far iri excess Of the original cost, 

can learn*the portion that has so often broken down is confined
If,as far as we

thn stretch that passes over sand , Where the posts cannot be 

sufficiently stayed,there does not seem to be any reason why the 

repairs should not be confined to that portion,and be carried 

out by laying insulated line underground,which could probably
pa dune y:fth a plough, ye agreed in -the first instance tq join 

in the cost of this line,believing that it would benefit ysj; we 

got the materials from a first class :fii3n,who.m we consulted- as 

to the best materials to be sent out,and more we could j\Ot have 

. We now find that it is -of no service to us whatever,and 

further that the pilot service is so inefficient-*that proper ad^ 

vantage could not be taken of it,even If there weTe any ships 

coming in,which unfortunately is not the case. Under these cir
cumstances, unless we heat that an improvement will be carried 

out,and we see that there is

done

a likelihood that sJhips will again 

put in for repairs,we are inclined to -cut the loss,and write It
off our books,rather than throw away;In these hard times,good 

money after bad. As for such fads as luMinoWs paint and asbestos 

paint,when tarring the posts,as in England,wdUld have been 

ficient,you should never have agreed to sHfesare in their cost.
Buf

fi. Par.6. Messrs.W.Lowden & Go,.have accepted the draft on- ac-
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count of the Knight Commander.'

7. Par.7. Your arrangetaents for the schooners Will have had 

to b& modified wheft ydu ftehM tftht we wefe sending h. toaster out. 
If- ’ye'd want to see a stirihLcieht tedabh fbt "hot employing fcamp- 
bell-,redd toy despatch from Stanley of «th March,1.881, no. 306, pars 

& ^att<3L l# i.
tii ftes;^ YoU Will haYe heard bf the despatch 

and should h&f intoSl tin ¥he\ftbh wa ought to 

shipment to folloW the BCf'end. if the -American ships take much, 
no doubt more will feh wanted,and we would send some even now,if 

we knew wfet accommodation you have fob stowing them. If urgent 

you should cable.
9. Pat. 10. In case the shot of Mr.Green's memorandum was not 

sent to the-£}-.tt.by the Basilisk,I notified them that it had been 

found ,-and in reply have been informed that a copy of my letter 

of the ?4th; November had been sent to the Governor for his con
sideration* I am father surprised at this,as it was written to 

Confirm your. metoof i*l and elucidate certain points that were not 

quite clear; I inclined to ^hazard d guess that he may have 

beeh toM that if 'the facts were as stated by me,the point ought- 

to be. decided' in o^r -favour.
per? ybV say aboyt the acreages of the Islands 

is cc^peqt,as ydd yttll Jjave already seen,,but I .still -thinjc 

5$,Saints Payment pught to t^v,e been £4.3.4,not £4..3.9,as I 

could neyep have .estimates _s© closely .as 24 Acres. If On examin
ing the chart you -Are Of op|L,n,iph that these Acreages ought to be

as
varied,and Ipr.landing's calculations seem tp be e)cact as ft 

possible to make tbpm,yon oygljt t© -make the -alterations.
XI. There is an. ImdiWiPP advised oja account -of J.L.'ffdldron, 

as to which I tOQjjf the precaution of enqUffirsg before doing it, 

fnd found,as I expected,that the produce was covered under-the 

consignee's open policy. I mist again paint out that the Compa
ny's policies comprise only sUch producers is consigned to us, 
and that insurance is always dttended to by the consignees here; 
if we have to do any other a special poliey -has to be taken out.

12. The Board have considered the iquestion Or the deficit in 

oash referred to by Mr.Harding in ^private letter to me,and

of steam coal,
send oUt another

was



ate willing to accept his suggestion to transfer A 'pdtt bf the 

surplus cash,now standing in Deposit Account,to meet fcis deficit 

of £50,which you will accefdihgly have done.

13. It may to as well to silk lib the dedisldn x>t biiOdtoife 

with regdfd to l&h; &Lck6 * s accoUht,As to which you have already 

been ihfotined. they ate willing to Mke hlA kll tfeashn&fcie 8k&* 

vahces carttyihg bh ills hatfta on his doing

all in MS ptfwSfc tfl tbdlice tKfe aBcdtihi hs dUifakly as possible; 

btit they ate 6t- oplfiibn that while this large debt still stands 

it will not be reasonable bh hlS part to ask them to supply pro

visions and other Xiecessaties tot carrying on a Stohe business, 

jiof d'o they think that, if his Own. establishment is Unable to 

supply sUft'icieht sheep Tor -his "Butchery ,we should be asked to 

advance -money to enable him to compete with us in this business. 

This has actually been done,but a M6ment,s consideration only- is 

necessary to,, show the absurdity of it.

.1 a^,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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QjJjrJI'alkhmft Jfelimfts (Imuyami.
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.

0,/s/frr///?/"/ '//'/rvi/..oy. ,
/#/■ Itauti.

N° 884. 7th; FeJbtuai'Y',_____ ,

Sir,

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatches nos.108 

and 109,which afriteed on the 23rd ult.and the 6th inst.respect
ively.

884-3. Your remarks on the subject of the acreage of Lafo- 

nia ate noted,and we hope that the Government will eventually 

rate us according to the precedent shown in the estimate obtain

ed from Mr.Green. The proper way of obtaining information from 

oh communicating with the Government has to be regulated by cir

cumstances; in this case the estimate obtained in answer to a 

private note to the Colonial Secretary was probably more favour

able to us than it would have been if a formal application had 

been made to the Governor,which would probably have had the ef
fect of touting up a number of conflicting figures.

5. Par.4. The Directors are always anxious to co-operate with 

the Government in the matter of improvements,if they can do so 

without wasting money; but in the case of the telephone they’do 

not at present see that they would be justified in joining in 

the large expenditure proposed,for reasons already given. The 

substitution,practically,of iron posts for all the wooden 

does not seem a desirable sjsep; as regards this proposal,it 

would be instructive to learn whether the posts put up in the 

year 1880 between the Store and youi house have perished much in 

the 19 years that have elapsed. To the best of my recollection 

none of them are less than 80 yafds apart,and with this 

the 160 posts suggested would covet over 7 miles. On the coast 

road between Brighton and Newhaven,a most exposed situation, 

there is a line of telegraph ,and many of the posts are more 

than 100 yards apart,carrying I think several wires, ir the
A'. E. Bail Ion, Esq.,

2.

ones

space

Manager,
Stanley.



faulty part in the Peninsula could be righted less expensively, 

and we could be satisfied that the pilot service was going to be 

improved,I have no doubt that the Board would still be willing 

to contribute a share,although the total expenditure would come 

out far more than was anticipated at the outset.

4. Par.7. The Kosmos Co.want the Glengowan for a hulk at San

dy Point,and we have agreed,subject to your not having already 

disposed of her to Mr.Curtze,to let them have the hull for £500. 
This means that we retain everything else,including the lower 

masts and ground tackle; we assume that for moorings there she 

would require much heavier anchors and chains,and that they will 

supply them from Hamburg. The list of spars and other gear sent 

shows that we have got some value out of her; we now want a val

uation of all this at moderate prices,together with a list,also 

valued of the sails and other property that you have on shore..

No doubt some of these spars are worth for sale £80 to £100,but 

they may be years on hand,and what we should like to do is to 

pass them over to the Store at such prices that the latter can

not lose,while we shall be able to close the Glengowan*s account 

as soon as we have sold her. As regards the lowermasts,we want

s

V

to know if they have been damaged below the deck by the fire,and

whether,in fact,they are worth lifting out; if they are,I should
doing

be inclined to ask the Kosmos what they would charge for 
it,
fchem-owb,assuming that it would be rather a tough job for us to 

take in hand ourselves. I enclose a copy of a letter from Mr. 

Pepper,from which you will see that he means business; I under

stand that an Inspector is going out by this mail to report 

her. After looking over Johnson*s estimate of the cost of be

decking her,it struck me that he had allowed for a first class 

deck,probably 4 by 5,of sufficiently good quality and strength- 

for a sea-going ship; but it occurred to me that as it would not 

be subjected to the strain and wear to be encountered at

on

sea,a
much cheaper and thinner covering would be enough,say not mobe 

that three inches or less,sufficient in fact to take oakum suf

ficient to keep it tight,while the wood if sound and durable 

need not be of the first class. This subject was being consider

ed before the idea of a 3ale to the Kosmos cropped up,and will
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now go for nothing as far as we afe concerned,as the Board would 

much prefer getting out of the purchase to fitting up a hulk 

that is not wanted1. We have not heard anything about the condit

ion of the beams,which are understood to be twisted and sunk; is 

the work of straightening them beyond the capacity of our Black

smiths? If sold to the Kosmos I should expect to get some work 

for our shops in refitting the hulk for the trip across. The 

question of the coals remains to be settled later.

5. Par.8. With regard to Campbell,you will probably have 

before this that his removal from the Fair Rosamond
seen

was a step
that could not be delayed. In connexion with this affair,I have 

to report,without comment,that we have heard from Mr.C.M.Dean, 

the authority of Mr.Hennah,that Campbell got the schooner ashore
on

upon "The Twins"outside Carcass Island,and that she was leaking 

badly & seriously damaged. I say without comment,because such a 

statement cannot be reconciled with his having made "a remarka

bly successful and quick passage",as reported by you,and I hope 

to hear either that the rumour is untrue,or that Campbell,if he 

did get into a mess,failed to report it'.

Same par. I should have added that it is not necessary to 

inform you as to how our vessels are insured,and that the fact 

of our underwriting the Fair Rosamond was communicated more with 

a view to preventing any unnecessary expenditure in surveys and 

repairs in case of loss than anything else. Whoever may be the 

Underwriters we expect equal care taken of all our vessels.

7. Par.14. Your remark that you would have preferred to 

more fencing materials and less ale and stout for filling up the 

Thetis was made under a misapprehension. It is impossible to 

i*eii in loading whether there will be extra room or not until 

the last few days,and then the question is what can be got on 

board most quickly. Bottled ale can be obtained in three or four 

days,fencing takes from four to six weeks to prepare,the latter, 

of-course,would be the best,but such delay-would be out of the 

question.

8. Par.10. Your remarks on mails are noted. I thought that 

you were in the habit of sending the despatches to Stubenrauch, 

as the envelopes have frequently borne Chilian stamps.

6.

see



9. 109-1. It is a strange thing that when the Sandy Point 
postmaster forgets to send a homeward mail on board a Pacific
steamer he invariably makes matters worse by putting it in 

charge of the next Kosmos boat bound to the Islands,this happen
ed repeatedly in my time,and eventually resulted 

sal\ One would have thought that
in his dismis-r 

as soon as he got sober he
would do his best, to retrieve his error by despatching 

to England. I never remember
it direct

an occasion on which the fact was
not known as soon as the steamer came in,and if Mr.Schlottfeldt
knew it h© ought not to have concealed it.

10. Par.2.

batros through out Brokers,but they will have no legal hold on 

them.

I will endeavour to approach the owners of the A1—

11. Par.5. I note that Burgess was paid off on the 9th of 

April; he gave the 16th as the date.

12. Par.9. Soon after Captain-Packe died,and for

after,Mr.Packe9s account was kept within reasonable dimensions,

and if he was told that he might vgo ahead*,thebe is reason in 

all things.

some years

The actual amount of his debt lias only bbeh promin

ently before us for a comparatively short -time,and it. has only 

beenlately. that wool has had such all alarming drop). The Board 

have not so far decided that the must be asked f or security,and
if he maaages to curtail -his ..expenses I do not know that anything'

more will be said on this subject -at present; but it was high 

time to point out to him that'at the rate he 

in the pace had become
was going a checkr

necessary*

1:3. Par.ll. I have to rep old, -that, Noble’s family have been 

brought down from Aberdeen, althpujgh £n -his usual 
has omitted to

casual w&y ha
say anything to Mrs.Booth about it*. I do not fchow

whether he is obliged to me or/for being the means of reducing 
... n
the payments made for them from £194 to £80 per anum; at all ev-

A
ents he has not said so,-and he -wrote Mrs.Booth some time ago
that it was against his will that the boys had been removed,but 

that, I take it,was by way , pf saying something pleasant to her.

14. Par.10. There can be no objection to the Great Island 

tallow being boiled down at Port Howard,if more convenient; .but 

it had never been reported by you. If the JJ tallow lately re-*



cei'ved from the Islands came from Port Howard,Noble might learn 

a useful lesson by enquiring how they manage to turn out stuff 

equal to the best New Zealand.
15. Par.14. I do not know that there will be any advantage in 

pursuing the subject of the land acreages,but I will try,as 

shortly as possible,to explain the remarks you do not understand. 

It was considered that the Objection had been taken on the wrong 

lines because the point you should have stuck to,disregarding 

everything else,was the precedent "allowed to be established for 

ten years'which included the acreage of Lafonia at 57$,000 

acres. On that point our case was unassailable;once outside it 

there are several conflicting estimates to be discussed. That 

the acreage given was entirely wrong was shown in the parallel 

lists furnished to you,from which you would learn that you had, 

put in some acreages on which we were not liable,omitted some 

that were,and incorrectly stated the acreage of Lafonia. Of 

course you were not meant to understand that every* figure was 

wrong,and the word* entirely* was used in a qualified sense,you 

may substitute #*veryM if you like. Sections IS -and 44 were in-r 

eluded,and you will have seen that they were npt liable. Upon 

you£ explanation I can now see that you added the 36,000 acres, 

including these and 24 and -25,£ut the heading of your column is 

misleading,as it is stated to -be the .assessed acreage fdr Land 

tax under Ordinance 14 Pf lQ$2,and I naturally turned to the 

cash book for the payments,and found that they represented 

throughout 676,518 acres,the extra payment of £25 being entered 

subsequently,in one yeaf only•I think, and the fact that Mr.Kerr 

conjured this little extra payment out of Us had escaped my hie&-* 

pry. As to not making & shot at 'Jiafoni&, since you say that you 

took it to be the balance 'STtel* deducting the other acreages>

which acreages happened not -to be completely correct,if it "w^s 3a-
I think,perhaps,thatnot a shot,I do not know What to call it.

I did not make sufficient allowance f6$ your inability to find 

Mr.Green's statement,or of working put the figures it contained;

that you have them yo-U must see where you went astray«
16. It is satisfactory to learn th®*t Mr.Stickney is likely* to 

ship hi's wool by the Thetis,and it vil% be good if she gets away 

in June.

now



\'

17. The Brokers say that Mrs.Hansen's wool is particularly 

bad,the worst lot they have ever seen from the Falklands,and 

they think that she ought to be advised to do something in the 

direction of improvement’.

1.5. By this mail we send a new table of homeward freights, 

which ought to prevent any mistakes in future; if there is any
thing not quite clear,perhaps you will mention it.

19. Referring to a letter from the Commodore about the moving 

fees,in which he mentions £2 as being due,I am under the impres

sion that it should be £3.
20. I enclose copy of correspondence with Browne Geveke & Co. 

about the hides still in dispute,upon which an explanation is 

wanted. I see that the two belonging to MT.Packe have turned up 

this mail,but the question of the 17 is still open'.

21. I have seen Lawes's Co.about Little's dip being sold at 

3/.delivered in Stanley,and they have communicated with Mbrris’ 

Little & Son about this cutting of prices: the latter have replied 

that they did not wish to do it,but found from their agent that 

we were selling Lawes at the same price and other brands at even 

less. Is there any foundation for this? It actually costs us 

close on 3/.
22. I see that Humphreys sent you a draft on W.R.Hardy for 

£70 for collection,but assume that we are in no way responsible 

for it,although they seem to have drawn upon London for it be

fore it was collected*. We do business fdr people in Montevideo 

gratuitously-,and always have done so,but it will be necessary to 

devise some arrangement for making a charge,as we ought not to 

find money and take trouble for nothing.
23. Major Curtis,R.E.called here last week and had a talk ab- 

out Stanley. He is going out for the Admiralty to start the Nav

al works,and expects to be away about six months.

24. In the London despatch of 31st May,1890 there were some 

particulars and estimates about telephones,which you might find 

useful if you look them up;.
Stores and other sources we hear 

importing and selling maize Ac.from Mon-
251. From your remarks on

that the Government are



1^

tevideo. We do not want to make ourselves unpleasAnt about this, 

but such a thing has surely never been done before'. Whether they 

are selling with or without profit,it is equally an interference 

with the trade of the place,and we understand that GoVefnMdftt 
people are expected to abstain from any kind of interference, IF 

representations were made to the QOlonial Office it wouldalmpst 
certainly be stopped,but it would be an unpleasant thing to have 

to do. If it were represented that owing to high prices charged 

in Stanley it was thought )\ece.ssary to protect the pockets of 

the poor publio,the natural reply would be that there is perfect 

freedom of‘trade in the Is lands, and a healthy amount of competi->- 
tioh,and that after all business people must live', if' this prin
ciple were established and carried to extreme lengths,there iS 

no reason why the Government should notlceep a large .retail 
St ore, and enter into competition with all the other traders) but 
the G.O.could never countenance such action by the authorities, 

it is a pity that this little wdd-ge should be allowed to be dri

ven in.
I ami,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing fJirectoif',,
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CLljrr J-alkhtu^ Jtalaufls (Imupairn.

O' / - S '/s/rs r/// 7 c/ ' //7rc/,

INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851

/hr Supplementary mail 
via Lisbon.
885.

( //

N? ov/ orrm js. a... 25th February ,

Sir,

Since -writing, you per Xtauri- on the 7th inst.I have received 

your despatch no.110 per H.M.S.Swallow to Montevideo,which ar
rived on the 13th inst.

2. Par.2. As the settlement of insurance on the rams is de

layed , pending the report of* their safe arrival by schooner,t 

hope that you will have reported the fact by the incoming mail. 

The Tanis arrived on the 2nd of November,and the rams were sent 

away previous to the 14th January. No doubt this was done with 

the permission of the Inspector,but was it not against the law, 

which,I think,provides for an infected period of at least three 

months?

3. Far.4. Before we had hydraulic presses we never used hyd

raulic leather; it costs about three times as much as ordinary 

leather,and the latter used always to be used for ordinary pump 

work. We had at Goose Green presses for 5,6,and 8 in.ram leath

ers, but 6 is now our standard size,and I doubt if we have a 5 in 

press in use,unless at Goose Greenjskin 

ram was in the greaves press at Goose Green,long since discard- 

ed. The hydraulic leather formerly sent out was used solely,to 

the best of my recollection,in the hydraulic presses,and I think 

that King will bear me out in saying that the indents were al
ways for thick and thin,the former for rams the latter for cup 

leathers. I do not understand what is meant by the statement 

that Noble intends to make another block,and use it up for ram 

leathers; if by block is meant a mould or press,I repeat that

we had one of each size,and ought to have still. It would be 

well to direct Mr.Mathews's attention to this subject,as if the

/
*Vs lVK

xf
/ \

v

\ shed,and the only 8 in.

A.E.Baillon,Esq,

Manager,
• 9

Stanley.



1

costly stuff we get from Tylers is used for all sorts of purposes , 

the practice ought to be discontinued. With regard to Noble's 

being able to supply the Colony with leathers, that was never in
■ : • v; ,doubt; the question was, having regard to the price charged by 

cTylers for the finished article as compared with the cost of the 

leather, can he do it without loss at the same price? If so,
/ indents to London for press leathers need not be sent.

4. Par. 5. I think that you have now been informed that the
/

cable about the Parkdale was sent on account of Messrs..Anning & 

Cobb, who were interested in a parcel of hides on board. Messrs
Humphreys & Co. were asked to include the charge in the Islands1
account, and if I had supposed that they would not have made an 

explanatory note in the account, I would have mentioned it, though 

advice from here would probably have arrived after the account.
5. Par. 6. You have sent a receipt for 100 tons coal, but as 

this was taken out of the Admiralty stock, surely it was a mis
take sending it;# if not, why was there not a receipt given for 

the former delivery? At all events, it has not been dealt with
in any way.

I have written to Mr. Green, asking him to place 

the Enola C's business in our hands.
6 . Par. 8. v)

We used to do all business
for the American Consul, including the purchase of his monthly 

drafts on Washington;. how is it that he has passed us over? I 

think that considering, the risk we took in giving the ship credit 

in the first instance, Mr. Green can hardly help seeing that the 

removal of the business was an ungracious act, and hardly justi
fied.

• 7. There waa no list of enclosures in this despatch, and I 

am accordingly sending a note of those found in the packet.
v Bv Mr. Dean has complained that some of our prices are out 

of date, and instances wire'nails, which are charged him at 36/-

« o

per cwt. \ I-t is within my recollection that at his Store and ours 

the standing price'used to be 5d. and.tfd. per lb., but seeing that 

they cost -from 7/6 fro 15/- per cwt., there seems to be room for a 

revision of prices, whieft might be graduated according to the
•T "

size of the 'nails. 
Cable just in 
Sakkarah Stahldi‘cht.

I am, Sir,
Your obedient Servant,
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(Lljr jhilkhutft 3sl it lifts (Lmupamj.
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER IB5I.

/
/Vv/.///, r

/&' Supplementary mail 
via Lisbon.
886.

( /?
9.. VP 3rd March,07/ 7/07/. E a

Sir,

My despatch 885 left on the 25th ult and on the 27th your 

no.Ill of 23rd Janimry per H.-M.S.Basilisk arrived,with enclos-
•»

ures in order,and was submitted to the Board.

2. Par.2. The transmission* of the Swallow's coal receipt is 

now explained,and it will be forwarded to the Admiralty.

3. Par.3. It is not clear whether the £90 said to have been 

due for the ma.il service still remains unpaid,or whether Rowell 

is supposed to have withheld it; at all events we can do nothing 

about it here.

4. Par.5. The Directors have considered the very full state

ment of Mr.Packe's affairs,and are of opinion that he will soon, 
with care and ordinary luck, be able materially to reduce the am

ount advanced to him. They very much appreciate the frank way in 

which he has given the explanations they were in need of,and al

so his offer to provide security. They have sufficient confid

ence in his integrity,however,to be willing to dispense with 

this at present,and if after a year's time they find that satis

factory progress is being made,it is unlikely that they will ask 

for any at all. At the same time they trust that Mr.Packe will 

see,as from his letters to me I know he does,that on the figures 

shown in our books it was incumbent on them to draw attention to 

the large and rapid increase in his liability to ther Company*

5. Par.7. The report of your conversation with the Governor 

about the importation of Stores is satisfactory; it is always 

well to get to the bottom of stories of this kind,which are usu

ally, when sifted,found to be greatly exaggerated.

6. Par.9. I do not think that I have ever read anything more

A.E.Baillon,Esq

Manager,
• i

Stanley.
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incomprehensible than the correspondence and this long paragraph 

about J.B.Frazer. He is absolutely in the right,and what you 

have sent proves it,although you do not seem to have grasped the 

Tact. You mention more than; once that he has not produced a let

ter guaranteeing the passage he asks for,and that he is unable 

to give the date,which would have enabled you to settle the 

question,and yet you not only*’send a copy of that very letter, 

but also quote from it verbatim in one of your letters to him. I 

refer,of course,to the letter of 27th February,1891,which told 

him as clearly as possible that the passage he had asked for 

would be granted. Having that date I at once turned up the des

patches from and to London,and find that the Board's assent 

received on the 24th February,and communicated three days later; 

I have also found that it was in reply to par.10 of my despatch 

511 of 10th November,1890,written after I had had an interview 

with Frazer in the Camp. It is difficult,if not impossible to 

see any difficulty in the case at all,or how,having the state

ment in the letter that I had "referred the matter to London in 

"November”,you failed to follow up the clue given. Of course,all 

reference to endorsements on expired agreements is outside the 

question; Frazer came out,just as a new Schoolmaster would have 

done,in 1888,but without a written agreement,and it was to se

cure the passage that he asked for at the expiration of his time 

that he spoke to me at the end of 1890. The principle on which 

it was allowed is that,unlike shepherds and labourers,school

masters and others have no other employment to turn to when they 

leave us,and that it is therefore only fair to send them away. 

The same principle applies to Managers and Clerks. The Board 

would have no objection,in Frazer's case,to give him a passage 

to Sandy Point in lieu of the one to England,or,if it can be 

done without much expense,to send him across in a schooner; but 

in the event of his wishing to come to England they think that 

the passenger accommodation of the Thetis might be utilized. It 

must be understood that this is not to be taken as a precedent, 

but as a concession to one who has iawaye,notwithstanding his 

abrupt manner, always been a faithful and valued servant. With 

regard to getting a man to take his place I can only say today

was
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that enquiries for a successor will be set on foot at once. It 

will probably be considered by the Board that it would be a re
trograde step to reduce our teaching staff to one again, and that 

a man stationed at Darwin, and I do not think that Goodwin car
ries weight enough for the chief post; we want a certificated 

master if we can get one,as we cannot lose sight of the respons
ibility that rests upon us to provide what education we can for 

the rising generation in the Camp. An explanation should be af- 

f dr&ed of the incidental remark in your letter of 34th 

to Mr.Mathews that P.Mc.Pherson understands that he is entitled 

to a passage for himself only} this is impossible,as he went out 
in the Tanis by his own wish and at his own expense.

7. I send you a copy of a-letter lately received from the Co
lonial Office,as also of my reply. Probably the substance of the 

former has been communicated to you already,as it came just aft
er the last mail had left. We know of old that the Government 
will never give way until the last moment,and then in a grudging 

way; but I cannot help thinking that,unless gross injustice is 

done,they must climb down this time ^for they have completely 

given themselves away in acknowledging that we are rated at 850 

acres to the nautical square mile,while there is abundant proof 
that the whole of the rateable land outside Lafonia is reckoned 

at 640 acres,and that they know it. What check is there on the 

expenditure of the Scab Tax,and is any statement of the 

priation of the money issued from time to time?
8. The Kosmos Co.complain that the shipment per Sakkarah is 

far short of the quantity promised,causing them considerable 

loss. I have replied that I have not heard from you yet,and am 

unable to express an opinion.

9. Having been informed that weekly mails are being sent down 

to the flag-ship,I am forwarding this to Montevideo,in case of 

an opportunity before the next outward boat,the Modestia. If 

this Is to be the practice in future the G.P.O.will have to be 

asked to make up mails.

appro-

l
//

I am,Sir,
% .»

your obedient servant, 

Managing Director.
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Cl>h,r J-itlhlitu^ Jshmfrs (Ikntquntu.
-c (^INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.','-

6t. ,
Modestia.Per C/7
.837. /<#£_ i..ons/lon. ecl..........21st Maxell,

Sir,

I last wrote you per Royal Mail on the 3rd inst.,and have 

since received your despatch 113 per tf.W.f.Flora on the 15th 

inst.,and 113 and 114 per Sakkarah to Montevideo,thence per P.S.. 
N.steamer,yesterday. All these despatches have been before the 

Board.

2. 112,par.9. Captain Willis took put his son at his own ex
pense.

3, Par.11. Your remarks on the subject of certain farmers* 

accounts are noted and approved. I am sorry to find that through 

an oversight a copy of the correspondence with Mr.E.F.3aillon

was not sent you at the end of last year,although the gist of it 

more or less given you in the despatches on the Subject. It 

is now enclosed,and requires no comment.
4. Par.12.

was

The letter from Mr.G.W.Benney will be a sufficient 

authority for the payments to be made to Mrs.Benney.

5. Par.15. I assume that the Surveyor of Works will have 

en the necessary- steps to prevent a further slip of the peat at
tak-

the spot where it started.

6. Par.18 and despatch 113. There has,of course,been no time 

to examine the accounts,but at the first sight they are better 

than the Board had been led to expect,and theStore profits,taken 

i^ conjunction with your remark that the Store debtors have 

creased substantially,is distinctly re-assuring. It almost seems 

as though the retail sales in the Colony had nQt materially 

fered,and that the reduction is due almost entirely to the ab

sence of ships,while we are getting our money in for the goods 

we do sell,instead of making profits on papdr.

de-

suf-

A.EhBai lion, Esq 

Manager |
• t

Stanley.
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7* 114 - 2. I am surprised to hear that you have no invoice 

of the boat built by Leslie,as the amount was included in the 

corrected General Invoice per Thetis,which went out by mail of 

the 3rd December,and it seems almost certain that the builders' 

invoice went with it; however,a copy is enclosed* As regards the 

boat herself,I am sorry to see that there is reason to complain 

about her. I do not pay much attention to what is said about 

soft wood,because I am inclined to agree with Rees in thinking 

that it will be found lighter for use and at the same time quite 

durable enough for the work she has to do. It was a question be

tween that boat and nothing,as we had decided not to pay the en
ormous price asked by King for a hard wood one, She is not in
tended to be constantly hauled up on a rocky beach,and the rub

bing strakes provided were considered sufficient. The breast 

hoops (hooks?) can be replaced by the Blacksmith at no great ex
pense,and being a new boat carried out on deck just after build

ing she would naturally require re-caulking after the voyage in 

any case. But what you say about the stempost and the keel and

the knots dropping out is serious,and as Rees was constantly at 

the yard superintending her building,he was either not sharp en

ough, or the builders were clever enough to cover up the defects 

with paint before he could see them. We shall not go to these 

people again,in fact,had you given Woolfe's name in time they 

would have been asked to build her. You do not say whether the 

old one was built for the Black Hawk or not.

Par.5. In the fifth line I understand the word "see" as in
tended to follow "shall”.In yesterday's papers the arrival of 

the Serena is reported.

9. Par. 11.

8.

It is a good thing that we are to get our dip 

cheaper; I have already told you that I saw Messes.Lawes about

Little's competition. I should be very glad to hear of a defin

ite trial of the former dip having been made on an undoubted 

case of scab; MT.Mathews used Little on the rams,and knowing its 

undoubted scab curing properties,he no. doubt exercised a wise 

discretion* Of course it does not matter in the least to us what 

dip we use,being pledged to no one,and if the result of the 

petition is to cheapen dips all round,and Littles like to undo
com-

J



the it short sighted action of some years ago,‘it may be to our 

advantage. No one with any knowledge of the Islands could ever 

expect any agent but ourselves to give satisfaction.
10. Par. 13. We shall be glad to have your further report on 

Mr.Duncan,although I am still in communication with the agents 

about a schoolmaster. It was not as a Storekeeper that Prazer 

particularly shone,as there was often a want of method about 
him,and the Store was at times very untidy; but as a schoolmast
er an accountant,and as a sterling,good,honest man,we may 

have to go faf before we come across hi© equal.
11. Par.14. I have not lost a day in having my tit—for—tat 

with Mr.Pepper over his premature complaint about the Sakkarah's
i

cargo. I saw him last week,and he more or less prepared me for 

what you have stated. I think that the Valparaiso agents will 
receive a lecture,and I am not sorry for what has occurred,as it 

will provide us with an answer in future,and we may,perhaps,not 
have reason to regret the delay of 500 bales.

1.2. Yesterday your cable sent from Montevideo-on the 18th inst 

came to hand,MOr.elheira Spotti tombstone",meaning "delay execut
ing the order(for)Spotts*s tombstone". We should have laid our
selves open to a charge of negligence if we had not put this or
der in hand as soon as it arrived,and I can only say that it has 

been in hand for five weeks,and that we only heard a few days 

ago that it could not be ready in time for this steamer. The 

stone can be of no possible use for any other purpose than the 

one for which it was ordered,and it will have to be sent out,un
less your advices point distinctly to the contrary,in which 

we must hold the person who ordered it,presumably the U.S.Con
sul, responsible for its cost.

13. Although the arrival of the Northemhay with damage to 

spars,sails,and steering gear was in the papers yesterday,no ca
ble about the vessel has arrived for us,which seems strange,for 

we cannot for a moment suppose that anyone else is doing the re
pairs. The #mer,Mr.Gayner,is a man of large means,and must know 

us as we chartered his barque "Humbleton" for a round voyage a 

good many years ago. I assume that this news came up by a of 

war,and that cm the 24th we may get a further message by the Xb-

•rVA
/ \
/ \

case
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eria,due at Montevideo that day. The mail that brought the news 

of these vessels probably caught the Thames on the 18th.
14. I regret to have to report that the draft on R.T.Green on 

account of the Enola C.has been refused acceptance on the ground 

of "no authority to draw". Upon the statements received from you 

this is inexplicable, for we understand that Mr.Rowen,the U.S. 
Consul was appointed agent by Green,and that he was authorized 

to disburse not exceeding 0&OOO9whereas this draft amounts to 

little over /(3840, Is it possible that there has been a misun
derstanding, and that the sum mentioned was intended to cover the 

whole,including the first bill? However that may be,we have,un
der legal advice,asked Messrs.Brown Shipley & Co 

handed the draft for collection,to ask their house to protest it 

for non-acceptance and return it to us. Unfortunately,although 

the request was cabled the draft cannot be here in time for this 

mail; but if" it arrives before the end of the week I will send 

it under cover to Humphreys,and once in your possession it will 
place you in a position to have the ship seized on her retum*In 

the meantime X enclose you a formal notice received yesterday 

from Notaries in Boston,which will,no doubt,serve in case the 

ship arrives before the draft to begin proceedings; we assume 

beforehand that you will have the active co-operation of Mr.Kow- 

en,as it must be to his interest to see the thing through. For 

your information and his I may tell you that the firm above

a

to whom we• >

nam—
ed procured us a confidential report on Mr.Green,which described 

him as an "enterprising and capable man,with means estimated at 

from Jf50,000 to #100,000",so he is worth powder and shot,and in 

the event of your not getting satisfaction out of the ship you 

most ask Mr.Rowen to provide you with full evidence as to the 

gency given him,and the powers conferred under it. I enclose 

py of a letter received from Green yesterday; it rather suggests 

that he is hard up,but may be a try-on; we shall have nothing to

a-
co-

do with his proposal,but it gives ub a suggestion that the cargo,
* /

if any,will be seizable,as his property,and on this you must act 

If necessary. On the 16th JLnst.X cabled,"Pegotsaria Enola Banal- 

Hade Jmpetrable Citaron",meaning "following is strictly private
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MEn.ol*(a)tt.ll baa not been accepted Inform Consul*,which
seem contradictory, but it is hoped that you will understand that 

while the ctter should be kept private so as to prevent the 

chance of the news reaching the Captain at Sandy Point or else
where, and inducing him not to return to certain seizure,it is 

right that the Consults a party to the bill,should have notice 

of its dishonour. It is a pity that the account was not certifi
ed by the Consul as well as the bill,and the Board do not under
stand why we Bhould have been called upon to pay cash to Willi
ams to such a large amount,as he ought,having made the profit on 

his stores,to have taken a bill himself for the account due him. 
As regards Mr.Green’s complaint that the people at Stanley gave
the Captain credit,knowing what sort of a ran he was.I shall

not
write him that it was a matter for your consideration at all,as 

the affair has been represented to us,the Consul being vested 

with powers as agent to do as he chose within certain defined 

limits,which were not exceeded.

15. I enclose copy of a letter from the Colonial Office,which
$

is intended to toe final as regards the assessment of Lafonia* Wh
have Mr. Chamberlain's opinion of the 25th February that Gov,itoo-
dy*s original estimate f,was no doubt based approximately on the
accurate calculation of 850 acres to the nautical mile",and
that it has been pointed out to him that if this is accurate we
are rated at 850 while all the other farmers only pay on 640 a-
ores to the mile,he shuffles,and declines to alter the law. I do
not quite know why an alteration of the law is necessary; ,tout9
anyhow,we have the admission of unequal treatment costing

whole is
er B40 a year,and the sum of the whd&fts that while we are indis
putably in the right,the C.O.possess the power to perpetuate an 

injustice. T ami net quite surer,even new,that the question itr fi
nally at rest. X should be rather curious to know if the Govern
or, with the facts before him,considers that we have been treated 

fairly.

now

us ov-

I am,Sir,
your obedient servant,

_______ -

Managing director.
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CLLIu'Jj'al3;?Iiuritg (tmiquum
—-oMNCORPORATFD BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851 / -

C/? / / (j?
O' /, \[y/lacec///t/lcA' ly^lee/s.

Supplementary 
mail via Lisbon. 
888.

Per r/p
_/<&? at2:4th March,N? sjn-t/sw. ;£.a..

Sir,

Following my despatch dated the 2:1st inst.per Modestis,! now- 

write in the hope of catching that vessel,as the Liguria is due 

at Montevideo a day before her.

2.This morning we have received from Boston the bill on Green- 

protested for non-acceptance,and as the protest is verified by 

the British Consul it provides you with all you want to enable 

you to have the Enola C.arrested on her return. I am also tak

ing steps to have her safe arrival at Stanley insured at Lloyd ’ s , 

as in the event of her loss down south our chances of recover

ing from Mr.Green would be rather slender,unless the Consul can 

provide you with indisputable evidence of agency,and of his 

having acted strictly under instructions. In this,for his own 

sake,he ought to give you all the assistance he can*
3. At the time of writing the Sakkarah has not been reported, 

but as she passed St.Vincent some time ago,I conclude that she 

is kept back by the strong north-easterly winds we have been 

having lately. From the list of enclosures in her despatch I do 

hot think that we shall be able to clear up a doubt that has 

arisen about the Store sales of last yeaf,as the stock does not

seem to have been sent. From what I can see in the accounts to 

hand,I judge that you have done the Store less than justice in 

the matter of the sale of coals to the Admiralty last year. The 

amount paid by them was £1310,and I cannot see that the sum was 

included in any of the monthly salesj if ever there was a genu

ine sale this was one,for the coals were not only bought right 

out,but paid for,and we have merely been holding them fo!r the

A,E.BailIon,Esq 

Manager,
• 9

Stanley.
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Admiralty since. If,then,you are only crediting Store Debtors 

as each delivery takes place,as the entry regarding the Basil

isk seems to show,you are benefiting 1899 at the expense of 

1898.
4. I am not writing to Mr.Mathews this time,but wish to com

municate to him the decision of the Board as regards ftfctter** 

son's application for a pension,which I omitted to mention ifrheix 

I last wrote. It is considered that as he Jias not completed his 

30 years,and was fairly advanced in life when he joined the 

service,a pension of £20 per annum will meet the we

shall be glad to know if Mr.Mathews thinks that will ’be 

cheaper at that than if he continued at full pay in 

what decrepit condition.

F

X\
/

I am,Sir,

your obedient servafi^

Managing Director.

Enclosures',

Draft on R.T.Green for #3842.46 

Letter of advice.

Protest and Consular Certificate.

Copy of Brown Bros.& Co.'s letter & Telegram chaa^jfe* 

Remarks on Stores.

Copy of letter to R.T.Green.of 22nd March.


